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SYNOPSIS
The problem of rural student-teachers' conceptions of l:Ulguage and of learning is the
focus of this stud)'. Aspects of the problem were encountered during the researcher's
experience at a rural college for ten years, The researcher observed that certain students were
unable to express themselves adequately in English. their language for learning. They also
reflected an inadequacy in learning on n formal level. The researcher presumed that language
and their conceptions of language and of learning could possibly contribute to these
phenomena.
The problem was investigated by constructing a research design which included a
literature review comprising of second language learning with emphasis on English for black
rural students. The review also consisted of an overview of theory on language across the
curriculum and learning asconceptual change,
Subsequent to this review a field investigation was conducted in which eighty students'
conceptions of language and learning were analysed from data collected through personal
sketches and complemented by observation. The findings indicate that the students'
conceptions of learning were naive and their conceptions of language were focused on
communication. There also seemed to be some link between their conceptions of language and
their conceptions oflearning.
The research was concluded with suggestions pertaining topractice and policy. It was
suggested that lecturers should not only concentrate on the methodology of language across the
curriculum inorder toensure a cognitive change inthe students' conceptions of language and of
learning. but that the naive sketches that were used as research method of the study could be
implemented as diagnostic aid for educators in PRESET.
.:
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SAMEVAITING
Die fokus van die studie val op plattelandse onderwys-studente sc konscpsies van taal
en van leer. Tydens die tien j341r wat die navorser verbondc was ann 'n plattelandse
onderwyskollege het aspekte aangaande hierdie probleem te VOOrSk)l1 getree. Die navorser het
waargeneem dat sekere studente dit moeilik vind om hulself voldoende inEngels, as leertaal, uit
te druk. Hul vermo<: om op 'n formele vlak te leer het ook onvoldoende gebleik te wees. Die
veronderstelling van die navorser was dus dat die studentc se konsepsies van taal en van leer
dalk moontlik tot hierdie verskynsels kon bydra
Hierdie probleem is ondersock deur 'n navorsingsontwerp te konstrueer wat ook 'n
literatuuroorsig aangaande die leer van In tweede taal ingesluit her. Die klem het geval op
Engels vir swart plattelandse studcnte. Die oorsig het ook tcoritevan wi oor die kurrikulum
en leer as konseptuele verandering ingcsluit,
Vcrvolgens hct 'nveld ondcrsock plaas gevind waarinugtigstudente se konsepsies van
taal en van leer geanaliseer is. Data in hicrdie verband is ingesamel deur pcrsoonlike naiwe
skctse wat dcur observasie aangcvul is. Hicrdie bevindings toon aan dat die studente naiwe
konscpsics hetaangaande leeren hul konsepsics bctrcfTende taal het gefokus op kornmunikasie.
Dit het voorgekom asofdaar 'n mate van skakeling is tussen hul konsepsies van taal en hul
konsepsics vanleer.
Die navorsing is afgcsluit met voorstelle vir die praktyk en taal beleid. Daar is
voorgestcl dat dosente deels bchoort te konsentreer op die metodologie \'311 taal oor die
kurrikulum met die oog op kognitiewe verandering in die studente sekonsepsies van taal en van
leer. Voorts lean die naiwe sketse wat vir die navorsingsmctode inhierdie studie gebruik is ook
geimplcmcnteer word asdiagnostiese hulpmiddel viropvoeders inonderwysopleidinginrigtings.
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CHAPTER ONE
CONTEXTUALIZATION ANI> OIUENTATION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the background of the study will be discussed with the aim of giving a
contextual account of the theoretic:" framework, the research design, and the methods and
techniques to be used. As motivation for this study the problem which will be addressed is
analysed nod specific research questions are set, The research aim is then highlighted. A
systematic description of the research design follows.
The chapter concludes with a short summary.
1.2 CONTEXT AND RATIONALEFOR THE STUDY
The demand for people who are highly developed in skills and methods of processing
information for innovation and to cope with the ever changing conditions in South Africa is
incrcnsing in urgency. Unfortunately the eductional institutions and especially the black
teacher education colleges seem to have remained behind in adapting to these changing needs.
1.2.1 ruE COLLEGE
The context of this investigation is a traditionally black rural college of education
which accomodates one thousand and sixty four students whostudy various teacher diplomas.
The college is presently experiencing numerous crises, one of which is its own identity as a
te:lcher educating institution in an underdeveloped area.
Although the SClting for this investigatory study is a tc:lchcr education college in the
Lowvcld area. theIlSsumption is made lhat it could be typical of rural colleges in other areas.
This particular college was originally founded asa secondaryschool and was not designed for
tertiary education. Although the college is situated in attractive surroundings, class facilities
and hostel acc0m0d3tion are inadequate for the number of students to be accomcdated. Often
more students than ideal mUll be enrolled because of political pressure from outside. Most of
the first )'Car students M\'C to search for private boarding as they come from rural 3t'Q1 further
afield. The background from which thc).come and the a~ inwhich they now find thc:msch'CS
2are of particular concern to the second language (L2) lecturer who has to create optimum
language learning opportunities.
According to the rncntalistic approach tolanguage education, IlW1 has an inborn ability
ormechanism to learn language. The language Acquisition Device or LAD and the exposure
to language stimulates the learning facility (l.eschinsky, 1983). Cummins (1992) refers to II
Common Underlying Proficiency or CUP to indicate that students will acquire literacy skills in
an L2 if their Ll provides a finn conceptual and academic basis. To be able to experience
academic achievement in English as second language (ESL) again depends greatly on adequate
exposure to the L2 and the student's motivation to learn. The opportunity to use the L2 is
minimal in these rural areas and this issue also influences language learning strategics and
proficiency levels.
Theorists argue this issue from various angles, but most agree on one aspect, namely
that language, whether it isLI or L2, is learnt best in a suitablelinguistic milieu.
A factor which compounds the issue of limited exposure to English is access to the
library. Libra!')' services atthe teachers college were previously available from 7hI5 to 20hOO.
Unfortunately the lecturers involved did notalways report for afternoon duties. The library is
now only accessible during college hours which are from 7hl5 to 14hOO. The students at the
college which is researched in this study do not seem to makeenough usc of library services.
Limited access to and usc of the library is assumed to be a contributing factor in limited .
cognitive academic language proficiency (CALP) according to Henning (1991). It is also
assumed to lead to limited English proficiency in everyday literacy, At college level critical
reading and theusc ofsecondary sources are necessary to select information to incorporate into
. students' 0\\11 writing (Brinton, Sasser and Winningham, 1992:12).
Although ESL proficiency is ncccmry for success at a college with an ESL
curriculum and with English as medium of instruction, it is also essential to design an
environment which ofTers opponunities for the development of the whole person. Tbere is
ample opponunity at the college for rccrc:ltion activities, though spon activities are not
considered imponant inthese rural areas, pr0b3bly becauseof inadequate equipment.
Other problems encountered at the college concern the curriculum. At college then: is,
for insbnce, no inlefgration of language across lhe curriculum. This situ:llion is compounded
.:
3by the fAct that the college is nOC AutonomouS and that the curriculum CWlOC be adapted to
accomodate extensive langu3gc education (Henning, 1992). Langu3ge across the curriculum
needs to be planned carefully; the curriculum Iw tobe adapted for the specific linguistic needs
ofthe students.
The ACAdemic curriculum At the college being researched isa reflection of the school
syllabus Md docs not always meet the Academic demands of 11 tertiary institution. No wonder
Orbach ( 1991 :89) maintains thAt the teachers' knowledge and intelligence are reflected in their
ability which is directly related to the training they receive in the PRESET (Preservice
education for teachers) milieu.
Whenstudents attend schools for teaching experience or praeticum intended to prepare
the student-teacher for real school Iife, this often achieves no end llS students find themselves
left outside theclassroom, The teachers do not want the students in their classes while theyare
presenting their lessons. This phenomenon reflects the possibility that the teachers might have
realised their 0\\11 LEP (Limited English Proficiency).
Another important factor th:1t plays a role on the college campus is the substantial
influence that the student representative council (SRC) has on student life. That students do
not find college life to be a meaningful academic experience is reflected in the political
pressures and intimidation that the examination committee at the college experiences from the
SRC to change the examination time-table when the student body feels ill-prepared to sit for
examinations.
Previously the selection and admission ofstudents to Iltcachcr-training college were an
intricate affair because of the legacy of apartheid (Sieborger and Ken)'OI1, 1992: IS8) but the
Government tw recently allowed colleges the opportunity to decide on their O\\n admission
policies. This tw provided political parties the opportunity to pressurize the college to enrol
students whether they could be physically acc0m0d3ted or not and irrespective of their
matriculation results. The result has been that students with poor I)mbols on their
m:ltriculation certificates have been admined to this college. These students in tum expect to
pass the examinations It college.
HofffiC)T and JafT(l992) as well as Orbach (1991:89) lUte that the qu2liry of Arri~
education is declining since students wuh these passing I)mbols could be enrolled. MAtscpc-
Casaburri (1992:21) proposes affirmative action for appropriate training and upgrading as it is
an ideal of education to establish a learning cullure in an ever expanding world of knowledge;
)'tl, the examination committee is often pressurized to lower the standards in order to create
higher pass rates and to abide by the slogan: 'pass one, pass all I" On the other hand,
MawMM (1992: 116) implies that it is II fonn of disempowenncnt to maintain standards.
Unfortunately for the students these demands from the political parties do not necessarily
provide them with an L2 proficiency to cope with the demands of an ESL curriculum and an
acadermc learning milieu.
This background 10 the context of the research question is provided in some depth as
the investigation, although focusing on students' conceptions of language and learning, is
necessarily situated in II socio-cultural as well as an educational context. This context is
presently highlypolitisizcd.
1.2.2 THE STUDENTS
A college docs not only consist of an academic milieu but also of students who arc
making an impact on it. This research focuses on a selected group consisting of eighty first
year students, studying for a Senior Primary diploma.
These two classes arc heterogeneous, comprising of males and females, Although
adults, their ages range from nineteen to about thirty years, The reasons for this arc that some
students started teaching with only a matric certificate and now have a certain amount of
teaching experience; while others stayed at home for a few years before being accepted into
college, mostlybecause oftheprevailing unemployment situation.
Each class consists of forty students who spend most of their class time in cramped
physical conditions. This situation not only makes lecturing difficult, it also makes the uscof
an overhead projector ineffective and creates an unhealthy situation during the writing of tests.
Demands arc not only made on them cognitively but also physically,
The college lecturers feci they can presume a certain level of proficiency in English
which is at least adequate for the demands of a college sylbbus as thestudents should have
p3SSCd their matriculation e:wnination and all have English as L2 which also served as their
medium of instruction inschool. Proficiencyin English is csscntilll as all their subjects except
5the LI are presented in English. There are, however, many students who are not sufficiently
proficient in English to master cognitive, academic challenges. Cummins' (1992) use of the
phrase, Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency (CALP), can be applied in this educational
setting where the staff believe that many students arc seriously lacking in academic discourse.
This viewpoint is .150 anassumption of this study.
The research students, from the SP phase study four major subjects of which English
orAfrikaans is theL2. The aims oftcaching a language (DET, 1990) as subject.are to help the
prospective teacher to:
increase the pupils' proficiency and confidence in the four language skills:
develop appreciation of literature as it ensures that the pupil's proficiency in
the language isadequate to serve as the medium of instruction inother
subjects;
develop communicative competenceand to
develop CALP aspedagogic tool across the curriculum.
Another assumption is that black rural students might experience the educational
institution as culturally foreign when their education is in another language. If this language,
learned as an L2, then becomes the language of education, misconceptions may arise which
might hamper their educational progress. Doby (1991) as well as Chamot and O'Malley
(1992) suggest that students should use language as a tool for learning but if the possibility
exists that L2 acquisition docs not follow the same course as L1acquisition, then the learners
are put under a lotofstrain. There arc, however, differences of opinion concerning this matter
(Leschinsky,1983:3).
McDonald (1991:S8) finds that it could be difficult to learn in the L2, because not
enough time is allocated to prepare pupils to learn English or to learn in English. Lewis (cited
by McGill, 1993: 13S) mentions again that theL2 in which black student teachers study is often
poor. Chick (1992) assumes that English as language of learning, although an ideal in DET
education, has not developed as a language ofeducational communication especially in rural
areas where it is the language that the students must usc in the learning context to understand
abstractions and subject tcnninology (Chick, 1992 and McGill, 1993: l3S).
With thisbacklog thestudents at theresearch college find themselves in a lecture room
with a double load tocarry: they have to improve theirown English proficiency in order to
-:
6become competent teachen of English. The)' Also M\'C to access new subjects through the
medium of English; 1\ task which demands substantia! proficiency in the discourse of the
subjects.
At college the students encounter Education as a discipline for the first time and Are
exposed to concepts that ought not to be learned by rote but understood l\Ild internalised in a
constructivist way(Gould, 1992). Yet at school they were subjected to the traditiorud approach
of L2 teaching consisting ofdrills (Leshinsky, 1983:9) and memorization. 11 is no wonder thAt
students tend to fall back on rote-learning And reproduce facts without understanding (McGill,
1993:136). It is therefore not suprising to note th3t they show an over-reliance on textbooks
and lecturenotes, a phenomenon that needs further investigation,
It is therefore an assumption in this study that many students, when entering college,
have not acquired lin academic English language which is sufficient for college sl3J\d:lrds and
th3t they are ill-prepared to meet the demands of the institution. College education ought to
compensate for their lack of English proficiency (LEP) and lack of knowledge. In order to
become educationally emancipated they should be able to link the theoretical aspects that they
learn with practical applications in subjects across the curriculum. Independent study and
llCCCSS to L2 literature nrc important in this instance. Assignments are given to create the
opportunity for students towork independently and to do their o\\n research, To accomplish
all the above it is nCCCSs:lf)' for the students to become proficient in L2 use 3J\d to develop n
clear perceptionof their 0\\11 responsibility towards their ownlearning.
This description of the context in which the investigation takes place elucidates the
complexity of the problem observed at the college with an ESL curriculum including
insufficient CALP and LEP. This, it is argued, could contribute to the students' specific
conceptions of learning as they express theseinlimited language. The rationale for the study is
based on theoretical evidence ns well 3S pers0n31 undocumented obscr\'3tions.
1.2.3 CONSTRUCTUAL BACKGROUND
The constructs which fe:llure in this stud)' are: the students' conccptions of langt138C
and their conceptions ofleaming.
Language does not onl)' facilitAte communication but is II medium through which
feelings and ideas can beexpressed and constructed. It also contributcs tocognition and
7mc:tacognition (Henning. 1993:96). In a PRESET institution the acquisition of ESL becomes
the communicative bridge: (lnchinsky. 1983: II) for the LI speaker to come in contact with
other language groups and isthe main medium through which knowledge can be communicated
and constructed. English across the curriculum also becomes the l~min8 language - giving
meaning DOd structure tothe students' experiences.
Learning isIImenlaillctivity. It is not only A process through which knowledge CAn be
received DOd retrieved but the pre-service teacher's learning activities should include both
conceptual learning and constructivist Ic.1ming. In II PRESET Situlltion. le:lming llS lin activity
implies that the leamen ought to rely on themselves to take responsibility for DOd initiate their
own learning.
The validity of this twofold construct of student conceptions of language and of
learning has been argued from theoretical evidence as well as empirical evidence. According to
Shepard (1993), construct validity is the basis for both content- and criterion related validity,
the three of which ought tobe intergrated. Ina qualitative study such llS this, construct validity
assumes M even greater importance, as theargument of the study evolves, both theoretically-
conceptually and empirically - analytically, around the main construct. This construct has,
therefore, to be argued indepth at the outset ofthe study.
1.3 TIlE RESEARCH QUESTION
To make the research valuable it is nc:ccssary to explain the situation which led to the
investigation of theresearch question.
1.3.1 ORIENTATION TO TIlE RESEARCH QUESTION
Although it may seem fair for lecturers to presuppose a ceruin IC\'CI of proficiency in
L2 usc and that the students llt College level ought to be able to formulatc concepts and by this
time have a clearundcntanding of learning AS mental activity, the genmJopinion of ICCNrm
isthaI these presuppositions arc unfounded. In I pilot investigalion \\ith eight)· students al the
college it sc:cmcd IS if the majority of them had anundefined mct1·knowlcdgc of lanau1ac and
Itamlne and that their CALP WAS not sufficiently developed to formulatc their concqnions.
Though tcaching occurred through the medIum of English duri", their Jut eight )ur1
ofschooling. many an still not express thcmsthu in English norW\ they Ic.3m indcpcndcndy
but rely he~\'ily on the lecturer for individual attention and support. Rotc-learning is also stilla
cornerstone of the learning culture. If student-teachers learn to become reflective. Henning
(1993: 100) maintains trol conceptual change might result if learners discard the cultural ways
ofreproduction and memorization.
The question which arises from this argument is whether the students' knowledge of
English could be linked to their learning behaviour and if their perceptions of language and
learning influence their learning in any way.
This question forms a basis to the research problem, providing sufficient research
impetus for the inquiry todevelop into a full size research project. Although the research docs
not aim to ascertain direct causal links to behaviour conceptions of language and of learning
these may beargued ina logical qualitative way (Eisner, 1992).
Several earlier studies on learning reveal similar research questions (Bauer and
Sapena, 1991; Buss, 1973:237-315; Chilvcr and Gould, 1983; Morgan and King. 1966:73-
158; Morris, 1976:120-170; Phillips and Soilis, 1985; Rogers, 1983; Wickelgren, 1977;
Wilson. 1969 and Wood, 1990). This phenomenon seems to have been studied from various
different perspectives.
Vygotsky (1978:90) mentions that learning is not development but rather that the
development process lags behind the learning process and that this sequence results in zones or
proximal development. Mental development can thus be seen as the result of properly
organized learning. We could then postulate trot if a person can not learn effectively that he
might not develop mentally as he should. Vygotsky also maintains that language plays 3 vital
role in learning (Luri3.1975:174).
Contemporary constructivist theory supports the notion th3t the learner learns pro-
actively, constructing concepts by placing new knowledge within acceptable spaces of c.xisting
cognitive structures (Dcrliner, 1993; Oro\\11,1992; Gardner, 1993; Resnick, 1989 and
Wandersee, 1992). Gould (1992) refers to Dewey's (1933) expression Wt reflection is a
specialised form ofthinkingllnd she believes trot IC:lming is an organic process of invention. It
tAkes time for invention and construction to take place in order to fonn creative strategies.
9The main 3SJ>Cct that becomes apparent in these studies is that learners must take the
initiative upon themselves to activate the learning faculty. Henning and van Loggerenberg
(1992) indicate that Comenius already maintained in the seventeenth century that the locus of
control, or the responsibility for learning, is with the learner.
The problem of having possible misconceptions of learning which deviates markedly
from contemporary learning theory is an initial assumption which will possibly feature in the
data of the field study.
Since the nineteen sixties there has been an increase in educational research concerning
language learning (Buss, 1973:340·357~ Chilver and Gould, 1983; Mac Donald, 1991 ~ Morgan
and King, 1966; Rogers, 1975, Stubbs, 1986 and Strauss, 1993).
Bernstein (Wood. 1990:6; Me Neill, 1975) indicates, for instance that children from
diverse social groups learn how to use and understand language in different ways. Chomsky
(1978), known for the changes his views have brought in the linguistic field, disputes Piaget's
theory that language learning is dependent on the child's development stages but rules that the
child rather possesses a natural capacity to discover language structures. Children do not make
use of imitation to learn a language. Chomsky explains the acquisition of a second language
with a model (Chomsky, 1978), which consists ofthrcc different ways ofacquiring an L2:
direct access to Universal Grammar (UG)
indirect access toUG
no accesstoUG.
The L2 is best acquired by direct access (which means full immersion in the L2) and in
some \\'3)'S via the LI if the L I is well established so ~t it forms the basis for the second
language acquisition. An L2 is seldom learned in the third mode.
The aimof language learning is not only toacquire communicative skills, as rncntioned
previously in this chapter, but also to enhance the contact with other learners and to obtain ::a
better undersundingof the L2 group's culture and to usc it for thinking. Leschinsky (1983)
expresses the notion that language learning releases the learners from rncnul bondage and can
be used as a means ofexpressing thought th:n will in tum generate new expressions.
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Language learning and language acquisition theory is complex and of great magnitude.
There is, however, consensus on a possible link between the nature of concepts and the
conceptualising role of language (Brinton, Sasser and Winningham, 1992).
IJ.I.3 A possible link between L.1ngUtlge nnd Co~ntions of le;\miog
Language is not always emphasised in formal education SCltings, but it is of great
relevance during concept formation and could therefore be of importance in fonning D concept
of learning. As a conception of learning is already a meta-concept, high levels of abstraction
become dependent on linguistic reasoning.
Klausmeier (1992:27) concentrates on concept learning and concept teaching and
shows that language docs play no important part in the formulation of concepts. MacDonald
(1991 :63) suggests that concepts should be developed in both LI and L2. The Damasio
research (Damasio and Damasio, 1992) indicates that the brain possesses concept processing
systems.
The conical associative system based in the left thalamus corresponds \..ith higher-
level learning which includes concept formation. When learningwords inanotherlanguage, the
peri-sylvian region isinvolved. The brain alsoprovides for mediation andnegotiation facilities
between verbals, nominals and their conceptual links. The neural structures serve to represent
language in the brain.
The neuro-biology of language and conceptualisation seems to indicate a complex
networking and mediating process between sentences, words and concepts. At this stage of the
research question discussion it is sufficient to state that not only in linguistic studies, the
cognitive sciences and in communication, but also in the physiology of the brain it seems
reasonable to accept that knowledge of language is linked to concept fomution in some W3Y.
Todiscover if the above mentioned factors areof importance and if it could validate further
research, the research question needs to be M3lyscd.
1.3.2 ANALYSIS OF TIlE RESEARCH QUESTION
The students selected for this research are bound to find themselves as teachers of
senior primary pupils. They ....ill teach a subject in a Iangu3gC which is no( their 0\\11. The
pupils will still beunfamiliar or uncertain \..ith the languageand the knowledge content ....ill
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often be unknown and strange to their life experiences. To explain the unknown and to
formulate concepts clearly in a speaker's own language: in order to eliminate possible
misinterpretation is already admirable, but to attain success in transmitting it in another
language to others who struggle to grasp the L2, isan art.
Mac Donald (1991:4) has found that the listening, reading, speaking and writing skills
of black standard three pupils are poorly developed in both their own language and L2. Yet
they are expected to learn the subjects in English. It is doubtful whether novice teachers will be
prepared for the task awaiting them. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that tests and
examinations are setand written in the L2. InShepp's (Johnson, 1990: 78,79) case study of a
Thai-speaking student in her history class, she focused on his language ability and content
knowledge. She came 10 the conclusion thai his mastery of knowledge was not really tested as
he learned superficially and depended on rote-learning and on her notes, He apparently
experienced L2 learning as:l problem. L2 learning dependsalso onproper language planning.
MacDonald (1991:69) found that language planning can affect what happens to
students' education al school right from primary school up to tertiary level. The effect can
often be detrimental when students must learn in an L2 often foreign to their own culture. In
South Africa 11 complicated linguistic-educational structure existswhich comprises of different
ethnic groups with different religions and different languages. Simply providing all of these
children with the same kind of teachers, textbooks, course of study and examinations docs not
necessarily ensure equality in their education and therefore does not necessarily equip the
students at college level with sufficient linguistic knowledge and skills to face an academic
sinration,
It is a presupposition of this study thatblack students of education at the college do not
possess a clear concept of learning and cannot express themselves adequately in English during
the writing of assignments and examinations, This stance is supported by the study of John
and Goldstein (1975:315) who found that language habits of a communily predispose certain
choices of interpretations and if there are vast differences between cultures the linguistic
aspects of the LI will differ from the linguistics of the L2. According to Whorf (1975:316)
language can be seen as a shaper of ideas. Thc(sapir.Whorf hypothesis, inboth its WC3X and
slrong fonn, proposes that meaning is cullurall)'-linguisticaJly predestined. Although this
theory is no longer regarded as valid in its original fonn, the notion of language, :lS both carrier
and former of knowledge iscontextualiscd comfortably in contemporary linguistics (Henning,
..
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1992). The problem of the research students'conceptions of language and learning takes on a
complex dimension against this background.
John and Goldstein (1975) also found I!l;lt as children acquire language they interact
verbally with more verbally mature speakers tolest their tentative notions about thc meaning of
words. If these research students become teachers and their pupils want to test the meaning of
words or concepts in the same manner nod these teachers have I LEP it might I~ to
misconceptions being formed in thc minds of the pupils, jeopardising their progress.
In order to teach pupils and to create optimum learning opportunities it appears to be
necessary for the potential teachers to develop sufficient linguistic knowledge in order to
become teacherswho can express their conceptions of learning during focused instruction.
As competence in the L2 is essential in a college with no ESL curriculum the
importance of the research questions asked in this field study becomes apparent.
1.3.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS: FORMULATION
The research questions which evolved from theabove analysis are :
(i) What arerural student teachers' conceptions of language and of
learning?
(ii) Do these students perceive any relationship between language and
learning?
(iii) If the)' do, what is the relationship?
1.4 AIM
By postulating tlut language is needed for clear interpretation lU1d concept form:ation
the aim with thisstudy isto:
(i) investigate issues around the research question by means ofa
literature review;
(ii) ascertain, by means ofa field study, what student ceoceptioes of
langu3gc and learning arc and
(iii) csublish whether then: is a link between the twosets of
conceptions.
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A secoodary aim of the study tMt became important during the field stud)' was to
validate documcntlUUlysis of naive sketches no« only as a research method of the study bur as
diainostic aid for educators in PRESET,
IS RESEARCH PROCEDURES
In order to search for valid answers 10 questions it becomes nccCSSllf)' to achieve this
aim through scientifically accepted research procedures. As the field of methodology of
research in educauon is v:\51 it is important todesign boundaries for the sllldr.
!.S, I DESIGN BOUNDARIES
The design will beof n case study fOm\3I, exploring people andevents in n "bounded"
system (Slake, 1988). As the study involves student teachers who arc studying the same
teaching diploma, they become a single intactgroup of students who will be respondents in the
system of one single group.
This descriptive and exploratory field study takes place in II college of Education in the
Lowveld afC41 where the researcher is a lecturer. The researcher is therefore a full participant
(Wagner, 1993) who conducts runctional applied fCSC41rch. To in\'tstigate this C4lSC study
certain scientific methods and techniques arc implemented.
1.5.2 METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
Miles and Huberman (1988: 16) state tl\3t a field of qualitative research needs explicit
s)1tem3tic methods todraw conclusions and to test them carefully. The methods in this stud)'
are implemented 10 construct a qualitative field investig:uion in II e3.SC study format.
100'CStigation t3kcs place with II selected population group of eighty studenls. Tbe population
w15 no( roundedoffduring the course of the iO\"CStigation AS "'3.5 planned It the outset, AS the
methods had 10 be adapted 10 ch:anging conditions which "ill be described in ch3pter six. At
this stage it suffices to stale that the t)'PC of fCSC2rch question posed in this study an be
explored by in-depth methods, whether the:)- be quaht3ti\'C or quantitatl\"c.
The rtSQrth is emie in perspective, nening tNit the: field -.pc:W fot' it.selr' (Wauon •
Gegeo, 1991)\\itOOut the impositions of prc-de:signcd instrumcnu A rcsarch methodological
aim is to ~pcct slumbering variables to be aroused (lienning. 1993)
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The open and axial coding or analysis used during this study consists of three activities
that occur concurrently, namely, data reduction (Miles and Huberman, 1988:21) which takes
place right through <bra collection, <bra analysis, consolidation, display and conclusion
drawing and verification, which reflect the major procedural components ofqualitative research
(Strauss and Corbin, 1991:20).
The methods envisaged at the outset of the study had to be adapted due to changing
conditions in the research. The original intention is, however, described intentionally with 11
view to enhancing research methodological issues and the character of the field which will be
described in chapter five.
The students will be studied for a yearduring which:
i) Data will becollected:
by observation recorded by means of field notes;
by sketches written by the students;
by stimulated rCQII and protocol interviews.
ii) Data will be analysed:
byopen coding: categories will be developed, properties
\\iII be located, several dimensional profiles \\i11 originate
and these profiles \\;11 be grouped to give a pattern.
by axial coding: where sub-categories are related to their
categories because ofa setof relationships, which is
called the paradigm model by Strauss andCorbin (1991 :99).
iii) Dati will be interpreted:
by selective coding or verification. As the analyst proceeds,
veriflcation takes place but the final conclusions appear Ilt the end of
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the investigation. Themeanings emerge from the cblA and their
validity is checked. Miles and Huberman (1988:22) mention that
these activities are all intcrvowen before, during and after data
collection in parallel fonn to make up theanal)1ie process. Out of
these findings existing theories may be illuminated. other findings or
theories may be recognised or extended ora complete new theory may
emerge.
1.5.3 STRUCTURE OF HIE RESEARCH PROJECT
Chapter one consists of a contcxtualisation of and an orientation to the study.
Chapter two follows with a theoretical framework comprising of studies in L2 learning
with emphasis on English for black rural students.
Chapter three focuses on language across the curriculum.
Chapter four focuses on concept learning.
Chapter five sets out the design anddevelopment of thefield investigation which is of a
qualitative case study format. The original design was adapted during the course of the
investigation since the intention was to reduce them to a group of eight students selected at
random.
Chapter six will set out the steps of data collection, the processing of data and the
evaluation of final patterns, which \\;11 describe the main findings.
In Chapter seven the finding will be interpreted, after which conclusions \\;11 be drawn
and verified, leading tosuggestions for research and practice inchapter SC\'Cn.
1.6 CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Different concepu used in this stud)' \\;11 be briefly explained.
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1.61 SELECTED CONCEPTS FROM rnsTHEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND TIlE
CONSRUCT OF TIlE RESEARCHQUESTION
i) l(insuisIi~J. as the science of language (H.A.T) defines the nature of language; it
provides lU1 understanding ofthe language system (Johnson, 1990: 14).
ii) ~d..l;mgYilge kilrnina.concems the language, the acquisition ordevelopment of an
additional language. In this study the emphasis falls mainly on where this ndditional language
use is not always part of the speakers' personal life experience but occurs mainly in a formal
selling where it is applied as the medium of instruction and the language th.:u is used for
learning.
iii) 1&ilmiIuL: definitions of learning differ according to the theorists' perception of
learning. Bchaviourists define learning as thecognitive abilities which lead to lU1 enduring or
relatively permanent change in behaviour through observation and experience (Buss, 1973:238;
Morgan and King, 1966:73). Dewey and the Gestalt theorists believe that the learner is not
passively engaged in receiving knowledge but acnvely involved in learning. Phillips and Soltis
(1985:33) state that learning is more than the acquisition of theability to think while Vygotsky
(1978) mentions that learning results in mental development when the knowledge constructed
socio-culturally becomes internalized. Contemporary constructivists and connectionists believe
that learning is a pro-active construction process (Henning, 1993 (a».Considering these ideas it
becomes clear that learning takes place through active personal involvement in the knowledge
objects (Entwistle and Entwistle, 1993).
iv) ~p'u : a concept is a mental construct of a category that enables the individual to
identify examples and non examples of a category which can occur with or without learning
(Klausmeier, 1992). This pre-disposes that misconceptions may occur. Concepts an: stored in
the brain for later retrieval to re-create a ~ricty of sensations nnd actions associated with a
particular entit)' or a category of entities. Damasio and D:lnWio (1992) and Klausmcier
(1992) agree that bnguagc is used to label and Co transmit concepts constructed in the mind
and to cstnblish more complex concepts in order to make usc thereof lit :1 higher IC'-c:1 of
thinking.
.'
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Tcaching and instruction are more or less synonymous, and part of the education
process. Traditionally instruction was seen as an external stimulus given by the teacher to
activate the learning process (Dreckmeyr, 1991:9). Teaching takes place where an adult as
lecturer and the students meet in a formal selling where the lecturer is expected to instruct the
new knowledge andskills with which he is equipped to the learners who nrc not so capable or
knowledgeable. Contemporary instructional theory advocates that a teacher create a learning
environment which is conducive to pro-active constructive ICOlming (Fosnot, 1992). Henning
(1993); Griesel, louw and Swart (1986:22); Gunter (1978: 10)as well as Malan and du Toil
(1991) are all of theopinion tb.'lt teaching takes place where new knowledge isbeing presented.
In a PRESET institution an adult teacher and adult learner (Kruger. Oberholtzer. van
Schalkwyk and Whittle. 1983:23) establish a relationship through which the lecturer ought to
present new knowledge in an environment conducive to constructive learning and the students
ought to construct knowledge actively. II is therefore notable that Stem (cited in
Johnson,1990: 10) maintains language teaching ought to involve language learning tasks which
are meaningful and relevant.
1.6.2 SELECTED CONCEPTS FROM RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
i) Grounded thcoO' : This approach is a qualitative research set of methods that include
theoretical sensitivity and creativity while using n systematic set of procedures to develop an
inductively derived grounded theory (Strauss and Corbin. 1991 :31)
ii) Qualit.1l;ve rcsc,1[cb : Qualitative research produces dab in words which are well
grounded. giving rich descriptions and expl3ll3tions of a research question. rather than by
means of statistiealprocedures or other quantitative figures. It draws upon past experiences as
well as theoretical knowledge to uncover and understand rcalit)' in a non-mathematie:lI.
anal~ical or interpretative nwmcr (Shulman, 1988; Miles and Habemun, 1988 and Strauss
ancf'Corbin. 1991)
iii) Anablis : Anal)'1is, also meaning coding, brcaks00\\11 the selected data which nrc then
conceptualized andat the end it is put together in new nnd indueth'C \\'3)'1:
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data reduction: It is necessary to mention that data reduction continues right
through the investigation until the final report is completed and relates to coding of data as well
(Miles and Huberman, 1988:22). When data is selected it needs to be reduced to only that
which is relevant for the study. Saturated areas reduce themselves automatically.
The researcher starts her research with a vague idea of what II certain aspect might
mean. As new ideas arc formed during the investigation it leads to preliminary conclusions.
Only Ilt the end of the study can the final conclusions be drawn when the meanings which
emerge from the datahave been tested for plausibility and validity.
During a qualitative investigation it is not only the data which nrc important but also
the views of the researcher who cannot be distant from the case under study, It is therefore
relevant to provide the reader with a profile of the researcher, in which herparadigm and meta-
theoretical assumptions will beembedded.
1.7 THE RESEARCHER'S PROFILE
This section iswritten in the first person, with the aim of introducing the reader to the
researcher who "ill be continuously involved ina subjective manner, although trying to remain
as "objective" (rational and mctacognitivc) as possible. I believe that a rounded first person
narrative describing a researcher's view, both epistemologically and methodologically, can
assist the reader of this report in constructing meaning from the text. It isalso the practice in
interpretive research todescribe the researcher asmain instrument.
I sec education as the conscious or intentional intervention of an adult in the life of a
child or student as learner with the aim of guiding the learner to responsible adulthood, I
consider that the young child, created by God, as a dependent being. to be dependent on the
adult for his/hcr education and therefore education ought to be considered seriously and
responsibly. As an ndult the responsibility lies with me to guide the learner to become an
indcpcndcnt being. The child, or student as a dcpcndcnt being. should and must not stay
dcpcndcnt but needs to develop and gradualty take responsibility for his.o1lcr own life. This
clearly also implies his/hcr learning in acadenuc and vocational context such as at a college of
cduC3tion.
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Accepting responsibility is another ;\SpeCI which I consider AS important, for God tw
created man with a certain amount of health 3I\d intellect and tie tw provided us with the
ability 10 nuke decisions Responsible decision-making often results in experiencing success in
daily life activities. Doing what God expects from us 10 the bestof our Ability And because we
believe in Him can improve the road leading 10 eternal life.
For the past len )'Cars I have been involved with Education for the first, second and
third year black student-teacbers. I love teaching as education lies close to my heart. Knowing
thai for many years there was a backlog in thestate educationsystem for black students I strive
toupgrade their educational standards and learning skills.
1110ugh the students at the research college arc all physically matured adults I have
found that they are not all on the same mental, emotional, social or conative level - a normal
situation, However, the extreme differences in levels of conceptual development have lliways
been disconcerting. Since they arc prospective teachers it is important to understand and
explain concepts. I therefore expect that they should be able to usc the L2 as expected at
tertiary level, or at least be able to express themselves in an understandable way. As adults
they should also to 3 great extent, be able to take responsibility for their own progress and
learning and not to depend solely on the notesand summaries ofthe lecturers.
I soon found that these presuppositions of mine were in many instances invalid for
many students can hardly usc the L2 as academic communication system. They expect me to
have pity on them by adding extra marks in order for them to pass 3 lest. Some even request
that an assignmentmust be given in place of the supplementary examination, This has made
me realize that their concept of learning mUSI differ from mine in some areas. To come to
better understanding of their dilemma and to examine my own "a-priori" notions, this study is
undertaken to try and explore these issues scientificallly and therefore systematically. I will try
to ensure that my rcscarch is conducted rigorously, so tlut I can explore the questions that
worry me in such a W:1Y llS to present the processes and procedures and the findings llS
trustworthy. I would lake to improve my pracuce as I nm not 001)' concerned for the students'
cxtemal success butIIIso for their internal growth I feel it is m)' rcsponsibilil)' to guide them in
becoming not onl)'good subject te:lchcrs but educators wbo will in tum be concerned with the
development of well balanced pupils wbo as-lin, in time, will become indcpcndcnt enough to
13ke responsibility for their own 1i\"CS.
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I fee] tlul twelve )cars of education AI school should have prepared the students for the
gradual change from dependent learners 10 more mature indcpendcnl learners. l am deeply
disturbed by their limned language proficiency And by their laissez·faire And passive attitude to
learning. Though the students ought to reflect pro-active l~min8 the leclurers at college still
have certain educational responsibilities towards the students. However, to take the sole
responsibility for the students' learning C3n no longer be possible for Ihe dependent child !us
now become an independent adult.
As n tertiary educator it is necessary lho" I h.1\'C to find w3yS 10 address the students in
their 0\\11 situ:\Iion Action research, which is executed by the practitioner with the aim 10
eohance her practice, is "luI I hope to do in this study. As researcher I therefore operate from
the paradigm of contestualised (unctional research as practised in the Faculty of Education 3t
the Rand AfrikaansUniversity,
1.8 SUMMARY
In this chapter the problem of black students' lack of language (and of CALP). 3Ild the
possible link there may exist between their conceptions of learning, and their conceptions of
language W:iS contextualised 3S empirical problem and theoretical construct. Subsequently the
aim, design and methods ofthc study were staled. aOer which the researcher's profile followed.
The next chapter will focus on ESL in pre-service education for teachers (PRESET) in
rural colleges of education in South Africa.
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CHAPTER TWO
l)nESF.T IN RIJnAL AREAS: ASPECTS OF LANGUAGE EDUCATION
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the focus is on generic aspects of PRESET in ESL while the PRESET
structure is bridl>' viewed to indicate the 11:\'C1 of autonomy of local teachers' colleges.
Different aspects will then be overviewed in relevant literature in order to determine the need
for training teachers vocationally and academically. As the research focuses on a black college
ofeducation in n rural area, an overview of the DET's English language policy in the PRESET
curriculum will also be included. along with aspects of DET school education in ESL.
Thereafter auention will be given to studies on language nod cognition with n view to arguing
the role of language in cognition. especially in the case of ESL teachers. A short summary
concludes this chapter.
2.2 GENERIC ASPECTS OF PRESET IN ESL
A few aspects which have a direct impact on the curriculum are selected from the
PRESET structure and arcbriefly reviewed. Ahistorical overview isalsogiven to indicate the
route the ESL curriculum h:utaken.
2.2.1 PRESET STRUCTURE
It is essential to view the PRESET structure in IOQI colleges briefly to understand its
level of autonomy. With regard to the field study which will be discussed in chapter six the
structure of the t)lliC:l1 DET teacher educaticn college has to be described as theoretical
found3tion.
i) C2.uociJ
Tbe college council includes representatives of the college comprising of the Rector.
the VIce Rector and members of the college scn:Ite. Tbe council tw a disciphn3r)' committee
which exercises control over the college and so reduces the autonorn)' of the college. The
college on the otherh3nd tw control over iu C'(.'lITljll.1tion rc:gubtions \\hlle the council awards
dIplomas 10 the Itudcnu after sucCC'SsfuII)' completing their training. Although the D~I
determines the number of s1udcnu admitted to the college annuall)', the council fN)' admit
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additional non-agreement students (le Roux, 19KO:4(4). This rna)' sometimes happen because
of political pressure. Non-qualifying students may even be accepted as explained in chapter
one which might lead tothe lowering ofcollege standards.
The above indicates that the council has a flrm and sometimes devastating control over
the college, but the council is in tum, responsible to the Administration; thus restricting its
freedom and autonomy.
ii) S~~
TIle college senate is responsible for the promotion of research and for the validation of
academic standards of the curriculum as well :IS the teaching and examining. Unfortunately
many lecturers at black colleges disapprove of the evaluation of their lectures. This
compounds existing problems in the evaluation of examination standards as some of the
objecting lecturers arcsenate members. Final authority regarding academic matters is vested in
the senate and it also stands in an advisory capacity advising the council concerning college
matters (Lc Roux, 1980).
iii) Stilff Select jon
The college receives all applications after posts have been advertised internally or
ex!ernally through the press. After a senate meeting the rector makes recommendations to the
college council as regards appointment of the academic staff. The council refers it to the
Director of Education who will make the final decision. The problem here lies in the fact that
the recommendations or decision-making is sometimes to the benefit of a friend or family
member and not according to the standards set for a college post. It may also result in the
appointment of lecturers with LEP at their disposal.
iv) Qis~iDline Committee
Students must abide by the authority of the Rector where it concerns college matters.
If stronger disciplimry actions need to be taken the matters are referred to the council who
must then exercise control over the students.
Le Raux (19~O.410)indicates that there is a feeling th3t the Rector ought to be nculr:lI
without becoming involved in any disciplinary actions. It could be t!l31 a siluation involves
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both the college student(s) and the lecturerts) at the same time. If, however, the rector needs to
wait for approval from council before he can decide on certain disciplinary actions, it might
diminish his position of authority. This, in tum might even account for diminishing respect
which has led to occasions where Rectors have been removed from their posts by the lecturers
orstudent bodies(VOO., 1991).
The present feeling is that greater autonomy ought to be granted tocolleges. It is also
necessary to keep in mind that in reality there is no absolute authority as no individual or
institution can be completely free of restrictions. Le Roux (1980), nevertheless, feels that
college councils can enable colleges to express themselves autonomously. This may provide
them if possible with the opportunity to accept rcsponsibiltiy for their own educational
institutions nod to ensure their independent position in the tertiary structure. This might
divorce them from political pressures to enrol students with LEP at PRESET instructions. In
order to understand PRESET development it is necessary to provide a historical overview.
2.2.2 PRESET: AHISTORICAL OVERVIEW
According toWragg (1990:24) the assumption has oftenbeen made that almost anyone
can teach. In 1820 the Lancaster monitorial schools (Booth, Furlong and Wilkin, 1990)
claimed that any new recruit~ could learn from another teacher through observation and
mentoring. On the other hand, it became clear that as far back as 1861 the Newcastle
Commission had started to press for better trained teachers. Yet as lateas 1988 the Greek
Minister of Education stated that they still encounter problemswithstudents fresh out of school
appl)ing for teaching posts.
It becomes apparent in the literature stud)' as will be discussed under this point that not
all countries perceived the training of teachers as being necessary. As knowledge increases
rapidly and nations become more closely linked together dannnding greater overall language
proficiency for communication, there is no increasing emphasis on the improvement of
education towards better global understanding.
Zeichner (1993) identified alternative approaches to teacher education in his research
on PRESET, statingdiverse opinions on the rtlC\'3nC)' of academic, thcoretica! education and
the praetieumfor student-teachers.
The Audrmic tradition of practice as professed b)' Zeichner reflects a strong
academic orientation to teacher education with lillie emphasis on the practicum since the
teacher ought to be a specialist on subject mailer. Shulman (1987 cited by Zeichner, 1993)
maintains that sufficient academic knowledge is necessary to enable the teacher to transform
that knowledge to become meaningful and understandable for the students .
The Social effective tradition, contrary to the academic tradition developed from
within the schools nod college of education and emphasises the scientific study of teaching,
concentrating on the acquisition of teaching skills related to student learning. This approach
was, however, strongly behaviouristically orientated but it provided teacher education with a
scientific foundation.
An academically orientated route combined with a skill-based education which focuses
on practice, the developmentalist tradition also emerged since thedeveloping child ought to be
considered during the learning process. The viability of this tradition \\'35 reflected by the
"Bohemian progressives" (Zeichner, 1993:5) and has its roots in "student-centred" teacher
education.
A variety ofconstructivist approaches observe and study the student teachers and their
institutions in ordertocreate for the student-teachers a rich nodstimulating learning milieu.
Since the learning environment is situated within n specific society or community it
became inevitable, though unfortunate, that the schools were used toprovide political pressure
for social injustices.
The social recenstruetionist tradition. though it may be implemented for political
gain, mainly tries to cultivate critical thinking abilities amongst the students in order to
understand nod act upon the problems encountered in society, the political nod the economical
fields. Tbe pooredccatioeal conditions and social inequahues maybe addressed in this m3MCr
toensure more humane conditions in the schools, colleges and community.
Zeichner (1993) \\00has identified the (our main tradItions in PRESET, suggests tNt
no single tradition is sufficient and that no intcgrnti\'C model ought to be followed to create
better teaching expertise, Formal teacher education is a part o( the Western education
tradition.
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Although Potgieter (1974), Hollander (1991) and Lombard (1991) stress th:lt each
student-teacher ought toexperience academic :IS well as professional education, studies indicate
that a well functioning practical training was not always pan of the teachers education.
In 1780 Pesulot1.2i started with n form of training, but it W:lS really only in 1820 that
the USA and later in 1835 that France and Switzerland established training schools (Potgieter ,
1974). In 1888 theCross Commission in England indicated that there were weak spots in the
teacher education. Apprenticeship experiences in schools were promoted torectify the situation
in the collegesand toprepare the student teachers for their teaching profession. Ever since that
time teaching practice became scverly critisized for itsalleged inferior quality.
TI1C attempts of the Europeans and USA universities to include practicum courses in
teacher education W:15 critisized by Flexner (cited in Potgieter, 1974), who believed that
teachers could usc their common sense when they had to teach. He believed that teachers
needed to be well educated people since teachers had to be subject specialists. Potgieter ( 1974)
though, acknowledges the role of student practicum but also stresses the fact that the
accumulation of specialised subject knowledge isessential for student-teachers if their aim is to
develop responsible and self-reliant pupils oneday.
The above arguments indicate that emphasis is often put on the adequacy of the
academic subjects while the inferior quality of the education colleges as well as their courses
and students arc critisized (Zeichner, 1993). Since formal teacher education is a pan of
Western education tradition, literature studies revealed that attention was also given to L2
education as the learning ofan L2 has becomea convention.
The recent work ofGrossman (1990) indicates that the knowledge ofa subject alone is
insufficient to enable teachers to experience successful teaching. In the USA and other
countries many teachers nrc involved in education for minority groups who must learn in L2.
The teachers ought to be educated with the specific aim of nccomod3ting their students
(Goodlad, 1990) who have the disadvantage of tl)ing to cope \\;th new subject matter in
another language.
In South Africa this situation is again the fate of the I113jorit)' groups in c13SSCS where
the black students \\;thout C\'Cn attending a multicultural classroomorschool, arc provided
with an ESL curriculum. The students (all back on rocc IcamingllS they hA\'C to learn the
subject matter viaan lEP because in a rurulnn:a they oRen onlyencounter English in a (0~1
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sC{lIng The student·tc3chcrs with an LEP become teacbers "00 reflect language
incompetence They then rei)' on the text book since their own I~ming content was flOC
constructed or intcmaliscd (Joubert, 1(91) They then try to transmit knowledge through
teacher talk instead ofiO\olving the pupils. Vnn der Vyver (19K7:7) Addresses the issue of the
quality And natureof the: student-teachers'backgrounds, both of which influence their response
towards the practicum, Mdhe suggests tNt the: DET, together wlththe lecturers ought to
involve the students in relevam programmes during PRESET. Attention ought to begiven to
their proficiency in Enghsh.
Students seem to have not only II language problem but also VCr)' little vocational
knowledge when they cnter the profession. U:1ss:1i and Edmunds (1977 cited by Widecn And
Iiolbom, 19(0) noticed during their study tll:lt there is M Ol:lmling gap between the academic
world It college And the teaching world in II class. Flanders (cited in Zeichner, 1993) addresses
the same problem in his research on the teachers' perception of teacher trAining. The teachers
show Apreference for extended practicum as the)' feci it introduces the student-teachers to the
reality of teaching. Fuller (Grant, 1992: 192) also feels that pre-service tCllchers ought to
experience the opportunity to be exposed to II multicultural school before they graduate to
experience in working with a diversity of children. It is also during this period thnt the black
South African srudcni-teacbcrs can reflect on their ESL proficiency to introduce the learning
content to LEP pupils. Practice teaching is therefore M opportunity to adapt to the role of
teaching ( Sanders and W:lrd,1970, and Wideen and Hoiborn, 1990: IS) nod prepares the pre-
SCf\;CC students to dc\'Clop into reflective teachers (Carter and Doyle, 1989 nod Hoy and
Woolfolk, 1989 cited byWidccn nod Holborn, 1990).
In South Arnell there docs not seem to be consensus about the importance of academic
subjects in teacher eduC:1tion (Holdstock, 1987:23,28; Grant, 1992:13,26; MOL'lI3. 1992:27; de
lAnge, 1992:6 nod McGill, 1993:133), ZClhner'S (1993) suggestion of An intc:gr3tion of the
(our main tr3dltions oftC:ldlCr education in the USA includesll~ie I~ming. proficiency in
proccdur31 knowledge, knowledge of dc\"clopmCtlul thoof)' And soci11 tr:uu(ormation of both
tC:lChcr And student ContcmPOr3ry South Mric.ul PRESET theory (ocuses cspcci.1l1)" on the
I.u1 mentioned. JlUltjCS (1993: IS) mentions that tachcrs ought to rd)' on both thcorc:tial
grounded professiONI and person3l Insight, whIle &dcnhorst (1993) rcpons on the pr.aetial
and thcrorc:tialaspcc1s of IQchc:r cdUC.1tlon And quoccs Ma:mcNlk (Ibdcnhom ,1993: S) who
I1rcms WI thcor). and practice sre intcrrcl~lcd And c:annoc be: IqXrAted from one another,
The intcgr3tion of thcor). and pracnce is found 10beI perSONI process fXlhutc:d b)' rcflc:ctI\1:
writing andpeer (ccd·~clc. (\Vldccn and lIolbomc, 1990) PRI~C;lrr it gcncraJl)' f'C'Prdcd as :a
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preparation for theleachang profession (Lombard, 11)4.)1 lUld Hollander, 1991) which is in iuclf
All in-service sifter \\here the pracuuooer learns from experience by reflecting cnticall>' on
practice
T<Xb>' mosl educators And researchers agree that academic kno\\lcdge of the school
subject rcn\:lins crucial for IUCCC1S in t~ching and that without a «ruin llI1lOUnt of practical
training the Itudcnt-leachers might experience difficulty in turning !he knowledgc into
pctbgOSic Action, Te3chers who teach through medium of An 12 also neat the experience of
teaching in the 1.2 before they have 10 tnke responsibility of tenching in A profeuiOMI capAcity.
Not only the academic knowledge and practical training of ItudenlS Arc important to
consider when an ESI. curriculum is implemented but teaching iO\'oh'ts people too. Studenu
enter the academic world wuh their own characters, their own conceptions About the profession
they have chosen nOO with 11 specific cultural background which \\;11 influence not only their
own decisionsbutalso the1i\'C3 of others withwhom they come into contact The students also
need to consider the needs of the pupils they will encounter during Ihelr lC3ching careen :md
accommodate their needs in the ESL curriculuminorder to provide qU:lliuli\c teaching Since
all these aspects h.1\'C 11 direct impact on the curriculum the)' will bebriefly discussed.
2,2.3 CONSIDERATIONS FOR ACCOMOOATING AN ESLCURRICULUM
In order to tmin better teachers who can use no ESL curriculum successfully it is
ncccss:ary to consider the relevance of tDining student teachers \'()Qtionally emphasising both
-conpetencies nod reflection.
The: nccessit>' to train te1C'hcrs is hlghllghled by the child's 0\\1\ need of :an :adull to
cduC3tc him
According 10PocglCtcr (1974) the dC\dopln8 >1)Ung penon il in sarch of useful and
profiL1blc knowledge from An Adult "he knQ\\llhc: W2)' to A~rticul.u field of kno\\-Icdsc and
the undcnuandtn8 The cduQtOf ought to h.n-c: the Ablllt), to introduce new kno\,'1cdgc
(Potgictcr.1974 153) to the chIld And BUKk hirMcf to mBC It A pmonal constNdlOn in An
accounuabJc m:annc:r (deVries. 1992) Quldrc:n esPCCl.2l1)' need theIJlisuncc of An Adult (du
Toit, 1991) if thc)' must f~lI)' k:am kOO\\kdgc:\\hlch is forc1gntot.hc1rO\\n Cl.Iltun: and
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wbere Aforeign 13IlglUgc IS Applied :1$ the mcdlum of inslnJclion As Ihls is AouJor problem
bbckpupils cxpenence 31 school, II often rem;lIns Aproblem wben !hey enter college, smce lhe
problem WM noc effectively addressedduring lheir formal schooling
As teaching is no( nccesunly an inate talent and therefore no( A sponuncous ACI,
PO(gieter ( 1974) believes nlOSl teachers achieve it throegh formal sludy And experience. There
Arc n",ny viewpoints on this matter Although PO(glclcr (1975) sccnu 10 emphasise certain
behaviouris! practices, he also accentuates Iheneed (or educated Ihinking And teaching.
11\1: problem (or PRESET students in the rural :arcas lies in the ("CI th.,t they do no(
1u\'C sufficient ESI, experience ( Perkins, 199111nd Webb. 19K(,) 10 enable them to transmit
not only their own life content to their future pupils but also tlul o(lhe Western culture which
11.15 SI3>~ foreign 10 them TIlC)' WIll therefore expenence difficulty in introducing Ihls new
knowledge 10 lheir future pupils and 10 make illhcir personal construction. Their pupils mighl
nO( be able to depend on their guidance and help 31K1 may Slay in need o( an lldult for A \'Cry
long lime
Educators 300 researchers are of Ihc opinion Ill-'ll it is necessary 10 acquire knowledge
of " subject which must be taught al school but the student-teachers lliso need 10 receive
PRES~T to preparethem (or accomodating thedcm.mds in A school life siMIion ( Beckmann,
1991; Rich:lrds:and NUIWl, 1990; SIC)l1 and ViIJOCTl. 1991; and Thinon llIld Foune.I99). and
learn 10 introduce ochers to the knowledge through the medium of English. \Vh3rfe and
Burrows (1990) menlion tlul teachers Arc instructors of knowledge llnd skills but d~' often
find Ihcnucl\'CS in dlfferenl :and difficult posruons : lhey m3y become social workers wben
rcl3110nships at home break dO\\TI; d\C)' are surrog:!lc parents If children need adult advice: lhe)'
become rnor:al BU3rdl3nS 10 show tbe correct My; Ihe)' ulc on rhe role o( nwuscrs when the
children need help \\llh pl3Ming lhelr study lunc or rhelr budget nod tben ~. oRen become
n:mcdl:al tachcrs \\hen chlldn:n experience !c;amInS problems
Sludcnt·IC.:achcrs therefore need 10 IC3rn how 10 become rcncctl\'C: Ic:&chcn,
(CAldcrhe:1d. 1m) 10 IlOCICC lhese: needs :and 10 Act upon lhem (Zclchner. 1993) In onkr 10 be
succasrul And 10 IlIuml~IC mlllOlcrprcullOnJ durms Ihc:sc Inter:actlons \\tm lhc1r puptll the
studenlJ :also ncc:d 10 become proficICt11 In lhe l.utgu:attC to be used dunns lhesc mcounlcn
TIlls in\'ohu communahn.lhrough lhe: ESl. In onkr 10 Address lhar (ulure puptll' ncxds
studcnlJ need cooccptwl cNngc 10 ehmlNlc mIsconceptIOn
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During research conducted at the University of Wisconsin (Zeichner, 1993) it W35
found that studentsoften enter college with misconceptions regarding teaching and learning.
Misconceptions about 11 person's mind and learning may influence the students' artitude towards
teaching (Strauss, 1993(b)). According to Zeichner (1993:9) the students ought to be assisted
lit the PRESET institution to examine for instance, not only their own future students'
knowledge structure, but also their own understanding of the knowledge content, They need to
be made aware that a particular topic can and may be interpreted in different ways if they are
exposed to a range of different perspectives. To experience success a certain amount of
language proficiency is required as the introduction of new knowledge and the construction of
knowledge mostlyoccurs through the use of ESL inblack education institutions.
Tardiff (cited in Widcen and Holborn, 1990: 19) also identifies assumptions students
make about teacher education. During practicum they create an atmosphere where they are
authoritative and provide a distance between them and their pupils. They IIIso assume that the
pupils need to be proficient in standard English inorder to achieve at school ( Perkins, 1991;
Joubert, 1991).
Students need to be introduced to contemporary versions ofconcepts such as learning
and instruction. They also need to realise that language is relatedtoculture.
2.2.3.3 Cultum) Pi\'crsitv
Languageand culture are closely linked (Beckmann, 1991), therefore it is necessary to
make students aware of cultural differences (SIC)l1 and Viljoen, 1991; Trumpclman, 1993).
Coombs (198S) addresses the cultural aspect of education by indicating th3.t as the different
nations came in contact with one another, their cultures, values and ideals clashed as they
mingled. They became more aware of the irreconcilable differences. Yet, some n3tions had to
ad3pt since they needed to bceomc educated in order to fulfill their roles in .. multicultural
society, Studies done inCanada where minority language groups had to immerge into French-
speaking Universities, 8e:luchcmn (cited in Tisher and Widccn. 1990:19) argues that the
cultures of these groups ought to be promoted b)' the universities b)' including the learning of
culture in their te:achingotraining. It is not sure ifthis measure willaddress the problem of ESt
as medium of instruction and of learning nor that it will lead to conceptual change.
.-
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After slud~ang the \\ork of dtfTerent researcbers it becomes ck:u th3ttC.lchcrs ought 10
be Ir,lIned for the realuy of the school world And trot 50Ciety expects from them q~ht)'
te~chlOg for qU:llJty people
As the u~il\ln8 ofbetter tC.lchers imphes qu~lity tC.lChinS (RichArds And NUfWl, 1990)
illSAlso rcle\'~t 10 p:l), Alh:ntioo to the qU:lhl)' of the PRESET, espcciAlI)' the qu~ht)' of ESI.
lise One of the sllI&nls, in the study of Sieborger And KCtl)'Of1 (19'>2), lw mAinuaincd thAt
silldenis come to college with thc hope of bringmg posurve dungcs to poor instruction It
school. but in the end they Are merel~' interested in II diploma lU Apiece ofpaper. If this is the:
case And if the Ic.'\ming situation can be nunipul31Cd by the students to Achieve results \\ithout
contnbuting in An IICli\'C lind responsible manner to their 0\\11 Achic\'ttllCtlls (St~11 And Viljocn,
1991; Perkins, 1991; Scboeman, 1992 and SIC)llaOO van der WcsthuizCtl, 1992)then PRESET
edIIcaIion. in these cooditions, is becoming fuulc The lUsumplion is thllt the students
perception of learning achievement and the relatively limited exposure to luerature could
contribute to their CAI.P,
Stubbs (198(,:233) suggests that language CAn be used as evidence of the qU:1htyof
teaching And learning processes. which indicates IhIlt ESL proficiency is of great importance
for success nt Any Ic:lming institution. COSATU (MacGregorMd MacGregor. 199287) Illso
notices thllt training courses do not nddrcss the: ESL learners' problems nor th3t of the:
employees in :1 \\orking enviroemenr \\00 arc the: products of II grt3l1y inferior education
system.
Research done among suncbrd three lcichen and theIr pupIls andlC3tcs th3t the:
Iansu:1ge profiCIency of the teacbcrs cerrelne with theIr puplis' IlChiC\ancnts an clus
(Mc~ld, 1991) This implies th.:lt schools can onl~' be: as good AS lhelr tC3chcn (Jooste,
1974 110) :and ltullhc t~chcn Qn onl~' be: ~ good AS the PRESET d\C)' 1u\1: expeneeced Al
college
Tbere il .\ strons fc:c1ln8 Among eduC.1tton.\hlu tlut the ~hl)' of bt2d: PRE!iET IS
poor And thoat \\1:11 trAIned ladlef1 do m.U.c a naclCo\blc dltrmncc (Orb:ach, 1991 90 And TfO\\.
19H) When O,bxh (1991) \1C'wcd hit cUtl dunng hll mcrch on pupIls "ho rcpatcd
cwscs or dropped out. he found thoat the: poor tC3Ch108 "blllt), o( the tachen QI\ be rd:ucd to
.-
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After studying the work of different researchers it becomes clear that teachers ought to
be trained for the reality of the school world and that society expects from them qualit)·
teaching for quality people.
As the training ofbetter teachers implies quality teaching (RichArds u.nd Nunan, 1990)
it isalso relevant topay anention to the quality of the PRESET, especially the quality of ESL
use. One of the students, in the study of Sieborger and Kenyon (1992), has maintained that
students come to college with the hope of bringing positive changes to poor instruction at
school, but in theend they are merely interested in a diploma as a piece ofpaper. If this is the
we and if the learning situation can be manipulated by the students to achieve results without
contributing inanactive and responsible manner to their 0\\11 achievements (Steyn and Viljoen,
1991; Perkins, 1991; Schoeman, 1992 and Steyn and van der Wcsthuizen, 1992) then PRESET
education, in these conditions, is becoming futile. The assumption is that the students
perception of learning achievement and the relatively limited exposure to literature could
contribute to their CALP.
Stubbs (1986:233) suggests that language can be used as evidence of the quality of
teaching and learning processes, which indicates that ESL proficiency isof great importance
for success at anylearning institution. COSATU (MacGregor and MacGregor, 1992:87) also
notices that training courses do not address the ESL learners' problems nor that of the
employees in a working environment who are the products of a greatly inferior education
system.
RCSC3rch done among standard three teachers and their pupils indiC3tcs that the
language proficiency of the teachers correlate with their pupils' achievements in clnss
(McDonald. 1991). This implies th:lt schools C3J1 only be as good llS their tC3chers (Jooste,
1974: II 0) and that the t~ehcrs can only be asgood as the PRESET they have experienced At
college.
Tbere is a strong fceling among cducation:alisu that the qualit), of black PRESET is
poor and that well trained teachers do makeAnocieable difTcrcn<:c (Orbach, 1991:90 and Trow,
1975). When OrNch (1991) viewed his d.1u during his researeh on pupils who r'CpQtcd
classes or dropped out, he found that the poor teaching ability of the teachers QI1 be n:btcd to
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the quality of training the)' have received in PRESET institutions. The problem does not only
lie in the students ability toachieve but also inmotivation and a change in learning cognition.
Steyn (1992:203-205) mentions during his discussion on the priorities for the future,
that the quality of South Afnca's education is of utmost importance and although there is an
educational crisis, education cannot seule for second class standards. The student's
perspectives about teaching might also change as the academic quality (and their ESLP)
improves (MacMurray,llardy and Posluns, cited in Wideen and Holbom, 1992:42).
The importance ofthe quality of basic education has been recognised since 1964 by the
Council of National Academci Awards or CNAA (Fuller, 1985 cited in Tano, 1993). To
maintain and enhance the quality of the courses presented at college and the quality of lecturers
it isalso essential (Wh.1rfe and Burrows, 1990) 10 concentrate on the ESL proficiency of both
the students and the college lecturers.
According to Fuller (1985 and 1992) and Rugh (1991 cited in Tane, 1993:42) some
aspects that involve quality teaching arc the teachers control over the subject matter and their
ability to present the subject matter for comprehension as well as their ability to communicate
effectively ( Perkins, 1991; Joubert. 1991 and Mwamwenda and Mwamwenda, 1992). All
these aspects imply the use of language and ifa high quality of teaching is to be maintained in
the future the student-teachers who need to rely on ESLought to become efficient in L2 usage.
If policy makers intend to improve the educational quality through INSET as well as
through PRESET ( Do\'C, 1986; Hofmeyr and JafT, 1992; COSATU, 1992 and Chick.
1992) it becomes imperative to investigate an ESL curriculum in-action in a
PRESET institution for rural black students, where these pre-service students might also still
have a LEP. ThernllIl:lgemcnt and policy structures of the college have impact on the type and
quality of the PRESET ESL curriculum.
2.3 PRESET:mE ESL CURRICULUM
"The literature onESL as medium of instruction is vaned. The reports agree, OO\\'C\'Cr,
thatthc ESL learner Iw tobeaccomodatc:d according to contc:<tual needs.
Tbe college curriculum demands a high ESL proficiency for introducing and appl)ing
academic knowledge. It is, however. cvidcntlhat then: is a conflict between the e<pedations of
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the college curriculum and the ESL proficiency of the students. lintz (1981 :230) discovered
for example that teachers, responsible for teaching ESL to different ethnic groups in the classes
are often not experienced in ESL or in coping with those children who have none or linle
experience and understanding of the language. These teachersoften make use of trial-and-error
methods while teaching which may easily lead to traumatic learning experiences for those
pupils.
To understand why ESL is still favoured in the curriculum for purposes of learning
and instruction a brief history of language in education is included, focusing specifically on
bilingual education.
2.3.1 LANGUAGE IN MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION SETIINGS
In countries like the USAand Britainwhere school desegregation already has a history,
a school curriculum based on Western society's values and outlook was used initially. As
these countries are multicultural it was inevitable that the minority of pupils had to learn the
language and often also the cultureof the majority group. According to Nixon (1985:21) it has
placed those pupils in a disadvantaged position, because their own culture is not aceomodated
in the curriculum or the language of instruction. The vast literature on bilingualism in the USA
reports success where there aresufficient numbers ofa group. However, the minorities are still
educated through the L2.
As minority groups are slowly growing into majoritygroups, urgent changes ought to
be made to cater for their needs in school. The case of Hispanics in the USA is an example.
Ladson-Billings (1992: 109) states~t to blame these pupils andtheblack American children's
poor school performance or their lack of ability or inadequate motivation may be \\TOng as the
problem might lie \\;th the school structure because it docs not acc0m0d3te the diversity of
cultures. Hernandez (1992: 141) again mentions that linguistic diversity is an integral pan ora
multicultural society's cultural diversity. She advocates full bilingu31 education where the
numbers allow it.
The language problem is no( only encountered in countries where minorit)' groups must
be facilitated ina Western tradition. In a country such as India lanSU3gc isalsoan educational
and social problem because of the different indigCrlOUs languages (Shuring. 1992) and dialects.
They abideby a 3 + 1language policy to theneeds ofeducation. The present South Afrian
utuauon whereby Engluh is the medium of inslructlon for All black studenls except lhc few At
AfnkAAns instllUtlons clarl)' docs nol provide evidence of successful English cdu~tion
P(r~ps the historical development of the presenl system could clllrify some of the issuc:s.
23.2 A ORIEF IIISTORICAL OVERVIEWOF LANGUAGE IN sourn
AFRICAN EDUCATION
In South Afric" schooling started within the white communit), with English And
Afrikaans (Dutch)liS the offici:.ll:.ngu:lgcs At school. When black South Africans started to be
educated formally it was in the language of their white educators (MAW:lSM. 1986:16), With
the wnc Western curriculum for everybody it is diflicuh to express feelings and thought in
IUlOthcr language And because the subject content WIlS foreign to their 0\..11 cultures
(Groenewald, 1976 and Webb, 1986) And life It)'lcs, they experienced the school .y,tem AS
racist. ungu3ge became II political issue (Beckmann, 1991: Luis, 1992:104 :and Scboeman,
1992 ).
In the minds of the black people Afrik3:Uls became the 13Ilgu3ge of the oppressors.
After the So\\~O education crisis of 1976 it was rejected IlS :I medium of instruction And
because of the political connection to the l30gU:lge issue, the South Africm bl:.ck students
prefer to study through the medium of English.
Although MAwash3 (1986) and Mph3hlcle (cited in ~f3wasM. 1992) dis:tgR:C with the
high value ascribed to English 3S medium of instructIon And Nkabindc (\991) sees Afrian
langu3gcs AS sufficiently developed to meet their cultural needs, these lanSU:LgCS were, until
recent I)' • ooty or3llangu3gcs with very littlewnnen 13Ilgu:lge, Thedebate about the fe:uibihl)'
of c1«:\"Cn indIgenous bngu.t8CS IS medium of instruction is ongoing. A f«:\\' upects of this
dcb3te ....ill 00\'" behigh·lighted.
Though the LI is uni\"Cf'J:lJly conside1cd III the best medium (oredue:atina childn:n.
Louw (1988) Nin~ins WI bbck bn~ can flOC accomocblC the aadcmic mo....tedac
~ught at school. Thc:sc~ an: also pohtall)' consadcrcd as mfcnor AS thc). bck accxss
to Western ecchnolOB)' and could noc pl'O\idc sociAl or economic I«CIS to the "'odd fNrkcl
Uoldstock (19117:30) IfJUCS thas POint b)' sugesllns that ,f eduCAllon is noc 10 conlcnl-<entrcd
to Western tcchno\oay then Afna c:an t=cll UJ I srae dal and the medIum of tmtructlon
issue can pcr~ps be considcn:d from a dJfTcrtntlll81c.
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The report from the research done by the HSRC team in 1986 concerning this
particular aspect inblack education points out that terminology can only be effectively used if
the language ability of the speaker is adequate enough to formulatc those concepts. II is
therefore relevant toimprove pre-service students' language ability as well as their application
ofternunology in school subjects (Sharpes, 1988). The discourse or education is more than
the sum of its lexical parts. II involvesa way oflinguistie thinking.
Evans (1992:44) again, indicates that if content is always culturally selected as
Manganyi advocated in 1982 when he tried to teach English through the rich tradition of
Afriean literature at the Nairobi University, it could lead to the destruction of the English
department. The majority of learners in South Africa do not use their LI ns medium of
instruction but ESL. Although Mawasha (1992,110) perceives that the English language can
be disempowering in education nod is the s>mbol of the struggle against oppression (Chick,
1991: 19), English became the vehicle of freedom for 1'IWl)' (Alexander, 1991). At the same
time the black South Africans adopted ESL as medium of instruction. An ESL curriculum is
also adopted in rural PRESET institutions.
As was the case with Mozambique education (Luis, 1992), the black South African
students in rural PRESET colleges completed an ESL education at school which was
sometimes inadequate as both the teachers and the pupils were not often exposed to a large
Portuguese or English speaking population. As student teachers arc going to teach pupils
through the medium of English, the college curriculum is also in English. In order to become
proficient in the L2 , they need to be exposed to examples of that language (van der Walt,
1991: 13),especially since compulsory education isthe order of the day.
Education in South Africa is going through a transition period and black PRESET
students \\;11 probably beteaching at a timewhen education has become compulsory at school
level. Rural arens are going to be affected most as c1nsscs arc going to be swamped \..ith
children, for it is in the rural areas where most children grow up (Coombs, 1983). If the
student-teachers' LEP is not addressed they will noc be able to contribute tothe success of the
pupils (Mot.:lla, 1992). II WllS found tNt students become set in their \\'a)1 and although they
learn new structures and better teaching methods at college, thc:>' tend to fnll bade on the
traditional W3>,I of teaching as thdr LEP exhausts their good intentions.
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It is not only good intentions that Arc in jeopard)' because of lEP but chc: choice of
language lU medium of instruction can M\'C An\3jor impact on A IQmer's future. Chick's
(1992272) wArning ooght to be taken to heart. fWI1CI)' tNl if chc n\3joril)' of people do noc
support II country's I3ngu3ge policy of educatioe then it is doomed. WhAIC\'(r chc policy 1M)'
be, lhe role of English will be II major one inthe immc:di:lle future. The l)'JlC of langUAge which
sludcnls and lQchcrs eeed lU II pcd.1gOSic31 1001 is A discourse which is noc onl)' I
communication vehicle for cogniuon, but Also A conceptUAlizing mechAnism. As the lMin
construct of this study in\'ol\'Cs conceptionsof both lanlu.lt And oflurnina. the focus of the
nexl section of the PRESET curriculum will beon I:lOgU:18C end cognition.
2.4 LANGUAGE ANI> COGNITION
Language C03blcs a personto express thoughts and feelings orcognitive acuvities.
2.4.1 COGNITION
Cognition is generally regarded as more than r:uiOO3I menul activity ("cold"
cognition). "lIot" cognition includes social aspeeu, Cognition can be broadly defined as
problem identif>ing And reflection b)' means of mental aethit)' which inherently iO\'Oh'CS
emotions and social relations. Rogoff (1990) st3tcs that C\'CO the process of conception is
inherently social. V)'gotsk)' (1978) also emphasized socio-cultural aspects of learning sixty
)'Qrs ago.
Gerdes (1988:148) describes cognition as processes of knowledge construction And
appliC:1tion, These processes include among others problem-solving, problcm-idcntifiC:1tion.
knowledgc construction. reflection and the usc ofl3nguage. Hefurther idenlifics meu-
cognition lU an indi\idu:lI'. kl1O\\ledgc about hiSlhcr owncognition and the abilit)'to rqul~tc
it. Rogoff (1990) idcntiflC.S thinking lU I menul process tNt is a function:al, active pi-
oriented Action \\1th Cosni11on guiding intelligent intcrpcnon:al :and pr2etiQllCtions.
To V)JOUk)' (1978) affccei\'C And \'Ohlion:al tendencies support lhoughu of ""fuch :a
penon bcxon'CI conscious \\hen \\1>rds Arc uttered (Rogoff, 19909,70). In V~'JOUkW1 thcof}.
(D:I\')-doff, 1993) I:m~. AS I cuhunal sign in cosnith'C aeti\1t)', is rcprdod U A m:ajor
component oCknowledge cons1ruetion.
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24.2. LANGUAGE USE AS A COGNITIVE ACTIVllY
In the following brief discussion language will be discussed lU pllnner in cognition.
The section commences with a reference to Piaget, who conducted studies of language and
cognition in tandem (Wood, 1990). Piage! who saw intelligence llS adaptation and
construction pioneered the cognitive structural approach, Adaptation involves ASsimilation
and accomodation ofnewly encountered knowledge. Through assimilation new information of
external objects or events is incorporated into the existing cognitive structure. When the
existing cognitive schemes have to be adjusted to fit in the new or unknown aspects, then
accomodanon has taken place. When new knowledge is constructed this process is known as
conceptual change. This means in effect that linguistic codes have to be accessed as both
carriers and storers of knowledge. Logically this implies that the process of accomodation is
dependent on language and vice versa.
Intellectual development determines the ability to understand what is said and the
ability to use language informatively (Wood, 1990). Language is therefore regarded as partner
tocognition. Piaget maintains that language acquisition depends on the cognitive development
of a person while Chomsky (1979), and other nativists believe in an existing language
acquisition mechanism. They also accept that this mechanism is related to conceptualization
and that concept structures can only develop through contact with the language. According to
Chomsky (cited in Wood 1990; and Chomsky, 1979), language has a certain creative aspect
which enables the speaker to create sentences unique to that person which had before never
been created. Language can effectively be applied to converse about topics or experiences
distant from the speaker orof situations that arelong past. It can becreated in such a \\'3Y that
the language becomes cuhurally distinct (Nokancng, 1986; Wickelgren, 1977). It is this aspect
that directs the de\tlopmcnt of thought structures. Language is therefore regarded AS cognitive
activity.
Langullge as cognitive activity provides the speaker with a \'arid)' of options to usc
and undcntand it indifferent ways (\Vood, 1990). Once more, langu:lge and cognition are seen
in a brooder context as was referred to C3rlicr in this section. Demstcin (cited in Wood,
1992:6) noticed that students from diverse soci31 groups interpret and undcntAnd the: same
c:oncepl differently.
,11lCSC Iinguislic differences could Affect the students Adjustment, communiauion And
learning Ilbilitics. Cognili\'C Abilitics may alsodiffer because of the eultural-histoneal context
And circumstances in \\hich thcy grew up (Gerdes, 19118). Bernstein (1975) po5tulluCS thAt
thought is shapedbytwo IAIlgullge codes :
the restricttd cede which is not onlycontext-bound but is also Iterco-t)-pcd condensed
and lacking exaetness which influenceprecise conccptUllliution. Allpeoplc have
access to these codes:
the elaborated cede on the other hand, expresses D more complex r3I1gc of tbought.
They Arc context-free and more precise in conveying an explicit mW\ing verbally.
A similar description of language and cognition is that of Chick, (1992) Dod C~t
nnd O'M31lCY (1992) who identify contextual and cognitive dimensions undcrl~ing lMguagc
perform..mce,
The final pari of this discussion on 13Ilguagc and cognition is devoted to V)'S0tski3ll
theory. V)'S0tsky (Whorf, 1975) indicated experimentally how the human being's cognition
develops through different stages, from unorganized thought to the Iingusitic stage where
abstractions arc undentood. He ll\3inl3ins tNt when the 13Ilguage-lcaming cycle is once
completed, it docs no( signify that the lexical wealth of the language has been exhausted. For
the study on PRESET smdent-teacbers it is relevant to concentrate only on the third stage of
cognition. In phase III the adult language 1)1tenl functions in a highly abstract integrated
network of relalions. His assumption INt the human being processes a unique way of
conceptualizing the world in spatial nod temporal terms, confirms Chomsk)ls notion of
conccptualiz.:ation through -dialogucs-of-action- the hum:an being can anieulatc knowledge in I
cognitivc nwmer (Rogoff, 1990). Intcr.letion through languagebetwcen I mon: Qp3ble penon
and I noc 10 capable penon an result in cosniti\'C 8fO\\1h (V>'SOUk)', 1978; Luria. 1975) u
well u languagedc\'Clopmcnl.
From the above it is C\idcnl that humans take: an actm: pan in construe:ta"S their
knowledge of the \\«Id inI cosnitl\-c way, and in specIfic socio-<:ultural COl1tnts.
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2.4.3 LANGUAGE AND COGNITION IN PRESET CONTEXT
The human being posesses the abilitytocommunicate eoncepu to other people through
the use of language. As this study focuses onstudent-teachers at college level consideration is
given to their ideas oflanguage in an educational context.
The language which students use when they conversewith their friends differs from the
language they need for academic studying. Cummins (1992) distinguishes between a surface-
level or basic interpersonal communication (DlCS) and a deeper cognitive academic langu3ge
proficiency (CALP) which may determine the academic success or failure of students.
Halliday (cited in Olim, 1975) indicates that education failure is often language failure, for
language has a determining influence on cogninve development (Vygotsky, 1978; Lurin.1975;
Cummins, 1980; Trueba, 1989 and Rogoff, 1990). Brinton, Sasser andWinningham, (1992)
warn that language limitation ought not to be confused with the limitation of cognition, while
Yygotsky (Trueba, 1989) indicates that language control can be a measure of mental
development.
Language which is also socially and culturally bound ( Trueba, 1989 and Rogoff,
1992) is a developmental process which the human being experiences in time. Human
intelligence starts to develop with a dialogue ofspeech (Olim, 1975) in the attempt to organize
or clearly structure the order of the world (Popkewitz, 1987) that represents a variety of
impressions by means of linguistic structures in the mind (Wales and Campbell, 1976).
Chomsky maintains that the main function of language is to express thought (Henning and van
Loggerenberg, 1992 citing Chomsky, 1979), but when subject content is used to develop
understanding and skills, "fine-tuning" communication is important (Rogoff, 1992: 142).
Problems arise when the content is culturally foreign and the communication takes place in the
L2, a phcnorncnon which exacerbates an already difficult learning situation. Trueba (1989)
feels that if this is the C3SC then the L2 lC3mcrs are not responsible for their aC:ldcmic
predicament and struggle to adjust, because just as language is part of culture, culture is
embedded in the dC\'Clopmcnt of the cognitive. Groenewald (1976) even goes as far as 5a)ing
that the black studcnl$ might not realize their intellectual potential because they are lacking in
langu3gC and haw Iimi13tions in their material background. This can also result in eognitive
deprivation. Montagu (eited in Ginsburg. 1987) also explains lh3t if the culture rcfleeu
poverty, is barrenand onc-dimcntional , the learners \\;11 lack a framework with which they can
associate or compare the new experience or knowledgc they encounter. Theinformation ,,;11
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have limited pedagogic meaning. It must be remembered that students interpret meanings
through thinking from a specific milieu and they are oftennot aware ofhow much language and
thought are interrelated.
Webb (1986) discovered this interesting aspect during herstudy on PRESET students.
She found th3t although the lecturers observe ESL as a problem. the student-teachers
themselves did not perceive it as a major problem in their progress at college. This could be
because students tend to fall back on rotc learning which gives a false impression of real
learning (Chick, 1991). Some lecturers tend to make usc of previous examination questions
and expect their students to memorize these answers to pass certain examinations instead of
teaching themto understand and think deeply on the matter (Maejima, 1981 cited in Sato and
Ushiwata, 1990). De Winter Hebron (1991:129) sutes that students are accustomed to being
spoon fed and it isdifficult tounteach them this habit.
Evans (1992) indicated that ESL students who had an oral background and little
written literature experience recall through rhetorical structures familiar to them. rather than
making usc of those which are structured inanunfamiliar way. It is only when material can be
related to knowledge of previous experiences which the person already possesses in the long-
term memory that itcan be meaningfully divided and grouped for later retrieval from the long-
term memory. More incoming information can then be successfully handled since the short-
term memory is limited when dealing with unrelated facts (Phillips and Soltis. 1985). The long
term memory which can form new structures in the brain will, however, be able to accomodate
these facts. Adult learners do not store verbal information in the long-term memory as it
was originally formulated, but store the essential meaning of the information probably in :1
condensed form. During recall. it is formulated in :1 personal way through spoken or written
language. Adults ought to be able to llJl3lyzc incoming knowledge with access to prior
knowledge at thehighest level to accomodate the new infonn3tion where it is most me:ulingful.
The process of accomodation is sometimes contracted metacogniuvely, an act which invoh'CS
language.
For students to successfully comprehend a text, their b:1ckground knowledge and the
reading of the textmust result in an interactive process. Tbeir linguistic knowledge And cogni-
tive structufCS will also playa role (Johnson, 1982:~05, cited in M3Chet. 1991 :91; Sanden and
Ward. 1970 and Weidler, 1989), because cognitive structUfCS develop and grow as II
consequence of learning and experience (Lovell, 1980). The rncmor)' permits intcr.action
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between different components of knowledge as independent information is integrated into II
structure in the mind. G38e. cited in Graham (1977), believes that the successful usc of
cogniti..'C styles canbe taught, However. MacDonAld (1991) stresses the fact that students find
itdifficult to contribute meaning to the learning content if it is expected from them to change
from L.I medium to the usc of L2.medium which is culturally foreign. Through the use of the
LI. new know ledge can be integrated And anchored into the existing cognitive framework, but
ifthc L2 is used the new knowledge tends to be isolated and limited insight "ill probably occur
(Groene«..ald, 1976). Verdiun, Miller and Greer (1979) confirmed these findings by indicating
Ih3t even adult students donot become involved in learning if they c:lnnot contribute personal
meaning to the learning content. Groencv..nld (1976) quoting Lado (1961), indicates that
meanings are not the same innil languages. The meanings that we put into our experiences arc
culturally determined and therefore vary from culture to culture. Carroll and C:wlgrandc
(1975) substantiate this fact by indicating that although languages will show some semantic
uniformity, each language will reflect in otherareas considerablediversity. Languages differ,
and as each language handles common problems differently or contributes different r:lIlges of
meaning to its concepts, it affects the way the person thinks and structures special cognitive
modes. Whorf (1975) also addresses this issue by stating thai as different systems of
rationahzation are used one culture may find it difficult to understand the meaning of concepts
as they arc formulated in another language, for language is a shaper of idc:ls. This may C\'Cn
result in cultural mismatches because of these differences in thought patterns (Carroll and
Casagrande, 1975; Hukill, 1983: Spencer and Sadoski, 1988; as well as Lipson, 1983 and
Johnson, 1982cited in Machct, 1991).
Mawasha (1991) argues this point andsees it as prejudice towards the black learners'
cognitive nbility when educationists and researchers maintain that they should not be
confronted with unf:unili3J' knowledge or non-cultural experiences lest the)' find it too difficult
tocomprehend. If these students nrc limited to the immcdinte concrete eO\ironment they "ill
not learn to transcend beyond that level. It is rlCCC$sary to come inconl3ct with other cultures
but as cultures differ intheir communiQting structures, it is n«C5S3r)' for the ESt students to
be surrounded by English speaken to learn the bngu38e more c:ffceth'tl>', the rudiments of
8rll1TUn3r as well AS the linguistic ASpectS which may show commonalities ICross 1:m8~
(Rogoff, 1990 lUId Calitz, 1993). Cultul'31 conflict in the intcrprcution of another culture's
literature as described by Brooks And Eskcy (cited inEV3I\S 1992:40) nc:cd ROC be ncccss:Lr)'
since the adult students are exposed to diffetall cultures lUId thcir wlues (E\':U\S 1992). It
could be wise to accept Khati's (1991) advice toh.."C harmoniously with two or morebn~
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in education as South Africa is n multicultural country. This could become possible if students
are prepared to make more use of the literature in libraries.
Anderson (1988) indicates that language skills are acquired gradually with extensive
opportunities for practice and llS. this is a complex-cognitive process it requires explicit and
Implicit knowledge about language. If students could get enough practice in reading and the
spoken language they could gradually accumulate language knowledgc. Sanders and Ward
(1970) as well as Evans (1992:42) suggest th3t students ( also PRESET students) should
practice regularly to improve their comprehension in L2 literature for practice is the key to L2
learning. Practice also assumes the acceptance of responsibility (Joubert, 1991: Hollander,
1991; Perkins, 1991 and Calitz, 1993). Being exposed to n wide variet), of knowledge
constructed via literature (through extensive library usc) the L2 students at college need not
experience language nor learning difficulty.
That the pre-service student at black colleges possess poorly developed CALP can
possibly be rectified if the students can be taught how to become thinking people who will be
able to understand and apply that knowledge ( Fosnot, 1992 and Palmer, 1992). English is for
instance perceived as a skills oriented subject in Tanzania (Nyerere, 1991 as cited in Anim,
1991 nod Khati, 1991) as it contributes in developing the skills of thinking, critism and an
enquiring mind. Anim (1991), confirms this faet by stating that English ought to be used as a
tool to help in the development of objective and analytical thinking. To acquire techniques
which facilitate comprehension and retention at the same time, a CALP approach ought to be
enforced in the classrooms (Chick. 1991).
In order for pre-service students to develop into better and more productive teachers
and to limit INSET in time, the gap that exists between school andcollege must be filled. It is
therefore necessary for the students to "break aW3Y from the tr3ditional practice of
reproduction, memorization nod transmission ofknowledgc" (Henning, 1993 (a».
Adulls h3\'C during the )"C3f'S, buill up a muhistratal and multifunctional system which
they now usc for meaningful interprepauon of new knowledgc (Whorl, 1991). 11lC adult
students are therefore in a more advantaged situation ltw1 small children for they h3\'C
collected more meaningful cxpericnecs O\'Cr time and at this point are mostly adding new
information to what they already have. If pupils' schooling did not encourage them to ~'Clop
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the thinking skills (Bouwer, 1992) nor provide them with proper cemmunicarive language to
build on, as Hartshone (cited by Cosatu, 1992:84) and Joubert (1991) maintain. there might not
be enough vocabulary to generate new meaning through verbal observation and recall or
sufficient storedinformation to associate with the new knowledge.
If Chomsky (1979) announces that "all men haveequal access to the creative net which
is language" and ifVygotsky (cited in Wood, 1990) indicates that the foundation for cognitive
and personal development islaid by languageand communication, then it becomes obvious that
proficiency in language is very important for expressing deep inner feelings and thoughts
(Olim, 1975; and Wohler 1986). Lack in language proficiency m3)' on the other hand, limit
cognitive growth and CALP. The two kinds of language codes which Bernstein has identified
(Olim, 1975) illuminate the problem college students enounter if they arc limited to the
restricted codewhich iscontext-bound. The3dult world is diverse and challengeable nod really
demands a more elaborate language or CALP. If students arc mostly restricted code users
because the development of cognitive skills and effective language acquisition were both
neglected, van der Vyver (1987:7) states that they may have had little informal ESL
experience and will probably lean on rote-learning as a learning style( Malefo, 1986; Webb,
1986 and Mawasha, 1991 ).
Use of the restricted code in which cognitive elaboration is not promoted nod where
language docs not require a high level of syntactical organization and lexical selection as in the
elaborate codes, is an obstic1e in the development of the intellectual potential of the students.
They stay context-centered and cognition docs not facilitate abstraction (Olim, 1975), If they
are then expected to make usc of ESL across the, curriculum. the L2, according to Malefo
(1986), becomes a definite handicap as thinking in one language and speaking in another will
probably confuse them mentally. The learners might misinterpret a situation or misunderstand
abstmct concepts (Wcbb, 1986).
2.S SUMMARY
Black PRESET student-teachers seem to display LEP and a lack of CALP. aspects
which become more profound amongst student·teachers in rural arw, since they seldom come
in contact with EStsocially. Their existing background knowledge also differs vastJ)' from the
academic knowledge they encounter in the texu at college level. This LEP and limited CALP
restrict their ability toconstruct a meaningful intemction with their academic milieu.
..
To be: Able 10 become successful IQChcrs it is necessary 10 impro,'c their language
proficiency And 10 devclop CALP. This may be realized through !he usc ofLAC, lUl approach
which will be: investigated in chapter three,
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CHAPTER THREE
LANGUAGE ACROSS TilE CURRICULUM
J I INTRODUCTION
In this dupter the empluuis falls on languege across the curriculum (LAC). A
conceptual f",mcwork for LAC will be proposed aller which the Khooilyllabul of the OET
will be analysed, ThcrcaRer the PRESET lyllAbi of diffcrent countries will be disc:uucd Ytith
special emphasis on language across the curriculum. The National EduCAtion Policy
lnvestigation documents where they coecentrate on languAgc in eduCAtion will also be AnAlysed
aRcr which thischapter will conclude with A soon summary,
3.2 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR LAC
A curriculum consists of all the activities ofa schoolor collegc which are designed and
implemented to educate the learner in a balanced way; it therefore includes the totality of all
classroom activities and clearly also the langUAge oflearningand instruction.
langUAge is the medium through which the lecturers and their students must
communicate and discuss the knowledge introduced in these: encounters. Tbe teachers or
lecturers need to be proficient in the language of instruction in order to articulate knowledge
clearly to ensure optimal understanding nrnong the learners. The Ic:uncrs in tum. need to be
able to articulate processes and products of knowledge corutruetion. LAC as dom:lin of
pedAgogy aims to ensure active involvement from the lecturer during the whole lesson
encounter as well as particip:ation and active leaming from the students using language as
pedAgogic And cultural tool. AJ many students in multicultunU SOCiClics arc educationall)'
deprived because ofLEP. LACas a more holistic approach to knowledge construction could be
investigated as a curriculum option.
According to Laine (1990) LAC provides for school lamina in a contexnW buc
"here it becomes polSlblc for the pupils to bm and dc\ocJop I new bngu.2ac "'hile the
discourse or ptd'IOIY leads to the intcr.K1i\'C and communiath'C teadung and Jcarnina of
ESLu .....ell.
".
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Brinton, Sasser and WiMingham (1992) indicate how language proficiency can be
conceptualized nlong two continua:
context embedded communication where situational cuessupport the meaning that is
contributed;
context reduced communication where the correct interpretAtion depends A great deal
on the knowledge ofthe language itself. They maintain that ifthecommunicative tasks
nod nctivitics take place on the higher vertical continuum, the linguistic structuring has
become mainly automatized nod results in little active cognitive involvement. If
learners C3I1 apply their multiplication table to a mathematical problem with
understanding, it becomes easier each time until theycanapply it with little or no effort
at n later stage toany other mathematical problem. Cognitive energy may then be
exerted for more difficult tasks. Language is therefore a vital component of
automization of knowledge, both procedural and conceptual.
Widdowson (cited in van der Walt, 1992) also maintains that some 13Ilguage learning
takes place through habit formation. This enables the mind to function in negotiating meaning
atother levels. In time it becomes unnecessary for a person to search for the correct word or
sentence structure asspeech has become second nature (automization). The brain may then use
the cognitive energy for more logical activities, creative writingor discourse.
If it. however, occurs on the lower level, active cognitive involvement "ill be the result
as the communicative tools have not becomeautomatized. This implies that if the speakers are
restricted to a limited vocabulary, they \..ill often have to exhaust their cognitive energy in
search ofa word or sentence which could describe orexplain their thoughts relativelyclearly.
At school where it is expected from a student to attribute meaning mostly to context
reduced wks and aeti..ities it is necessary to focus on the linguistic forms thcmsch"CS for
meaning (Donaldson cited in Cummins. 1992: 19).
Cummins (1992) as well as Brinton, Sasser andWiMingtwn (1992) dc:noce that ifthc
students have a finn LI proficiency it will provide a strong c:onapnW and academic
foundation for acquiring the U skills. However, thclr opiniondoes noc exclude earl)' labelling
ofconcepts in an L2. The case of black children starting their school life inan English school
is ancumplc. Their feeling is therefore that LAC for ESt usm ought not 10be implemenled
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in the early school )'C3rs ofthe child but that the LI literacy skills must first be promoted and
then developed into 11n additive fonn ofbilingu:lIism. However, ifthcneed arises, as is theease
presently in South Africa, language for immediate learning purposes (L1LP) could be
introduced as earl)'llS during initial reading and writing (flenning, I993(b)).
In South Africa where English is the medium of instruction in black education, lU\d
where the English language proficiency of both the pupils and that of the teachers is
inadequate, it is of cardinal importance to consider the fCllSibility of LAC. The langUAge
incompetence of the student-teachers must be addressed to ensure that when they become
teachers they will be competent enough to use English as LAC. LAC ought to be the concern
ofeach subject teacher and not only the responsibility of the English language teacher because
LEP and CALP influence and cut across a vast educational spectrum. LAC can, for instance,
be the focus of reading and writing in junior primary classes where the very act of learning to
be literate is experienced across the curriculum. The young learner then learns to read via
mathematics forexample, The concepts in LAC are thus varied across the school curriculum,
Learning the language of learning is thus conceptually also a process of being enculturated into
the discourse of the knowledge domain (O'Loughlin, 1992).
3.2.1 HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF LAC
In the late nineteen sixties Barnes (cited in Young. 1986) emphasised LAC in the
British schools. He indicated that the curriculum induces the communicative Iife of an
educational institution, where the lecturers and their students must exchange meaning in an
active and verbal manner. This implies that teacher talk should not dominate classroom
activity but that the students ought to take an active pan in structuring meaning instead of
being passive recipients of the knowledge. It encourages the students to make usc of the
Illnguage in a constructive way by exploring the meaning of concepts they encounter in the new
infonnation andtoexercise theirproficiencyin English by labelling concepts.
When more and more people from pmious colonics immigrated to the United
Kingdom. the teachers realised that their methods of teaching nccdcd to change in order to
aecomodatc the minority groups in their classes who had to learn through ESL, a language
foreign to most of them. Fonunatcly most teachers taught in their LI which is English. They
slowly began to ~Iisc that the lexis and I)"ta.~ ofdomains other than English subjeeu had to
be included in the English class. In 1975 the Dullock Rcpon (referred to by Young. 1986; and
Bchr, 1984) wasdrafted with the aim of improving the qualityof L1nauagc tClching in an ever
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growing multicultural society. This report stipulated seventeen rcconuncndations for
implementing LAC in the school policy. Recommendation three and fifteen arc especially of
concem for this stud)'. It states that every teacher at school ought to be involved in the
development of reading and language across the curriculum. It furthermore recommends th:u it
isrelevant for ever)' student-teacher. irrespective of the subjects inwhich they arc specializing,
toenrol for a course in Language Education where they can be trained to implement LAC ina
productive manner (Young, 1986).
This report is generally regarded as the formal genesis of LAC; subsequently the
concept developed first in Europe and the U.S.A., with reverberations elsewhere. including
South Africa,
3.2.2 CONTEMPORARY VIEWS
In the United States of America and in Britain the language problem amongst the
minority groups was initially addressed by creating special English lessons, mainly by drilling
sentence patterns byanother teacher in another classroom. It instilled the idea that the teaching
ofEnglish to these pupils was someone else'sconcern and not the responsibility of each subject
teacher.
These pupils were isolated from their pcergroup and friends in the other classes while
they had to attend remedial classes. While the other pupils, already proficient in English.
carried on in the mainstream classes these pupils had to "catch-up" on their learning in order to
be included in the mainstream once more. The attempt to place these pupils in remedial
classes, with the idC3 of te:tching them ESL, was experienced b)' them as traumatic and was
often detrimental to their educational achievement (levine, 1990). This issue is addressed in a
different manner in more advanced bilingual education programmes.
Another problem arose from this method of helping the pupils to become proficient in
English before they could be considered capable of efficiently tlking part in the learning
activity of school life. As the numbers of these pupils in schools started to increase the need
arose for more g031 directed progr:unmcs and rn:ttcrials. The language IC\'CI used in the
textbooks was Sundard English. Many concepts were explained from the perspective of the
English speaking group and this was quite foreign to the young ESL lC3mm. This problem
has become It focus of researchers in multicultural language eduC3lion. II must, however, be
remembered thatalthough the previously mentioned method wasno( \'Cf)' successful, these
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teachers responded to the pupils' changed circumstances and anempted to help them to cope
with 11 language and 11 school environment strange to their culture. The fact that the standard
achievement was not as high as was expected. the outcome ought not be seen as a means of
disempowerment (Mawasha 1992) for the minority groupsor as a political strategy ( Claasens,
1993, McKay and Romm, 1992; ANC as cited in StC)l1 and van der Wcsthuizen, 1992) but
that it was applied by many teachers with good intentions.
New and better methods were explored and it was discovered that all the subject
content of the curriculum could be used productively to develop the proficiency of ESL.
Bilingual education was becoming n researchand practice domain.
3.2.2.1 LAC in schools
To address the language problem which the majorityof schoolgoing pupils encounter it
became apparent that ESL in the curriculum had tobe revised. By incorporating reading and
writing across the curriculum the language based skills could be extended (Levine, 1990;
Brinton, Sasser and Winningham, 1992). From this active learning approach the learning of a
new language occurred in a functional and contextualized manner. It ensured that the learners
had access to the acquisition of a wider language repertoire; they could learn the L2 as they
needed it in comprehensive context, and above all, they could do it in their peergroup.
LAC became 11 serious consideration in South African education. The HRSC De
Lange Report, (Behr, 1984) referred to the principle of LAC when the need of a new
dispensation became inevitable after the crises in black schools during 1976 and thereafter. For
a while the South African government still tried to protect group identity and was firmly fixed
on the idea that education was an own affairsmatter. The government's Whitc Paper therefore
only accepted some oftberecommendations made in this report.
Although the De Lange Commission in South Africa concentrated on Language and
Language Instruerion in the hope of improving the edueation of the black communities in
particular, the Bullock Rcpon W:IS not really considered as an important guideline for change
(Dehr, 1984; Young, 1986). To be able to use language as communication in the :adult world
was nevertheless considered to beof paramount imporuncc. In these repons, bowever, it ....'35
mentioned that if a language (ESL) is used as a medium of instruction, it \\;11 reinforce the
language (English) as a subject and vice-versa. It was also realised that progress And
achievement could be n:stricted if the language proficiency of the Ic:amcn were insufficient
.-
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(Young, 1986). The research of the Main Committee confirmed this by mentioning the
inability of black students to communicate successfully in their LI and to express their
lhoughts in writing. The black pupils in South Africa find it difficull to master the three
languages that are included in the curriculum. II is furthermore expected from them to master
abstract subjects like science and mathematics in anL2 in which they arcnot proficient.
Subjectcontent had to be taught more meaningfully which implies that the teachers had
toaddress the language problem, an aspect which was for many teachers a personal problem.
INSET provided the LEP teachers with language programmes.
3.2.2.2 LAC in INSET progmmmes
Many black teachers in the field struggle under the burden of LEP and lack of CALP
because of the education they have had. In order to provide better education for the pupils
assigned to them they had tobe re-educated for this task by INSET programmes.
The many INSET programmes that became available to upgrade qualifications were
aimed at competency for black teachers already in the profession, and indicate clearly that there
exists a LEP amongst these teachers ( Jones, 1985; Hofmeyr and Jaff 1992). Their
competence in English ought to be improved. Unfortunately the training is subject-centred
(HOfmc)T and Jaff 1992; and Hofmeyr and Buckland. 1992) and it docs not address the
implementation of LAC which might improve the LEP of both theteachers and their pupils.
The LEP that is manifest amongst black teachers is indirectly reflected in the report of
Letseli (1992), theexaminer for part-time or INSET examinations. His external examination
report reveals that only seven percent of the total candidates for Education passed the
examinarion. The problems encountered were the 13ck of ability toconvey or interpret factual
knowledge. There was II clear indication that concepts were not undcmood and many
questions weremisinterpreted. These problems c1C3r1y reflect the LEP ofttlc teachers involved
in INSET. He m3intains that their language proficiency is f3r below the expected level of
college studentsand tC3chers.
During the discussion on Peiser's paper (1986) it was proposed that an awareness of
LAC ought to be created in the INSET cenlres. Rc:ccnt local research (Bocha and Cilliers,
1993) has revealed that irudcquate teachers areconfronted with Cllvironmcntally disadvantaged
pupils who no( only lad sufficient nutrition, security and support at home. but who also
",
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receive minimal stimulation And opportunity to dc\'Clop their communicative skills. Tbese
pupils often reveal limited English competenceand a lack of achievement in m:uhematies and
gm<:r.al thinking Ability across the curriculum. These ASpects could be adeqUAtely addressed if
the teachers were capable ofapplying the principles of LAC. LAC ean besuccessfully applied
in black schools (and colleges) where the education milieu entAils English as Second Language
(Young, 1986) endwhere the learners M\'C access to English outside schools. MursdlAlk and
SIr.auSS (1992:40) stAlc that teachers ought to teach less content bUltcach better and to focus
on conceptual-cum-linguistic aMlysis.
According 10 Young (1986) the organisalions which Are involved wilh the improvement
of the English proficiency of the teachers, called the Teaching of English toSpcnkcrs of Other
Languages, or TESOL, Are unfortunately concentrating mostly on tC3ching English AS A subject
And not on the Ability to integrate it into the curriculum as LAC. Dy quoting Toby, Young
(1986) maintains that once the teachers rC3lise that language fonns the core of learning, they
would not feel threatened by the pupils' 0\\11 active participation in their lC3ming. They might
then also switch to teamwork, which is necessary for implementing LAC without experiencing
itlU loss of authority, The language incompetence on the part of the INSET and for that
matter the PRESET students may affect their achievements and motivations w'hen LAC is
introduced in theeducation institutions.
3.2.2.3 LAC in PRESEI
To ensure th3t it would not be necessary t? provide INSET progr:unmcs ceaselessly,
LAC had to be implcrncnted in the PRESET curriculum. The rccomrncnd3tion was that the
principle of LAC ought to be considered in the tmining of all teachers. It has become
imperative for the l:lIIg~gc lecturers and those in the different subject dcp:utmenlS together
with those responsible for the didactic subjects to liaise with one lU10thcr to enhance LAC
(Snow, Met and Genesee ,1992). Unfortunately man)' lecturers who donoc usc English nuently
or those who must dcpc:nd on ESL to teach specific subject terminolOS)' find themselves ill
equipped to explain the complexity of D tc:<t and toapply LAC, Ucturtrs cbrl)' have to be in
full control of their knowledge domain and its discourse in order to tc:ach LAC. It is
unfortunate that the DEIhas not fully understood the Idvanu.gcs ofLAC (Khati. 1991) u
most countries in Southern AfriQ UK English as a medium of instruction in their schools and
colleges. Khati (1991) implies that Wtgu2gC isan integral part ofeduation activities. LAC
can improve the students' 1angwagc proficiency which could continue to de\-dop in onier to
become an cffecti\"C leaming facility.
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LAC brings the students in contact with academic knowledge ina natuf"ll) way. Orr
and Schulte (1992) indicate that subjects like science, mathenutics IUId education require
language skills th3t differ from language use in other classes and it is y,;th this statement th3t
both thedifficulty ofLEP and the importanceofLAC becomes illuminated.
Studentsoften encounter frustration because of LEP. Forexample the same word can
provide different m~ings and functions when it falls into different classes. Some words like
love or hate can beused asnouns, verbs or sometimes as adverbs. Ifstudents are not proficient
in their L2, misinterpretation can result (when the same word can have a different meaning in
the different subjects) It isexpected from the language user to usc the scientific language in
such n way that there should not be any linguistic misunderstanding especially when it comes to
defining a concept comp3ctly and precisely. Mathematics as an abstract subject also needs to
be communicated between people nod the mathematical language must be understood to
interpret and to convey the concepts in a clear and meaningful manner. It is therefore not only
necessary for theteacher orlecturer to make usc of LAC to eliminate misinterpretation but IIIso
for the ESL students toactively contribute m~ing to what they hear in the class or read from
the text, LAC cancontribute very positively tothe mastering of the L2 as indicated by Snow,
Met and Genesee (1992) who stressed the value ofintegrating language and contentsince it \\;11
not only llSsist thestudents whomust learn through the medium of the L2but also in mastering
the L2. They maintain that the LEP students want to know more about the knowledge the
lecturer has and this need creates a purpose for communication to take place in the classroom.
By interrelating theterminology of different subjects in a classroom discourse may well Icad to
a more global understanding of the concepts.
As these recommendations were made already a few yean ago it is necessary in this
study to investigate, by means of literature review and an 3J131)'Sis of relevant documents, if
LAC has been successfully implemented in theschool andcollege syllabi.
3.3 mE DET SCHOOL SYLLABUS AS LAC DOCUMENT
Since the OET 1)'lIabus focuses on L2 users and since the literature review so far
revealed preference to LAC in an effort to teach the L2 users to learn ESL effectively, the
schooll)'lIabus will bebriefly analysed to determine to .....hal extent itconc:cntr:ucs on the issue.
The latest updated subject poliey and syllabus for English indicates clearl)' the
incorporalion of LAC. Whether it is applied inthese institulions is another question, as the
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studies previously mentioned in chapter two proved that studcnt-leachers are inclined to fall
back on the tradinonal methods of teaching once they are teachers.
To discover to whlu extent LAC could be used successfully the syllabus needs to be
analysed. The syllabus slill divides the teaching of English into conventional headings of oral
work, reading and comprehension, language study and written work (DET,I990). The changes
to the previous syllabi arenot so much in content as inapproach (Ridge, 1986). In the syllabus
ilis stressed that the teacher should regard the components as a unity and 10 use an integrated
approach when teaching (OET, 1990). The teacher can for instance choose a topic on
water when water vapour is studied in general science and the rainfall ofdifferent countries is
discussed in geography. The language teacher con set comprehension questions on these
aspects, buildn language lesson around the topic and finally ask the pupils to tell a story about
a rainy day or toexplain orally the importance ofwater in their lives,
Though the syllabus clearly reflects LAC methods the question arises as to whether it
is or can be successfully implemented. Language policy maintains that LAC unites the
curriculum nod provides the teacher with assistance in moving away from the rigid form of
language teaching where the four language skills are treated separately and independently.
According to Ridge (1986) the learning of a language in LAC format becomes learner-centred
and purpose-centred with stress on communicative competence. ESL teaching has now become
living English where pupils are encouraged to experiment with the use of the language in the
fields relevant to their world of learning and in a format which addresses the pupils' immediate
pedagogic needs.
It is of interest to notice that it is expected of pupils to supplement their class reading
with the reading oflibrary books nod magazines, while it was observed bymany (Webb, 1986;
Young, 1986; and Ubahakwa, 1977) that this reading practiceis often neglected. As language
is highly politicized in South AfriC3 and reading occurs in the L2, these factors might
contribute to the lack ofinterest in books. This in tum rn:l)' lead to LEP; the lack of CALP and
a difficulty in concept construction. Previously LEP was enhanced by oral work or verbal
communication in the classroom which was traditionall)' poorly applied. The teachers did most
ofthe talkingand the cvalu3tion of the pupils' efficiency in the langu3gC took up valuable time
with pupils sining in suspense waiting for their tum to arrive \\ithout listening to the one who
speaks. Evaluation oforal work has recently been changed to a more acceptable and cnjO)'llble
-readc:r-spcaJccr- approach u explained by Gilfill3ll (cited b)' DET., 1990). The undcrl)ins
presence or LAC is unfortunately only detected in some contemporar)' examples of languaac
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lessons but whether its presence or implementation in the DET curriculum will contribute to
becoming proficient in the L2 can only beassumed.
To be competent in communication implies that the speaker should be able to sum up Il
situation accurately and respond appropriately. In asscssing the pupils, the teacher ought to
concentrate on how well and in what way the pupils manage their language ability and not
whether they know or remember. certain language structures or knowledge. The potential
should be measured and not thememory (Ridge, 1986). If theconcepts ina knowledge domain
such IlS science are understood, meaning needs to be linguistically (semantically) labelled.
There is great potential for LAC in oral work - even inthe present curriculum.
Reading and writing are skills to be practised and do not occur naturally without
instruction. The syllabus suggests that these skills should be taught by the teacher . This
might give the impression that it is the sole responsibility of the teacher to ensure their
acquismon. The pupils, however, are not passive onlookers in this world of learning.
Ridge( 1986: 103) soaptly states that "we learn by making sense". Being actively taught implies
that the pupils need to beactively involved in the rcading of a text (Bouwer, 1992~ Perkins,
1991; Joubert, 19911Uld Hollander, 1991) or in expressing themselves lucidly in writing. The
motivation which arises from the LAC perspective isobvious; theauthentic language situations
in knowledge domains arerelevant to the youngsters' immediate school life.
The most positive aspect that results from the renewed syllabus is that the ESL is now
more closely integrated with the context of the pupils or differently formulated. it is used as
LAC. Teachers are no longer obliged to use only "pedagogical" language material, but they
can venture into other school subjects. The freedom LAC offers the teacher to venture into
other subject domains calls for English language proficiency (ELP). The PRESET language
syllabus therefore needs to be reviewed and analysed to determine not only if LAC is
successfully implemented but also meaningfully constructed in the students' cogniti\'C
structures.
3.4 PRESET SYLLABUS
As this study deals with a PRESET institution the language issue ofdifferent colleges
where ESL is used u the medium of instruction ,,;11 lint of all be e.umined to discover the
degree LAC is implemented intheircollege S)'llabus structures.
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34.1 BRITISH EXAMPLES
Substantial groups of students arrived in the United Kingdom y,ith L l's, other than
English. This led to the re-consideration of teachers, teaching materials like tapes and discs for
improving basic language skills and other methodologies to meetthe L2 students special needs.
The White Paper on the future of education in England and Wales was submitted to the
government by the Education Advisor. Thompson (British Council, 1992),
Amongst the ESL students in the United Kingdom the black population is in the
minority. Yet the PRESET institutions are responsible for teaching ESL to a large group of
students who aredomiciled in other countries but came to further their studies at these colleges
and universities. The tertiary institutions concentrate on language learning because of the
linguistic incompetence of foreign students (Piggoll.1992). Another interesting factor to
consider about language in this country is that the 10C31 dialects also differ from area to area
while all thesestudents must learn in Standard English.
Language can become quite an issue for many who intend to become college or
university students, According to the Bradford University in Yorkshire, England (Cox. 1992) it
is rewarding to study in a different country although the students need to adjust to a different
language. different culture and even a different climate.
Not only is language an issue but de Winter Hebron (1991) indicates that students who
arc exposed to aspects of cross-cultural education in many higher education systems often
experience cultural misinterpretation, cultural isolation or culture-shock. Therefore it seems
imponant that the students have CALP at their disposal and to be able to converse effectively
in ESL, which in tum will contribute to their understanding of and the adjustment to the
English culture.
In order to undcntnnd and ndjust it is compulsory for many ESL students to take a
special English course during their first college )ur in Britain. Most higher and degree councs
require and expect indepc:ndcnt study. Therefore students must be able to speak. write and
undcnt3nd English well (Trow. 1992). Cox (1992) even goes 10 far as toSt:ltc that students
with LEP can neither expect value from a course nor be successful, Sil\"CSter (1992) confirms
this inher sutc:mcnt that the most vital factor wt contributes to the success of A student is the
language. whether the student is an English native speaker or an ESL user.
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That both nauve Ipcuen And ESL speakers rtUy enecumer language problems are
forseen in their educ.\lion I)'stem. Tbere Arc English lAngUAgC and study skills courses (or
Sludents who want toimprove their English AS well AS contemporary English (or gradUAtes and
undcrgmduAtes of English and Literature. Tbere ArC even (oundAtion courses (or the ESL
students for Adumlion of one ACAdemic year. MAn)' of these courses Arc designed around A
central core of English language tuition and rencet A LAC prognunme.
11,0 curriculum unfortunAtely also refleen certain diSAdvantAges since their English
langullgo syllabus up until now hM comprisedofStAncbrd English designed (or native English
speakers. The reading materia! is almost entirely standard hlngUllgc, while the syllAbus
concentrates on the development of reading and writing abilities \\ilh thc Dim of cnhnncing the
students' capacitytocommunicate.
To prevent tEP, the language problem is Already Addressed during the school )'Cllrs.
At school the ESL leamers who experience some difficult)' arc taking special English lessons
during school time And are taken out of the mainstream course unnl they can once more cope
with the progress of the class. The disadvantage of this method is that the pupils may find
themselves lagging behind in the accumulative contruction of other subject knowledge.
According to Nixon (1985) it is wrong to ASsume that pupils ought to speak correct Standard
English before they can beintegrated into themainstream or possibly expect to learn Anything.
The L2 can, therefore, be successfully acquired \\ithout withdrawing the students from the
mainstream classes. In these classes interaction between the native English speakers and the
ESL users willoccur, which can contribute to the lauers' achiC\'CmCnt of proficiency,
Studentsaredenied their 0\\11 Innguagc:u a language of I~ming ifitc:umoc be used to
e.~prcss thcmsch'CS adcqualcl)'. Nixon (1985) proposes that the lecturer ought to rnnJce
provision (or the studcnu who must learn in ESt. Pupils AS wcll AS stUdents should be
provided with some opportunil)' to usc their Ll when they want to communiC4tc ideas, express
their feelings or explore relationships in theireffon 10contribute meaning tothe new knowledge
«(alltt. 1993). To be ablc 10 fall bade on the Ll and 10 incorpontc suitAble rc:adang materiAl
\\ill help studcnu to gr.ldU1lly acquire compctc:ncc in both spoken and written Engtash And 10
b«omc bilingu:al bymoving easily betweenL1n~.
Me Donald (1991) And others (Carroll And C:wgrande,197S; MorgAn And King,1966;
Brinton, Sasser andWiMingtwn,I992; Khati.I99I; And Calitz, 1993) rNinrain thAI ifrhe Ll
is sufficiently established it becomes easier 10 Acquire the L2 since langUAges rencet certain
simi13ritics. When students Arc making usc ofthc Ll they usc certain strategies 10 penetrate rhe
L2. This proves their involvement as they Are lesting the structure of the foreign language
against their own (KhAli, 1991).
Applying this method together with l.AC they not only hear the language of each
subject but lhey are summoned 10 practice it in An active way. The perpetual crossing and
recrossing of the social And cultural bound-nics in the classroom le:lds to Afine interweaving of
language and cultural experiences. TIle subject teacher or lecturer should also be available to
provide Inngu3ge support and to notice when the students' LEP affect their powers of
conceptualization (Nixon, 1985).
To consider the ever growing ESL student body the modem syllabus in Britain
advocates integration of ESt learning in the subject context as LAC. This enables the students
tounderstand thediversity oflanguage usage, and toadapt to an ESt learning environment.
In the absence of knowledge about how to teach L2 students, it is helpful 10 gain such
knowledge not only from prior experience or from other educators but 3150 from analysing
literature that focuses on the topic. It is therefore necessary to obsen..e more than one area or
country's attempts 10overcome this difficulty.
Anothercountry with an ever growing multicultural population is America. For quite a
number ofthcse students English is an L2. which hampers their progress. LAC bas become an
important consideration in lhe U.S,A. education.
3.4.2 U.S.A. EXAMPLES
Amcricn is I country with 3 diversity of cultures And nccdcd to develop cultural
scnsitivit), in order toteach all thc:sc: students. In the multicultural ewsroomin rite USA it tw
become apparenl th:lt equality w:a.s no( rc:llly considered sufficicntl)' seriousl)'. AS the
curriculum of educ:llional ins1irutcs seems 10 beunable to accornocbte thedl\'Cnil)' of cuhurcs
and the language nc:cds (Ladson.Billings. 1992). A debate sUrted on whose ideology Ilnd
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culture form the core of the American curriculum (Grant and Millar, 1992) as textbooks and
other educational material ought not be biased (Golnick, 1992). The needs of minority groups
had to be considered 100.
Ladson-Billings (1992) refers to studies on successful teaching stralegies for improving
the performance of minority groups. It was noticed that ineffective teachers maintained that
their students were incapable of handling highly academic content, while the effective teachers
regularly provided their students with academically challenging tasks. Evw' (1992) statement
confinns these findings by indicating that although a basic level of linguistic competence is
needed to comprehend what is read in the L2, the L2 reading ability can improve if the students
are exposed to linguistically complex reading material.
On the other lund, Snow, Met and Genesee (1992) disclose tlut if instruction through
ESL is unrelated tocultural experiences, andcommunication is context-reduced, these students
arc hindered in developing high levels of L2academic skills. Formany pupils and students this
became a reality and led tolearning problems. In America school pupils were also taken out of
the mainstream to receive special English lessons if they experienced difficulty in expressing
themselves in thedifferent subject languages. Hernandez (1992) stipulates that it takes time for
academic language skills todevelop, but that it isessential for achieving success at academic or
formal levels. As with other researchers (Cummins, 1992; Snow, Met and Genesee, 1992 and
Nixon, 1987)sheaffirms tlut the knowledge constructed and the language skills acquired in the
LI can easily be transferred to the L2. She also refers to Ervin-Tripp (1985) who suggested
tlut teaching ought tooccur through language instead of teaching about language. This clearly
implies LAC.
LAC can be used to improve the L2 users' proficiency, Levine (1990) who refers to
LAC as mainstreamin& for bilin&ual learners proposes team or partnership teaching when
implementing LAC. All classroom activities and subject teachers ought to provide
opponunities for ESL users to develop alongside their pccrgroups. By learning the L2 in the
subject classrooms the language bccornes more meaningful and real to them and their
comprehension of the language will improve. The implementation of LAC does noc come
easily, nor does the handling of culturally diverse c13SSeS.
During a research compiled by Fuller (1992) amongst PRESET students. it was
discovered that theIc:eturen assumed that thestudent-teachers need not be educated in how to
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handle socio-culturally diverse classes, During the practice teaching period many of these
students hardly ever experienced the diversity that exists in some schools as they never had
their schooling in black majority schools. These students would be inadequately prepared for
the reality of cultural pluralism in school communities because they are not effectively taught
how to accept and te:lch those who are culturally and linguistically different from themselves,
nor arc they tutored in how to become sensitive to the language problems of these minority
groups.
Investigating aspects of the USA language syllabi through a literature review, it seems
as if the teacher education in America aims mainly at addressing the multicultural question
(Gollnick, 1992; and Crumpton, 1992). The study disclosed that the USA has started to
implement LAC at schools (levine, 1990) but the road to making usc of iton PRESET level
seems to be long and arduous.
The twoexamples given above are of countries where the minority ofstudents have to
adapt to the English syllabus and the Western education tradition. The majority in many
countries on the AfriC3ll continent have decided on or must make use of ESL as their medium
of instruction. Many of these students who find themselves at a college or university only had
e..xperience with ESL in a formal setting where they were educated by teachers with LEP. It is
therefore important tostudy the language syllabus ofanother African state.
3.4.3 AN AFRICAN EXAMPLE: NIGERIA
Although Nigeria isa black country the medium of instruction at schools and colleges
isin English, panl)'because of thedifferent dialects and natioJUlities and p:utly because of the
feeling that English isa universal language. According to Ubwkw:a (1977) there was II shift
from experienced-based to competence-based edUCAtion in the Nigerian colleges of education.
The entire curriculum w:as considered for implementing ~ingful competence-based
prognunmcs. In pcrfonning their teaching tasks, the students were considered to be
accountable for achieving a specific stan<brd intheir work.
TIle Education Dcpanmcnt also 8:1\1: allention to English studies to dctennine if it
would bepossible for the students to teach thedifTerentlubjcets through the medium of ESL to
pupils of varied LI backgrounds. Tbe curriculum included rc:mcdial language skills; the
development of general language skills; speed reading and comprehension, u well as english
for special purposes, critical judgement and appreciation.
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Although there are remedial classes for English, OWly of the students who failed
English at school would not accept it as proofoftheir LEP and secno need for anending these
classes. Other classes that arc poorly attended at the colleges arc the classes that present
"spoken" English. Yet the "Use of English" is compulsory irrespective of the students' fields of
specialization. Here they are tutored in the different language skills, how to make critical
judgements anddevelop appreciation for language. The students also need training in the basic
techniques ofanalysing the LI and L2.
Although it is considered important that students be exposed to all levels of language
learning processes it isnoticed that these classes are only presented in some colleges (Perkins,
1991). It, however, suffices to know that theemphasis is put on bilingual education nod that
there is transfer of other subject content to the English studies curriculum, which could be
considered as a form of LAC. Proof of their progress in becoming bilingual is found in studies
that showed the students are increasingly inclined to think in English when carrying out LI
written tasks.
Though the Nigerian education curriculum proves that progress is made there is,
however, no consensus yet on the approach to literary studies. Some are ofthe opinion that an
intensive approach must be taken, while others profess a broader literary study approach. The
latter maintains that a teacher ought to know something about evcr)1hing (Ubahakwa, 1977),
therefore less depth isneeded.
Noting the poor attendance of some of the English classes and the languid
implementation of ESL studies at other colleges itbecomes apparent that Nigeria still has some
ESL difficulties to overcome before the colleges can ensure adequate teachers with sufficient
English proficiency, which in tum, ..vill enhance the standardof'teaching LAC at schools.
After this brief investigation into the application of LAC inother countries, the South
African syllabus needs to be analysed.
3.4.4 SOUlll AFRICA: TIlE OET COLLEGE SYLLABUS
The OET assigned the Senior Primary school syllabus to the college, And therefore it
correlates with \\'~t was mentioned in section 3.3 above. The students are expected to appl)'
what is stipulated in the S)·llabus. Unfortunately some of the lecturers lend10 follow the 1985
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syllabus and fail, therefore. to implement LAC. This aspect is neglected by many uninterested
or LEP subject lecturers. Since this section of the research concentrates on LAC, only :l few
aspects in the DET English syllabus will be selected for discussion.
The emphasis, in dealing with prescribed texts, falls on the development of
communicative competence through integrative skills activities which should be stimulating,
challenging and relevant (OET 1985). These Ilclivilies involve:
transferof infornulion (sic!)
gettingthe message across
effective communication
negotiation ofmeaning
The four periods per week, of which only one is allocated to language, indicates that
the education authorities also assume a certain level of L2 proficiency in the students. When it
comes to evaluation (and it isonly expected to test literature contextually) it is discovered that
the objective to involve the students in a challenging activity is not achieved. No mention, nor
any attempt is made to use lAC in the academic syllabus, which might foster in the students
the idea that the English subject is distant to other subjects.
The English didactics syllabus, however, docs refer to LAC but it W3S disconcerting to
note that it was only considered relevant as a ·suggested assignment topic" (DET, 1985:15).
Experience has shown that assignments amongst LEP studcnu arc often rewritten from the
assignment of other studcnu or from sources. The syllabus, bowever, emphasised the
·students' 0\\11 ability· (DET., 1985:7) to usc l:mguagc structures efTecti\"Cly. With this the
responsibility is placed on them to conquer their own lEP.
LEP hampers the acadc:mic and learning environment (Doby, 1991). According to
Henning and van Loggcrtnbcrg (1992), a fonnal learning milieu is Iinguistic~lIl)' loaded and
contextually reduced. This t)'PC of environment demands sufficient CAlP of the students in
order for them to survive pedagogically. They also indiC:lte th3t communicative languqc
teaching (Cl,T) which implies language usage, instruction and IQI11inS in contcxt can
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contribute to the students' progress to assimilate and accommodate factual information Dlong-
side their power of expressing the same knowledge. In making use of LAC the relevance of
ESL learning is enhanced and with that communicative CALP. for language learning and
language teaching are problem-solving activities. Tobecome Dstudent-teacher with the Dim of
being a teacher, enhancement of CALP ought to be seriously considered, especially amongst
prospective teachers who are incompetent in the L2.
Language incompetence can be rectified through regular reading practice. Webb
(1986) discovered that although student-teachers enrol for II profession where the)' will make
regular use of books and for that mailer pronounce themselves as students at a higher
educational institution where individual study is expected, they have not fostered a love for
rending. Comprehension of the written language is impeded by the passiveness to reading.
Their world of knowledge doesn't expand either since they don't learn how to interpret other
cultures (Mawasha, 1991). Macbet (1991) confirms this finding by referring to the study of
Heath (1983) who illustrates that different cultures will contribute different values to reading. I
writing and the interpretation of texts. Wcbb (1986) reasons that they were not encouraged to
rend at school or at home. She maintains that it involves time and effort for the black student
to get hold of literature, This might have been the case previously but since most colleges,
including rural colleges, are lately equipped with library facilities, time and effort ought not be
resistant issues any longer. Webb (1986) also puts this down to the formal textbook language
that creates a distance between the author and his readers. The scientific language of subject
text docs not result in pleasant encounters with : information which is often conveyed
through reading. The students are unable to contribute meaning tothe unfamiliar and distant
context in the discourse which they have notmastered.
The report ofVan der Walt (1990) also addresses this issue by indicating that some L2
students encounter cultuml conflict (de Winter -Hcbron, 1991) in interpreting literature. This
forms a formal barrier when concepts are unfamiliar. An intellectual barrier is experienced
when the cognitive abilities of the students are incapable of acc0mm0d3ting the overload of a
content and medium. It is therefore necessary for the students to develop II basic level of
linguistic competence tocomprehend L2 in rtading (Evans, 1991). Itcould also be beneficial if
ESL literarytext which reflects the students 0\\11 culture can be included. This will contribute
togive mcuting to experiences whichare 1cnO\\11 and familiar.
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Comprehension may lead 10 spontaneous active partieipalion. II was found thai the
active application of productive skills are never learned if it is only expected from the student to
reproduce factual knowledge (Webb, 1986; de Winler Hebron, 1991; Fourie, 1991; Joubert,
1991 and NECC., 1992). Machet (1991) postulates chat the poor eduCAlion system is nOI the
only factor dun contributes tothe students' inadequate preparedness, but that their culture Also
Affects their interpretation, their insight into and !he recalling of the text The student-teachers
ought to learn actively in their language classes and through LAC. Machct (1991) further
indicates lhat thecomprehending of n text is dependent on the interaction between the students'
background knowledge. their experience and the text in front of them. The students have to
develop an openess towards that which is read.
To be able to read and learn in the L2 might not be as problematic as is sometimes
professed. Cummins (1992) states that the CUP principle applies when !he ESL speaker can
transfer the already existing cooceptual knowledge he possesses in the LI meaningfully to the
L2 (Snow, Mel and Genesee, 1992). If the language of textbooks could also provide access 10
knowledge in a natural way LAC would be implemented in a productive W3y. Mawasha
(1992) feels that the AfriC3n languages have invested much in English as an adopted language
and therefore it is essential for English to promote access to knowledge. As knowledge is not
only accessed in the subject, English, but from all the subjects in the college curriculum, it is
necessary to become receptive to LAC.
After the analysis ofthe DET syllabus it W:15, though alarming. not so unexpected to
discover during the discussion on Webb's paper in 1986 that their PRESET college had not
experienced over-all success in implementing LAC at college level, but that there were only a
few lecturers who look the initiative by using the textbooks of other subjects in the English
lessons. It is assumed thai !his altitude has changed during the pastyears. There is, OO\\'C\'Cr,
not suffieient ~rch tosupport the assumption, while isolated evidence seems to indicate thai
CALP is not yeta general aim in language reaching.
The attitude of some lecturers who believe thaI the reaching of ESL is solely the
responsibility of lhe English subject reacher must be seriously addressed in order te provide
tbeir .rudenlS with Ihc abIlity ro usc LAC efTecti\'Cly. 1be)' mull reprd Ihc imporuncc of
lraining their ltudc:n1J sufficicrnly in rhe use of LAC by being living e:wnplcs and by
anptwising language lC:lming insteadof language leaching.
Tbe perturbing faci is th:lt l.AC is flOC )'tlllppr(clAtcd AS cogniti\'C 1001. Evidence of
this is found Amongsllhe sludent-teachers of Yoong (1986) who tned to promoce LAC during
Iheir teaching practice. 11lCsc students were reprimAnded by the tCAChers wbo were Itill very
conlenl conscious II WliS lliso discovered thAtlhc research college is, in some instances still
following the 19K5 DE! Syllllbus which docs no( accommodate LAC,
MIlOY collegcs ought to follow the eXAmple of ZululAnd. According to Cosby (1986)
the University of lululllnd isoffering Acompulsory l.AC course for the: PRESET students. He
signifies th:lt the DPed, degree incorporates the IAngu:lge in lhe toorsc lUld it is not offered
separately,
From the literature investigation it W'3S foond th:lt up unlil now LAC h:ls not been
implemented successfully, but thnt it is discussed widely And it m3y hopefull)' contribute to
grt3tcr success in thecduc:llion of the future.
3.S PROPOSALS FOR rna FUTURE
With the nun)' chAnges th:lt nrc about 10 take place during the lransition period in
South African educ:llion which will influence the students in APRESET milieu, it is ncccswy
to study some pr0p0s3ls as well AS the NEPI Reports on Posl -"conde a education (PSE),
LIDIU12C and the Curriculum. (NECC. 1992).
3.S.1 ms ANC PROPOSAL
Since IangUllSC is culture bound And Iw become I politi~ issue. politici:ans And their
politic:ll groups are NltlanS with the notion of bnSU:lSC in the cduCAlion:al milieu. Cl:L:Llscn
(1993), in his address on the poISlblht), of implcmc:nting AffinNlh'C Action (AA) in South
AfriC:l, indiallcs lhAl the ANC Iw proposed C'q~III)' of opportUnl!)' and C'qU:lhl}' of raulu an
the field of cduation (also sec : Scboc:nun, 1992; JCCVllNI1th:ln, 1993; DrI~'. 1992 and de
Vries, 1992). One or the proposals as th:lt supportlns prosrammcs IN)' be introduced to
supply tuition for ESl.pakcn if imtructaon should tAke place through the mcdsum of English,
As the L2 instruction WII oRen obtcn1:d AI an educatIoNal Ich-:anccmcnt tw.ud then: is the
nocion that the school I.1.nsU:lSC pohe)' ought to be n:dn:sscd duMa the rcstructunna of the
curriculum and that the LI as ",ell as reaional I.\nauaac prdmncc instruction ma)' be
introduced (ANC, 199B cited b)' Cba.~JCO. 1993)
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Some of thesteps toachieveequality. according to the ANC, are briefly as follows:
to enforceschool integration. the matriculation results could be lowered for targeted
students to ensure admission to Il teriary institution;
by m:mipulnting academic results to improve the pass rateof the black matriculants
will ensure equality of academic results.
integration tobe attained by creating mixed schools for pupils and by
compositions for multicultural school staff(CI33Sscn, 1993).
After scrutinizing these proposals it is essential to consider an answer to the burning
question of van Niekerk (1993) who wants to know if we are empowering our students to
contribute meaningfully to 11 new education dispensation. Since the performance of high-level
skills of thinking nrc necessary for students to learn to think independently (van Niekerk,1993),
affirmative actions (Matsepe-Casaburri, 1992) can be taken without lowering the educational
standards, Van Niekerk (1993) believes that this could become possible if the students were to
take responsibility for their 0\\11 cognitive development in order to achieve. Responsible
actions can, however, not be possible if the ANC reasons that disrupted school careers can be
used Il5 an excuse to lower the matriculation results to admit students of the target group to
universi tics. AA like thatwill not address the problem of poor education as these students will
stillbg behind because they lack pre-knowledge. CALP and will still experience an LEP.
Pre-knowledge is essential as a basis for academic knowledge construction. Both Van
Niekerk (1993) and Anim (1992) maintain that the only relevant knowledge is that knowledge
which the students have made their 0\\" through their 0\\" creative thinking and critical
lUl31)'sis. This type of knowledge is difficult to achieve if CALP is not de\-cloped through
effective and sufficient lC:lming opportunities.
It is especially the breakdO\t,n of education in many communities in South Afriea that
has hampered the establishment of a learning lUld thinking culture as indic:ated abeve, therefore
it is difficult to perceive how some of the AA suggested by the ANC c:an contribute to the
advancement of educ:ation in the future. A n:ccnt I'CSC4rch projectembarked on in South Afric:a
is noteworthy for this stud)' since it has estAblished thai ccnain changes can be implemented
effectively.
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3.S.2 THE UPTRAIL TRUST PROGRAMME
Under the auspices of UPTRAIL Trust (Botha and Cillien, 1992) a programme was
created for upgrading the teaching, training and learning of mainly edueation:"ly disadvantaged
South Africans.
This programme was presented in five regions in South Africa. Their objectives were
the integration of thinking skills, the teaching of English and to introduce thinking skills as a
separate subject (Botha and Cilliers, 1992).
Important to note for this study is that not only were the thinking skills structured
across the curriculum but English across the curriculum was also implemented. English is
authentically taught to enhance communication and to promote linguistic competence in all
subject areas.
Significant findings were projected bythis study:
Teachers received INSET before implementing the new curriculum.
Black teachers still tended to be teacher-centred and to revert totraditional
teaching methods ofdrilling and rotc learning. Although the progr:unme was
considered assuccessful and the techniques were understood, the new information
often remained justpassive knowledge.
The implication isthat there are twodifferent epistemological bases for conceptual and
procedural knowledge (Stmuss, 1993). With regard to PRESET institutions it is important to
note that LAC an be successfully applied if tmining is effective. There seems to be n clear
indication tNt LAC must be promoted by lecturen in the PRESET institutions so that student-
teachers can implcmcnt it effeetivety in their classrooms in the ne:tr future. Tbe students
should I1C)( only be tutored about LAC but the PRESET institutions ought to be examples of
how LAC could beapplied. More and more PRESET institutions are becoming conscious of
the value of LAC. It is therefore he3rtening to note that a PRESET college in the Northern
TransVll.31 has also adopcd a curriculum where language and critical thinking skills are
implemented across the curriculum. To adapt to ch:lngc, OO\\'C\'Cr, isnoc easy.
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The majority of language educationists agree that the need to change education in
South Afric.l is It complex task and might not be easily rectified. That could be the reason why
V:m der Westhuizen (1993) maintains that the present South African educational situation is
characterised by ch:utge and resistance to change. Resistance to change can result in boycotts
and aggressive reactions. Lawrence (cited by Van der Westhuizen, 1993) again noticed that
change elicits greater resistance if social relations, loss of personal values and power are at
stake. Luckily it may also have positive value when it leads to more research for better
answers, In this way a proactive step to action may result in It reactive action.
As resistance is the most common response to change (see: Zaltman and Duncan,
1977; Ritchie, 1986 and Corbett, Firestone andRossman. 1987as cited by\'30 der Westhuizcn
1992) and as the curriculum reflects n social bondage to a specific group it is interesting to
notice how these phenomena arise clearly in the NEPI reports.
3.5.3 TIlE NEPI REPORT
From the NEPI Reports (NECC. 1992) on Post·SecondRry Education (PSE).
"anruRgeand theCurriculum a few aspects are selected to address in this study. These three
reports arc blended together in this overview.
3.5.3.1 The DEI Structure; Arguments
Some of the main reasons given for therejection of the DEI model are the assumptions
that DET students reflect cognitive deprivation, language inadequacies and that it results in
scholastic backlogs (Botha and Cillicrs, 1992) since the traditional education in the DEI
focuses on the transmission ofknowledge.
The NEPI report indicates that two basic functions of the PSE system arc to produce
and to transmit knowledge. Theknowledge thePRESET students construct lit thecollege will,
to a certain extent. dctenninc their success in elass. As the school subject S)'lIabi fonn the
basis of the students' learning content in the PRESET institutions it is necessary to pay
attention to the NEPI Report's comments on thecurriculum. (NECC, 1992).
It also warns PSE institutions against becoming "academic p:arking lou for the
unanpIO)'Cd" (NECC, Post·secondary education 1992) in their attempts to pfO\idc students
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access to knowledge \\ilhout considering the: country's economic grO\\1h. The NEPI report
implies that the OET docs noc consider if II certain academic or professionAl field is over
supplied with ·8nutu~les·.
After the: critic:.l c.wniruuion of the OET structure the: NEPI group rcconuncnds A
redress of equal rights for black enrolment Ilt PSE institutions since white students M\'C
benefited from their school education AndIN)' progress easier Ilt these institutions which were
origiMlly established for them. The reason they provide for redress is thAt the combination of
subject choices at many bl~ck schools docs not al\\':l)'S I1lCCt with the entraace cntenD l~id
down by the PSE institutions for the disadvantaged blacks. (NECC, Curriculum, 1992).
Another aspect dut needs attention is the duration period of study. Black PRESET
colleges, with Il three-)'t:lr diploma, provide undcrqu:lIified teachen and LEP teachers into the
bargllin. QUAlified teachers are expected to have a four-year diplonu or degree. This is a
m"jor concern when addressing inequality.
As the syll3bi nrc overloaded and the student-teachers, :u well :u the teachers, lack
proficiency in English, they tend to become text- and content-orientated (NECC, Language,
1992). This results inrote lenming even at PRESET 1C\'C1 wherernemof)' retention h:Ls become
an important 1earninc' skill. Tbe m:unculatione:wnirt:ttion exacerbated the situntion :as the:
content defines the: lC:lming approach ratber th3n the: objc:cth'CS of the subject curriculum.
Other cognitive skills arc neglected. while the emphnsis f:llls on the 'rtceivina' of factual
knowledge r:lthcr than on lC:lming constructively,
A suggcstion is thAt it would be better to'conccntr:lte on the :appliClltion of skills and
how to coostruct mc:ming rather than to usc assessment solel~' to mensurc lenming outcomes.
They IUssest thAt IUSCSsrnent through tcsts and AMU.21 e.uminations Iwnpc:rs prosrcss
Students who aannoc cope on PSE 1C\'CJs could be llSsistod b)' designinS supponinS scniccs or
bridging collqes
Tbe rtparterl ind'C:lle tMC lC\'Cnt)' percent of the blAde school SOtnS children :an: from
homcbnds and rul'lllafQI. Students ,,·ho Attend PRESET collqc.s in run! an:u IltC monl~'
domiciled in theseAreas and tend to st:ay thereafter their studlCS (NF.CC, PSE 1992) Someof
thac afCU Arc At the: moment highly politicized, the CWlroomI arc o\UCfCM«d and the
KhooII Mve poor mourccs, It has become «::mntialto Addrcu thequ.1ht), ofrunaJ ~pcnc::nc:cs
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toensure improvement. The unequal background of these students nwtifests itself in poorer
performances, Inadequate conceptual understanding of the mainly white-orientated subject
content and lEP, because of inadequate exposure to English (NECC, Curriculum. 1992 and
NECC, Language, 1992) on 11 social basis. The overloaded syllabi llggraVllte the situation
even more. Doth the teachers and students ought not to be receivers of informlltion but should
actively participate in the decision-making process of curriculum design to improve classroom
practices (NECCReports, 1992).
After analysing these reports it cannot be denied that the current curriculum is
dominated by white education directives nt both provincial nod national levels as it was
developed from their perspective. The state, however, realised that the existing curriculum
policies and practices which are assumed to be racially structured, require fundamental changes
where 11 sensitivity towards race will have to be reflected in thesyllabi and texts. The changes
that thestate proposed were also investigatedby the NEPI research group.
3.S.3.2 The NOP'S initiatives nod thC-Stillc'S Proposals
Although both these proposals reflect a definite re-orientation away from racial
discrimination, the NEPI Reports (NECC, 1992) envisage them as attempts to gain control
over the curriculum process. They maintain that many of these proposals arc embedded in the
existing curriculum which arc based on CNE and Fundamental Pedagogics, both not acceptable
tothe larger black population. Further discussion·of its acceptability is not necessary, since
this study focuses on the black rural students conceptions of language nod of learning and not
on racial discrimination.
Duringtheresearcher's own experiences through the Ye:lrs and in these Nepi Reports it
became more apparent ~t imbalances in the curriculum nnd language policies ought to be
addressed by including historically disadvantaged groups during decision-making concerning
the curriculum (NECC, 1992). Thc)' may receive the opportunity to give input and those
lUpects which are import:ll1t to them may then be considen::d.
Attention is oo\v given to the input of some of these supporting groups as researched
by NEPI (NECC, 1992).
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)S)) hlAPO
AcconMSlo the NI:PI Reports (NEff, 1992) lhe A1.APO pfopoWaUppotts an antI-
flKlst c:dUC4I1on, bul A4!\OC4ICS A dcmoCf1uic cdUC.\11OM1 poIl~"" "hich mult be &termed and
8ukhl b)' the \1('\\1 of the C\plolled ""'II<I (NEfC, PSI:, 1992) nUl onc-,kkd \ic\\
pfobkn"'IIICS (tJuc4lion ffonl An Idc:ol~lcAI pcnpcctl\l:
11lC flcos'lc, r,duc4lKln propoul rnllula II \,1110... of II d«(fllfllh,cd curriculum wbere
p"fCflll, Itudenls lind le.JChe" 0'4)' J),2nIClpAle: In lhe: curnculum dc\clopmnll They cnVluac
lh.1t the SRC. \\111 pl.1)' An ImportAnl role in the 80\"CrTWlCc of edUCAtion and in lhe:
fom'ul411oo o(lhc curriculum (Nf:CC, Curriculum. 1992 , McKA)' And Romm, 1992)
11lC NEPI ReJlOrt stAICS lh:al the Propl" EduCAtIon doc:s no« (ull)' ACcost the
eomple:\ulcs, tensions lIn(l conlrAdlctlons within the curriculum (NI:CC. Cumculum, 1992 and
NEff. l~n8u3ac, 1992)
Some: of the ANC. \1CW, were d,sculKd under potnt 3 S I. As \\lth the ANC ,
COSATU Also 1d\'OUlcs cumculA th:at could dc:\dop ltterae)' :and numcr.acy, They Also
c:mpWlSC cntica! t'"nk,ns The (orm:al edUCAtIOn S),tcm mUlt no« be purel)' lIadcmac bul
should pfO\lde ICtcnllfic :and IcchnologlCAI nllli for A dc:\"Cloplna COUnlt)' It must n:f1cct
dc:mocr.aIIC lUuctufa:and Implement Affin1\.1II\1: ActIOnS (NF.CC, 1992)
II 1«mt:U ,(lhe Ncpl RC'pOf1 (Nt:CC, 1992) ICccplIlhc:sc 1"0 propouls an pnnctpk
"ctJlC fOf A few AJp«tl IntO "haeb mofC Intcmc rt:te.afth needs to bedone
The tc\lCW on Ihc Nl:PII"C'pOfU (NI:CC. 1992) cbrl)' hasN1stau Ihc probknwK.. )'Cl
ch3lknama pmod o(UJnalt10ll the South ArfKAn cduahon at cnknItC l~ cdu<-.al1Oft an
tachcr lrauu", II • \tI.\llupccI 0( .t
,-
3.6 SUMMARY
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The changes that arc about to take place in South Afriea nrc ofcardinal importance to
PRESET and its students because the new curriculum structurecanonly become successful if
the teachers have CALP at their disposal along with the ability to implement LAC productively
and with a certain degree ofcase.
The challenge ofdiversity and changewith which the PRESET students must enter the
future, calls for acceptance of responsibility and active participation on their behalf in their
own learning to become what society expects from the future teacher, for teaching and learning
arc the two cornerstones of education. In the next chapter the concept of learning will be
reviewed concisely from existing theory.
"
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CHAPTER FOUR.
COGNITIVE ANI) UNGlJlSTIC THEORY; A SVNTHESIS IN PRESET
CONTEXT
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter considcnuion is given co learning AS lU1 eduCAlionAI and n:uund hul1W\
activity, The focus is on languAgc le:lming And concept lcamina. wming b)' pre-service
sludcnHQchers is diScussed prior co II brief cxposilion on concqlCions of leArning.
4.2 LEARNING AS CONCEPTUAL CflANGE : A CONSTRUCTIVIST
PERSPECTIVE
Learning is difficull Co define, AS was indiCAled in chapter one, beCAuse every human
being experiences ic in his or her 0\\11 unique way and according to Graham (1977) this could
probably be II scries of different kinds of processes within the individuAl. An important
considcr:uion concerning learning, as described b)' GraJuun (cited by Kolab. 1993), is thac an
individUAl should learn how 10learnand continue lC:lming. Constructivists mainLtin th3t rnc:lning
and understanding need Co be constructed chrough conceptual change (Pea. 1993). Both teacher
and student ought co become co-constructors ofkno\\:ledgc (MacCaslin and Good. 1992).
To be able Co understand the: nature of lC3ming and co learn how 10 lam implies II
certain lU1lOUnt of knowledge and understanding of how lhc brain functions during learning
processes. Ahhough chis is flOC thc: entire picture, chc neurological biologiC:l1 view is important.
4.2.1 LANGUAGE, LEARNING AND TIfE DRAIN
In order co IQm che Iwner nccd.s co remc:mbcr and for th:al co ~ppcn heJshc must be
able 10understand che problem or event. WSU48C functioning of the brain pla~'1lln imporunt
pan in chis respect. A briefcbcripeion of lhc cosnicivc proc:cssc:.s from a nc:orolOSiCll pel Ipcai\'C
follo\\1. The nervous .)1tcrn. AS • comple< network. ames clccuochcmieal mcss:aacs
to chc bmn. In the brain, lhc neurons arry che rnc:ss:ascs. The I)n:tpsc is • pp
which must be bridacd (or connection to ocher neurons. WIth thc: chcmial qcnt 1Cf)'lchotine
che pp can be bridacd co cransmic infonnalJon, while lhc bridac is rcnIO\\'d b>' the chcnual
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cbohoestcroses f:.teh neuron consists of Acell body, An OUlpUI 1)11Cm ailed a.'tons, "rule !he
dcndrilC:S form the inpUII)1Icm. There Are Also three kinds of neurons: !he rcceplors thAc react
on senses; the effecton I~l eome into acnoo during muscle movemenlAnd the connectors that
unite ocher neurons (\\'Ilson, Robeck, Michael, 1969; Wickelgren 1977; And Smith And Srowell,
19K3).
The cognuive processes C:u1 differ incomplexil)' (Gerdes, 1988) since Ihe brain CAn oRen
simuluu,rousl)' be involved with two dafferent processes such AS when a word hAs to be spelled
nnd recognised. When II bridge between AconccplUllh~tion ArC4 And a molor arC4 of the brain is
lbnl3ged, meSlllgcs 10 spell or recogmse the word will noc be C4rricd AS the g:1p can noc be
bridged, However, Ihis docs nor necessaril)' resull in disfunctioning. for the brain W1
simultaneously store certAin information in difTercnllllQS And in both hemisphcres of tbe brain.
Researchers (Wilson, Rhobeck And Michae), 1969; D:unasio Md Danwio, 1992) tum:
ducovered that the langu3gc structures of most hurmns Arc embedded in the left hemisphere of
the brain. Vit:11 recent "c()\'(:ring" in brain functioning is tMI verbs Are 100001ed in the fronbl lobe
(figure 4.1). The rcpresentlliion of concepts, in contrast, are distributed 3CrosS both the left and
righl hemispheres. II is Ihcrefore necessary to utilise both hemispheres (Rogers, 1983) since
memories are stored throughout the brain (Wickclgrcn, 1977).
During the inleractions \\;th objects or C\'ents, ncurnJ llcli\ities occur in the sensor)' and
mocor cortices of which the br:ain keeps record (Danwio :1J1d D3ItWio, 1992). II is not onl)'
llSpcctS of the external relliity thllt are represented but thebrain also records how the human bod)'
explores and reacts 10 the world. Tbe success of remembering the inform:lIion Wt was 1C:l1'1'1Cd
depends on how efTceth-eI)' the braincan record Md encode the knowledge \\hich must be stored
for 131er rctriC\-a1 (Gerdes, 1988). Tbe function of the ncn"OUs 1)1tcm is noc only WI of
inform:lIion processing And storin8 (Smith And 5to\\1:11, 1983) but it lliso ensures tNt the
collccted inform:uion CAn be c:ucgoriscd b)' the rel:atcd ~pcricnccs and conctpts \\hich e:an be
relleth-ated toscthcr. Undcnbndins And expression b«.omc posSIble AS neur:aJ ACtivit}, C4ft
rcconstnu:t knowledge IS I conscious experience, or llCll\'lltc I S)"1tcm th.1t ensures mcdtataon
bd\\UfI concept And bngu:age gcncr.atanS "~·fonns and I)nbcllc.:alltrueturtl (Fagun: 41).
The abo\-c ~pl:an:uion indlalcs how lhe bnain in\'OI\"CS the bmcr in tClC.\h~' and confirms
Human's (1991) nocion th.1t flOC onJ)' the bnlln bullhc penon', "hok pmon.\llt~· ls an~\1:d to
ensure optim:al bming (Mwant)', 1989 cited in Human, 1991 ~ And Du Prca. 1991 rcfcn:d to
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in Burger, 1993). Dreckmeyr (1991 :2) expands on this by stressing the personal response of
surrendering andaction inthe learner's attempt togain and understand knowledgc.
Figure 4.1. location of langungc structures inthc braln ( Danwio and Danwio, 1992:64)
\. ~ 1' .. f ....,•• rMW1C.W....,... sa •
\\\)f10 fOOM ANO seNTCNCE
IMI'l.lM(NrAI~
Burger (1993) again mentions how the conical energy in the brain actively incrc:ues
during optimal I~ming. This very interesting aspect isconfirmed by Begley (1993).
The very briefdiscussion of the brain accentuates the faet that learning is, after All, Also
a biological phenomenon and itwould serve research inbiological well ifthis were kept in mind.
It is, however. not only the leamer's cognitive capacity that ensures learning but the toc:aJit)· of
cognitive aspedS ought tobeeonsidc:n:d for a more complete picture (Wickelgrcn. 1977). A brief
investigation into I few theories on learning could also wist to undentand the complexityof the:
learning ICC.
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4.22 COGNITIVE TIIEORIES
Il is no« possible to review And evaluate AlIlhc different poinlJ of viC"s on learning. This
section will start with only II sbort discussion on some of the tmditionAllcamins theories before
concentrating on more recent views on learning. This study is concerned "ith the link between
conceptions of lAngUAge lUld of learning And Allention will onl)' be given to sections relAted to
lAnguage And concept learnieg in these theories.
According to the bthaviourists. learning t:lkes place "ill c1:usi~1 And OPC:r3IIt
conditioning. Lc.,ming brings about a change in behaviour (Duss 1973; Morg:m And King 1966,
Lo\'C1I 1980 And Wickdgrcn 1977) As the IC:lmcr responds to A stimulus A new lamed
behaviour is required. Ouss (1973) and Gerdes (l98R) suggest tNt the enduring of laming
depends on the meaningfulness of the behaviour And how innate the response was,
Behaviourists believe th.,t language is learned in the sameRl:IIlocr. Consistent pairing of
:and associations with an object ensures th.,t the learner ,,;11 e\'Cntulllly teem the n:unc of the
object. During operant conditioning the learner ASsociates the act (response) with the
consequences. The more often A response is accompanied by S:ltisf~ing coesequences, the more
often the response,,;11 be repeated and ncw behaviour is established. Ifanobject or consequence,
however, is inescapable, thelamer learns to become helpless and p3Ssi\-cI~' llw:liu the outcome
(8uss,1973; Hunter, StC)l'I, Yach and Sip:unla, 1991). Gagne's learning hierarchy (cited in
Lo\'CII, 1980) oo-clopcd indirectly from this theory. Of interest here is tNt concept laming
takes place in the An::! of intellectual skills.
The Stimulus·Rtsponse theory an unfortull3tely not Account for AIIIC3rncd bch:a\iour,
nor does it take intoIccountthc uniqueness of lesmen, their Ability to think and their desire to
lam.
The Gatalt thcorisu believe th:at IC:lming is II d~'TWnic process "hlch in\"Oh-a the
human being in tou"t)'. It fin.1I1)· results an inslghl(ul le:amln8 which ensun:s retention of the
infonNtion for AIonS period (DUll, 1973; lo\dl. 19HO lind v:an dcr V)'\-cr, 1992) I...amina
occun through produetl\'C or eresuve thln)(Ina The le:amcn prepare thcm.scl\u fint ~.
C'Cplorina and defining thcir problem A period o( incub.1tton IUru "here lUI unconscious (non·
mindrul) struggle Ltkc::s pbcctorcxh pos1iblcsotutionl. lIIumi~tion «cun "hen lOIutions lire
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discovered 10 solve the problem. In order to select the most relevant solulion 10 the problem. the
difTercnl possibilities are investigated and verified until A final solution comes to the front.
lovell (1980) mainuins that the learner can only come to insightful learning if the m3in
features of the problem canbe linked to previously related experiences (LAnIwn. 1986 and
Bruner, 1971). It therefore appears that not only Ihe whole person but also everything tNt is
brought into the learning situation will influence learning ( Ball, 1988).
According to Ihou&hl psycholo&>,. learning is an aClivit), of abstract thinking. This
activity takes place at three levels : the lowest level consists of perceptual thought. based on
concrete observaticnal experiences; during the second level the concrete material is transformed
into schemes of thought for concept attainment. This leads to the highest level where non-
perceptual or abstract thinking can take place. Problems can now be solved and new ideas are
created. The lower levels may, however, be constantly used for support or verification of the
abstract thinking.
This theory strengthens the research findings as discussed under 4.2 thai indicate how
the brain can be utilised for higher level functioning. The Psychoptdlioaical approach
observes learning as lived experiences where the human being is inlenlionally busy fonning
relationships with things and otherswhile in dialogue with theworld. language is perceived as a
fundamcntnJ means for thinking. Memorisation is considered a temporary fonn of learning.
Learning content becomes meaningful if placed wiihin the learners life world. The interaction
with the learning content takes place via language inorder to break through the world of things
10create an abstract world (Van del' V~,,'Cr. 1992).
In this approach lhe importance of language inlearningcomes 10thefore. This approach
also highlights the faCl that the learner is aeth'Cly laking part in learning. Ih:u the assistance
needed from lhe adult becomes less and the learner gradually becomes more indcpcndcnt. The
learner ought to become proaClive in the learning lIC1ivil)'.
The COlnitivists orConstructivists maintain learning is a cognilh'C process. in\'Olving
the acquisilion of new knowledge b)' transforming the existing knowledge and by checking its
adequacy against Ihc: demands of the new situation. The leamer's le:uning a~cit)' an grow lUId
become more efTeeth'C if incoming informalion can beorganised \\ilhin fnuncs of refereoce lUId
models of reality,
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The fact tlut the human being's learning capacity can expand is confirmed by both
Kolata (1993) and Begley (1993) who wrote articles about new research findings on the
functioning of the brain. It was noted tlult the brain triggers more energy "hen learning new
complicated facts butafter weeks of practice thebrain will bum less energy because that which
was learned has become automotized or internalised. Intelligence could possibly be considered as
a matter of neural efficieney (Begley, 1993) because the more effective the neural functions the
higher the intelligence.
Learning also depends upon the substantive content of the learner's knowledge structure,
n:unclyan adequate base ofconcepts; experience nod practiceof cognitive processes; the quality
of the organisation of the knowledge structure at a given time which involved the inter-
relationship ofconcepts lUld contexts.
According tothe Cognitivists the manifestation of learning occurs through:
representational learning when the meanings ofsymbolsare learned;
propositional learning where the meaning ofverbal sentences and the significance of
communication isunderstood;
concept learning takes place when information can be categorised, facts can be
classified andrelationships can be found among discrete facts.
Emphasis fulls once again on the importance of language during learning and on the
construction of meaning.
Although much can be said about some of these theories, the one aspect th:u is clearly
illuminated in all of them, is th3t the learners themsch'CS arc active in their own learning activity
(Ferreira and Dredaneyr, 1993) and it could not become the responsibility ofsomeone else. As
this discussion progresses there arises the gro\\;ng ralisation that learning isa life-long process
and activity and that it is of utmost importance th3t C3ch learner should learn how to learn and
Iceep on learning. The construction of knowledge and conceptual change is therefore pro-active
and ongoing.
..
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4.2.3 LEARNING TO LEARN AND IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING
null the educational institutions do not reach their main goal y.ith the learners in
becoming independent and to take responsibility for their 0\\11 lives and leaming is noc to be
disputed. The pooreconomic and unemployment situation, the high dropout rates at school and
many underlying political currents' are only some evidence thereof(Schoeman, 1991; StC)l1 and
VlUl der Westhuizen, 1992; Perkins 1991 and Steyn lUld Viljoen, 1991). Wood (1990) so aptly
states that what is being taught is not necessarilyalso being learned. It isone of the malpractices
ofeducation to assume a casual relationship between instruction and lcaming. RC3Sons for the
unacceptable situation of pupils and even students ot tertiary level who are not able or
responsible enough to learn how to learn (Postma,1991), are mostly laid, by politicians, at the
feet of the state which is said not to provide the most needed facilities to enhance learning
(NECC Reports, 1992; UNESCO cited in Ingram 1979, Steyn and Van derWesthuizcn, 1993).
The fact that manyof the teachers, employed by the state, are not sufficiently educated to master
teaching (Mwamwenda and Mwamwenda, 1992) may also contribute to this deV3St:lting
situation (Behr, 1984). The culture of learning is assumed to be passive in these examples and
the philosophy seems tobebehaviouristic,
Despite Piaget's major contribution to cognitive theory and the foundation he laid for
constructivism as theory of learning, his devclopmentalist partitioning of age related learning
abilities has certain draw-backs. Wood (1990) and Bruner (cited in Wood, 1990) mention the
existence of certain levels ofcompetence knowledge and interest despite theage of the learner.
These aspects are, however, often used as reasons for not teaching learners specific knowledge.
Yet it was discovered that interest can be created through stimulation and crQting conditions
conducive to IQming(Brown, 1992). The studies ofteaching styles (Wood. 1990) illustrate that
very young children can be taught and they do learn with understanding if instruction is linked
with their levelof competenec at that moment.
Other factors that can also contribute to inadequate IQmingare poor environment and
the leamer's background. As indiC:ltcd in this chapter under 4.2.1, new information is assimil:atcd
with the existing knowledge. V)'Bostky (1978) and Wood (1990) state that intem:L1isation takes
place when an external operation is internally reconstructed. ihe construction of mental models
depends on existingknowledge and not so muchonacb-clopmentallt3ge.
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Therefore insufficient knowledge prohibits accommodation ofnew knowledge as well as
the: interpretation of the new information and often results in superficial learning or the formation
of misconceptions (Wood, 1990; Chilver and Gould, 1982). Subsequently, if the teaching-
learning environment mostly focuses on the imp:uting (Ingrim, 1979) or transmitting (Lochhead,
1977) of knowledge lillIe learning takes place and the involvement and performance of the
learner is minimal. Milton (cited in Ingram, 1979) and Human (1991) have observed that the
focus in most instruction still is mostly on what the teacher does and not what the learner does.
This has resulted in an active teacher and a passive learner- a I~ming culture prevalent in
traditional black South African education.
Black South African education should rather be facilitating a learning environment
(Ferreira and Dreckmeyr, 1993; and StC)11 and Van der Westhuizen, 1993) while the learners
should contributeby learning the imparted knowledge in a meaningful way. This might even lead
beyond the limitations ofthe teachers 0\\11 knowledge of the subject(Dreckmeyr, 1991-2).
The learners contribution to their learning also implies self-study. Vreken and Smith (1993)
made an investigation of self-study during a science programme. In order to make learners
accountable for theirown integration of new information into their existing knowledge structure
or even to change the existing structure to a more scientific only acceptable structure they
suggest that a constructivist approach (Gould, 1992) should be taken.
The results of the above study proved that the experimental group that was guided in
effective sclf-stud~;ng achieved better results than those students who did revision in the
tradiuonal way even though itwasunder the supervision of their teachers. These results may also
indi~te the inadequacy of the teachers to teach their pupils to learn. It also proved th:ll when
teachers are too dominant during the learning process, thelearners tend todepend on the teachers
instead of acceptingresponsibility for their 0\\11 learning.
Another possible reason for poor learning results may be found in the teacher tC3ching.
The inadequacy of the teachers to explain an event or fact (Wood, 1990); the limited language
proficiency of the teacher (Webb, 1986; Young. 1986); inadequate and the poor usc of teaching
methods (Wood. 1990; Wilson, Robeck and Mich.1el, 1969; Markham, 1977) arc but some.
Often when teachers arc found to be inadequate in explaining new knowledge to the
learners they tend to malcc usc of longmeaningless ~planations. making excessive demands on
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the le:trners'linguistic understanding (Wood, 1990; and van Heerden, 1992) or thc)' drill facts to
ensure learning (Kilfoil and VlUl der Walt, 1991). The learners then resort to rotc-learning and
memorising the given information. Lanham (1986) also maintains that rote·learning may be the
only way in which le:tmen know how to remember content. Although these leamen may have
passed someexamlnations they may fail to succeed inlearning when they enter a higher standard
or reach college level. In these examples there is a clear common denominator - the absence of a
clear constructivist culture oflearning.
This might probably well be the reason why learners often seem to be able to perform
perfectly well without understanding what theyarelearning (Lochhead, 1977). It is therefore of
utmost importance that the teacher should not be confused between evidence for learning and
learning per se (Phillips and Soltis, 1985). Graham (1977) describes many people's
understanding of the words "leach" and "learn" asa considerable semanuc confusion. Learning is
often still regarded as a causal response to teaching,
The participation ofboth the teacher and the learners is crucial in the education activit)'.
The important role of the teacher in providing efficient assistance to the leamen in the learning
situation is a joint effon inwhich both teacher and learners must participate in contributing their
0\\11 input (Rogoff 1990; and Thirion and Fourie, 1993). The amount of input eachcontributes is
ofgreat importance for the less the teacher expects from the learners the less they will contribute
to the learning task. The learners should receive the opportunity to accept greater responsibility
for a next cask after the successful accomplishmem of the previous tasks (Du Toit, 1991:7; Van
der V)'\'Cr, 1987 and Saddington, 1992). Trying to accomplish something alone, leads to the
creative structuringof0\\11 reasoning and lc:1rning.
Teachers alsohave tobe aware of the dangers of coaching, spoonfeeding and erumming
ifthc higher cogniuve abilities arc not developed (Ferreira and Drcdane)T, 1993), because it is
important for learners tobegradually cultivared into dc\'Cloping theabili!)' to learn independentl)'
already from their early school )'ClrS in order to protect them from depending on memorisation
and rote- learning.
The leameralso haseertain responsibilities llS partner in the learning activity. Lochhead
(1977) maintains that as learning is a process and skill to be practised in order to be mastered.
the incfTe:cti"C learning strategies which the Iearnen possess also nc:cd to be unlearned. If not.
they might fall back on the traditional way of ratelearning. Human (1991) sUles th:at it might be
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difficull to unteach and unlearn these objectionable habits (Brown, 1992). Although Piaget's
theory can be criticised from different angles, his work highlights the fACt that self-activit)· and
self-directed problem-solving are4t the heart of learning (Wood, 1990). Therefore knowledge CAn
neilher beemittednorabsorbed but needs to be constructed and organised from within each
learner (Lochhead, 1977) or be judged as irrelevant in order to diSCllrd it (Chilver and Gould,
1982)
The task to change the traditional concept of the tcaching-leAming situation, is
complicated. Not only is there a change in the attitude of the teachers nceded, but also in that of
the learners. Wilson, Robeck and Michael (1969)define an attitudeasanaffective framework
that predisposes an individual toward, against or away from actions, information and attitudinal
objects. If something is compatible within a dimension of the framework, acceptance is
facilitated and the leamer's reactions increase in intensity through the affective nature of the
structure. The acceptance or rejection of any particular attitudinal pattern is not inherited, but
learned as a result of environmental influences. An act, like learning, is interpreted in terms of a
persons ownattitude, therefore the attitudes reflected by the teacher and the pupils may differ.
The attitude of the teachers of today should change from that of authoritatians,
instructors, imparters and transmitters of knowledge (Bauer and Sapena, 1991; Milton, 1973
cited in Ingram 1979; Trow, 1992, and Strauss, 1993 (b» to that of facilitators, guiders and co-
learners (Brown, 1992; Van der Vyver, 1987; andRogers, 1983).Thismay change theschool as
a place of teaching to a place oflearning. Both Bruner (1971:104 and Herrick, (1971: 109) argue
that the accessibility to knowledge is minimised if for instance, the teacher's attitude is that of
being the sole provider of information to solve a problem adequately. Wilson, Robeck and
Michael (1969) noted that the negative attitude ofa teacher \\i11 cause a blockage in the learning
process. Although the teacher or lecturer must reflect a guiding and encouraging attitude
(Winnaar, 1981) learners ought to realise that sufficient and acxounuble learning is foremostly
initiated (and executed) by the learners themsclvcs. They also have an aetive share in their
learning (BfO\\", 1992; Breda and MacDermott, 1992, Joubert, 1991; Postma. 1991 and \-an
Hccrden, 1992 ) and inbecoming adults.
Rogers (1983:10) mentions that a penon once said: ·cvcr)'OOC is &1\\'3)'1 Ic:uning
something·, Yet. during an observation period he nociccd Itudcnu reflecting anAttitude of: • just
tl)' tomake me learnan)1hing-.
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Trueba (1989) m:lintains that the learners' resistance to learn should be viewed as their
rejection of cultural values and academic demands placed on them. Culture provides motivation
10achieve either success or even failure therefore il isessential to note the t)'PC of learners who
Ire participatmg in the learning activity. If learners are reflectingIl negalive altitude when
reading Il text written in the L2, this attitude may reduce their molivlliion and the incentive to
learn (Macher, 1991),
These attitudes must force an)' teacher to reflect on education 10 find out especially why
these negative altitudes develop. It furthermore iluminates the realisation that the didactic
silualion nceds to change. More consideration ought to be given 10 the learners in this
partnership.
In this partnership it is the responsibilityof the teacher to create opportunities where the
learners can think and act independently in accordance ,'..ith the newly established learning
anitude (Wilson, Robeck and Michael, 1969; and Thirion and Fourie, 1993), After the ground
for productive le:tming iscultivated, it becomes possible that the learning actcan be executed by
the learners themselves. Rogers (1983) even goes sofar3S to state that whether students learn or
not it is entirely their own personal responsibility, Pro-active learning implies that the learner,
who is confronted with a particular slice of reality, intcrnaliscs that which is learned. Therefore
nobody else, but the learners themselves can compare or link the newinformation with their own
particular existing knowledge. Each person's own\'~y of intemalising the learning act becomes a
personal activity and because of this personal involvement learners ought to be cognitively
aware of their 0\\11 behaviour, affection and experiences. Metacognition, a process of knowing,
Ihinking and learning about cognition enables the learners to process knowledge about their own
cognitive world (StaV3St, 1991).
Metacognitive knowledge is comprised of personal variables, wk variables and struteg)'
variables which arc always in interaction. The older and more experienced learners become, the
8rt3ler control can be exercised over these experiences. Learners could decide by thcmseh'CS on
the amount of effon they arcprepared to invest ina specific cognith'C wk (SIa\'D.St. 1991). The
decision, therefore, lies with the lcamc:rs on howhard thc). want to learn in order to succeed in
their studies.
The question nalurally arises that if it is possible to learn, how then can II person learn to
learn.
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l...caming which is created from within the leamer reflecu conccpcUAJ thinking where
ideAS, understAnding and the eXpAnSion of knowledgc arc explored indepth. Ahhous,h learning is
also a practical experience ofreality il needs 10 be a IOSically and suuetuflllly approached and
sdf-dicipline must be Applied (HUnwl. 1991). wrners exhibil a strong desire to understand and
they possess a gre.u poccntiJlto mAke leaming possible (Phillips and Sohes. 1985).
Learning, therefore, isan act from within u well as from oulJidc the learner, This once
more emptuuises lhe fJcI thJtleAmcrs need 10 be personally involved in leArning (lngrim. 1979;
Graham, 1977; PostmJ, 1991; Dreekmeyr, 1991·92; llIld noch:a. 1992) which belps tben to
grndulllly acquire ownership of the new knowledge (Brown. 1992). The new knowledge which is
internalised enriches !he learners' lives. By mastering the an of lc.1ming how to enrich their own
lives, the lC4mcrs will learn how to enrich the lives ofothers by imp:a"ing the squired knowledge
to others (Henning and VM Loggerenberg 1992: 66). Therefore, language is nil important
pll"ncr in conceptualdc\'Clopmcnt.
Learners leam differently because of the difference in their pcrSOflllI involvement and
their conceptions of I~ming. V3J1 Drummelen (cited in Dreckmevr 1991·92) explains the
different learningstyles ofdifferent kinds of lcarnen :as follow:
The creativeor intuith'C learners become pcrson:lll)' involved during !heir obscrv:Uionof
inform:ltion onaconcrete level out of different perspectives. This inform.uion is revised
in a reflective mJMCr to search for mc:lning from their own framework of experiences.
They lam through inter:aetion, listening and 5C:lrching forananswer on \\hy C\'Cnts
h:lppcn.
IntellCClU:lllamcn observe an :an llbslnact m:anncr. 1ne)'lend 10reflect on c:onccptsand
ibs and AMIaSC inf~llon received 1'bc)' prefer to IQm through in\'cstiptton :and
the solvingofproblcms in order to receive AnW\\1:1' on whalishappening. Simpson
(1977) sutcs thAt the solving of II problem rtqUira t~t the situ~tion em bedcfmcd and
understood. To become an expcn in this,qu1huti\'C knowledge must be built up 0\1:1'
the)Qn.
Abltnact obscmtionsare aeti\'CIy procc:ucd b)'arnc:n ,,-flo arc idcnflrlCd as
implcmcntcnOf dom. They\\1:Kl1d like10dlJCO\'Ct how thinas arcreL2lcd andhow thc).
can implement Of appl)' lhe knowlcdac on their own.
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The discoverers perceive in a concrete form reality around them. They enjoy being
actively involved during the processingor improvising of the information even if their
actions seem imtiorllli. They arc. for instance interested to know what the results ma)'
be if a specific event occurs.
To be able to express their thoughts and that which are learned, learners need to have
language as eo-partner in cognition to their disposal. Language pia), an important role in
learning (Wood, 1990 and Halliday. 1975) for learning can be hampered and knowledge impeded
if learners find it difficult tocommunicate especially if the L2 is the medium of instruction and
learning. Contemporary models of learning as socio-constructivist activity includes the work of
Brown (1992) who advocates the metaphor a "community of learners" and who suggests
cognitive apprenticeship during co-operativelearning.
Examining the learning style preferences as expounded by Van Drummelen,
(Dreckmeyr, 1991-92) it seems as if learners have at their disposal a refreshing and natural
desire to learn. Learning, it seems, is granted for all who want to learn. L2 learners must also
learn to learn. but before they can learn how to learn effectively, they need tolearn how to learn
the L2.
4.3 LINGUISTIC ASPECTS OF CONCEPTUAL CHANGE
It is through language th:lt the human being creates a dialogue with the world. Lanham
(1986), Wood (1990) and du Toit (1991:42) are ~fthc opinion that language organises the
leamer's world and also initiates participation. Vygotsky (1978), Bruner (1981) and Wood
(1990) maintain th:lt information is processed during verbal interaction, through the medium of
language and therefore understanding is achieved and learning can take place.
4.3.1 POSSIBLE REASONS FOR POOR LANGUAGE AND LEARNING
Both 1Anh:un (1986) and Wood (1990) indic:ate that different languages provide
conceptual frames or world vieo.\'S and attitudes from which the learners QIt experience the world
and Ihc)' provideways in which Ic:amcn can think about observed C\'tOts. Different cultures \\ith
different languages expose their children to different learning experiences \\hich affCd their
cognitive development and produce diffc:rcnt cognilive SUltcs (RogotT. 1990; and Whorf. 1975).
When learners come into conlJet with 11 culture thaI diffcrs considcrabl~' (rom thc:ir own,
".
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misconceptions may result (Webb, 1986; Mawasha, 1986 and MawashA, 1991) AS concepts arc
not adequately grasped against the background of existing concept labels and nomological
networks.
Linguistic deprivation may influence the leamer's performance. The acquisition of
gnunmar might still be incomplete when the learner isconfronted with fonnalleaming at school
(Mac Donald, 1991). To be able to cope with the many tasks which they must complete in
formal learning situations, learners have to learn how to speak (Wood, 1990) and to articulate
their c,xisting preconceptions. Wood (1990), nevertheless, emphasises that receptive language
ability, namely the ability to listen and understand, precedes the development of speech or the
productive language. The duration of this time is, however, not specified.
In chapter three reference was made to how restricted codes and extended codes arc used
during speech. The socio-economic background of a speaker has an influence upon the
preference shown forone of these codes. Studies have shown that working-class children tend to
experience and learn to use a more restricted code (Wood, 1990)which rna)' restrict thcir ability
to express their thoughts verbally and with understanding. Oversimplified speech can retard
young children's speech development, while more complex adult speech results in an appropriate
response without difficulty (Campbell and Wales, 1975 and Wickelgrcn, 1977). This is a clear
indication that language learning is a natural event. Competence in language, provides 11 sense of
security and confidence in the learning situation, because a competent user can produce newly
created sentences with we while the competent listener can understand what is said. Although
all speakers alter their language when they move from 11 casual interaction to a more formal
interaction with otherpeople, the incompetent language user has to m3kc a significant adjustment
(Wood, 1990).
Language is not only learned orally but also through the wrinen word. Studies have
shcw.n that language is also learned by reading (Kilfoil and Van der Wall, 1991; Lanham. 1986;
Peck and Connell, 1991 and Bouwer, 1992) but that the learners limited background knowledge
anddeficiency in language result in inadequate comprehension of the text (CllilZ, 1993; Perkins,
1991). Linle or no meaningful relationship can be drawn between the new knowledge and the
limited existing knowledSC (Alanl, 1991). However, bach the Pi4gctiaN and ChomskiAns (Wood,
1990) arc of the opinion th.1t neither a panicular dialect nor language spolccn WI be considcn:d
as the primaryreason for communication and learning problems.
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Language learning also occurs via the teacher. The abilityof the teacher to usc language
m:1y influence the learners' ability to lea m. It is through the medium oflanguage that the teacher
has to communicate the subject matter to the learners (Griessel, Louwand Swan 1986). If the
teacher experiences difficulty in explaining the learning content clearly (Alant, 1991 and Peck
And Connell, 1991) learners may react upon learning ina negativeway. Du Plessis (1991:67)
even goes so far as tostate that if the cornmunication between teacher and studenu is ineffective
there isno questionabout teaching and learning.
Wood (1990) mentions that neither teaching and learning nor the stagcs of cognitive
development can account for language acquisition since language is inherent (Chomsky cited in
Van der Walt, 1992); On the other hand, Morgan and King (1966) argue that once the speech
mechanism can be controlled because of the speaker's maturation, further progress depends
greatly upon learning.
By implying thntthe home, social-economic situation or the teacher is responsible for the
learner's learning (and language learning) problems, could probably be a reason why mature
learners often refrain from accepting responsibility for their 0\\11 contribution (Gould, 1992) in
learning the L2.
4.3.2 UNGUISTlC DEVELOPMENT
Chomsky (cited in Wood, 1990 and in Campbell and Wales, 1975; Wickelgren, 1977
and van der Walt,1992) ancsts that language is neither learned nor reinforced (Zints, 1981) but
thatthe human being is innately equipped to structure language naturally.
Morgan and King (1966) support the idea that language must be learned since it is not
inherited through genes oracquired by mere I1l3turation.
Campbell and Wales (1975) foresee that both innate predispositions 3Ild inter:aetion with
thecommunicative environmcnt influence the lC3ming oracquisitionoflangu3ge.
4.3.2.1 Lllcamina
There are different views on how childrenacquire or lam a langullgc.
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All children acquire. at an early age (Morgan and King, 1966 and Calitz, 1993) the
spoken language that they he:u around them. If they arc surrounded bymore than one language
they may acquire several languages with equal facility (Buss, 1973). Frequent exposure to
language is an essential condition for learning IlUlguage and because of the language ACquisition
device (LAD), which isinnate, the speaker is able tofonn hypotheses regardinglangWlge
structures unconsciously (Leshinsky, 1983). Stem (cited in Lcshinsky, 1983) maintains that
LAD does not function during L2 learning. In Chomsky's model of L21eaming (Henning, 1991)
the suggestion is thatthe LAD may serve the learning of the L2 indirectly.
Adults set different standards for language learning. Wood (1990) maintains that adults
seldom correct children's errors but that they frequently resort to self-corrcction. This correction
of errors gradually develops a higher level of proficiency from which arises the adult language
(Leshinsky, 1983 andCampbell and Wales, 1975). Rogoff(1990) and Zints (1981) discovered
th3t adults support children. However, during the early stages of language learning they make
usc ofredundant verbal and non-verbal information toensure understanding.
Interesting studies done mostly amongst black people (Rogoff, 1990) have ShO\\l1 that
many parents are of the opinion that children just "gotta learn and gotta know". This takes place
mostly through observation, participation and listening. Althoughmany of these learners may not
be well equippedfor school discourse, they do eventually become proficient in LI usage.
To be able to become proficient in a language. Chariot and 0 Malley (1992), identify
three stages of gradual language acquisition:
a cognitive stage, where learning is conscious and deliberate;
An associative stage, again consciously executed where errors diminishes;
The autonomous stage performs actions fluently and rules become habits.
Whether language is an innate ability or acquired through learning it wu found that
some learners reveal an ability to acquire languase rules morc readily than others while the
ability to learn a L2 demancb mocivation and the rt3lisation of fulfilling I need (Brinton, Sasser
and WiMingh:un, 1992).
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4.3.2.2 l.e;Jrning tbe L2
In order to learn an L2 the L I must be firmly established (Webb, 1986: MacDonald,
1991; Morgan and King, 1966; Cummins, 1992; Mawasha, 1992and CaJitz, 1993) since the LI
vocabulary serves as I stimulus for the new IllJlguage (Morgan and King, 1966 and Calitz,
1993). Morgan and King (1966) arc also of the opinion that linguistic skills must be acquired
early in life since proficiency isseldom achieved when the learner is much older. Theymaintain
that the learner may become confused when learning a L2 before the LI is established and
language skills may become retarded,
Buss (1973), on the other hand, maintains that a young learner may acquire several
languages with equal facility if surrounded by more than one language, Rogers (1983) and
Kilfoil and Van der Walt (1991) have noticed thatwhere learners are daily actively present in an
environment where the target language is used, their L2 learning becomes a learning from within
caused by the meaningful encounter (Leshinsky, 1983). Through encounter learning the L2
proceeds at an exceedingly rapid rate, since L2 learning is an active occurrence. If, however,
learning entails the mere learning of grammatical rules, learning is slowed, for "learning has to
bean adventure, otherwise it is stillborn" (Buchmann and Floden 1992 citing Canetti.). Brinton,
Strassen and WiMingham (1992) also dispute the idea that the LI must first be internalised by
denoting that L2 acquisition is relatively indcpendent.from the LI though it l1l3y be influenced by
the LI.
Webb (1986)purports that the problem with learning an L2 docs notnecessary lie with
whether the LI is well established or not. The L2 problems black students encounter lie within
their leaming circumstances since many enter school with little or no L2 experience (MacDonald,
1991, Zints, 1981, Ma\\'USha, 1986; Mawasha, 1992 and Mogndine,I99I) and then too much
meaningless repetition is used to drill the leaming ofthe L2. Zints (1981) contends that drilling,
coupled with mc:3ningful lUld interesting practices of sentence panems, will lead to habit
formation. Damasio and Danwio (1992) and others <Beslcy, 1993 and Van dcr Wal~ 1992)
acknowledgc that certain rulcs and Iangunge structures do become habit.
As was mentioned in this chapter in paragraph 4.2 learners must It one time or another
stan to talcc responsibility for their own leaming which implies lanBUllSC learning as well.
Language learning canliso occur through reading. Kilfoil and vander Walt (1991) dcnocc that
theL2 may be easily leamed ifthe learncn comefrom a well-developed written literacy
.-
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background and if the LI 3J1d L2 reflect similarities. The majority of the black population in
South African, however, do not display an appropriate reading culture (Webb, 1986; Young
,1986 and Ubahakwe, 1977).
The learning ofa language through reading does not occur spontaneously but rather in a
fonnal manner. As learners grow older and they have learned the language through hearing and
speaking, they are taught reading and writing skills. The learning of the language skills are
usually taught in this specific order (Zints, 1981). The reading skill is accomplished through
reading (Weidler, 1989 and Wood, 1990), hence learners are accountable for their own reading
ability. Reading English literature could especially keep those learners, who do not regularly hear
ESL outside the school, in contact with the language. When it comes to studying the ESL
literature personal investment is required in learning and it calls oncognitive aswell asaffective
activities to extract meaning from the written word (Kilfoil and Van der Walt, 1991; Small and
Small, 1993; Mawasha, 1986 and Evans, 1992). This could probably be why Buchmann and
Floden (1992) indicate that learning unfolds in slow motion, when "visitations of the past" is
relived and combined with imagination. This way the learning content becomes a systematic
whole.
It is also found that the more learners are exposed to reading material, the better will be
their ability to write. Reading leads to the stimulation ofcreative and interactive writing. Writing
again teaches the learner to structure thoughts. Learners who apply self-correction in modifying
their 0\\11 writing usually write more intelligibly than those who do not evaluate their writing.
They also reflect a greater responsibility to make themselves understood.
Sufficient opportunities to practice both the receptive skills, listening and reading as well
as the productive skills, writing and speaking, will develop the functional use of the L2. The L2
will be internalised and the learner will become proficient ( Cazden, 1985; Kilfoil and Van der
Walt, 1991 and Joubert, 1991).
InternalisingtheL2isnotalwayseasy.Ruralpupilsandstudentsmostl~·Ie:lrn the L2 by
receiving an input from the teacher through drilling without being expected to provide a
meaningful output. Cummins (1992) and Kilfoil and Van der Walt (1991) suggest that more
opportunities ought to be created where the learners could comprehend more llll1guage knowledge
by processing comprehensible linguistic input and negotiate meaning.
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The L2, therefore, ought to be learned through a regular two-way communication.
Joubert (1991)quotes Hunt, SCOll and McGroskey (1988) who all maintain that communication,
effectively applied, isconsidered as the single most important prerequisite toeffective learning. If
both the teacherand the leamers could give inputs and outputs it will eliminate the passive intake
from the learners (Matsepi-Casaburri, 1992; Kilfoil and V.d. Wnll, 1991; Webb, 1986 and
Young, 1986).
It is unfortunate thnt many black learners find themselves exposed to the English
language as their learning language in which they feci inadequate to communicate as they nrc not
in full command of the L2 (Luis, 1992). Their linguistic inadequacy is often exposed when they
repearthe same words which were used in n question (Wood, 1990). De Lange (1992) conceives
these inadequacies as a learning problem arising from thc insufficient support the L2 learners
received from theirmilieu and from their teachers who also lack proficiency in ESL.
The literature review in chapter three has illuminated the importance ofLAC in enabling
the learners to become sufficiently proficient in their L2 usage. Snow, Met and Genesee (1992)
suggcst that language ought to be taught through subject mailer learning or LAC to LEP
learners. Luis (1992) mentions that when reading becomes fluent, sentence constructions arc
correct and subject tcrminology can be conceptualised, then only can L2 be considered as
mastered. Unfortunately most black students still encounter difficulties in these areas.
4.4 LEARNING CONCEPTS
Effective language learning docs not control concept formation (Klausmeier, 1992) but
may contribute to the learning of concepts since the learning of concepts are facilitated by
. .
instruction received and the instruction takes place through the medium of13I1guage.
Wickelgren (1977) identifies words ns high-level structurednodes and concepts as basic-
level semantie nodes. Concepts an: coded in the sem3I1tic memory. COOtq)t learning develops
from concrete and identity 1C\'Cls to classifiation and formal levels as learners become capable
of CIlrT)ing out the various menial processes (Klllusmcier, 1992). Concrete concepts arc mosly
acquired befcre the more abstract concepts (Wiclcelgrcn. 1977). Klausmeier (1992) argues that
learners often stop at the classification level or form misconceptions, never to reach the formal
level.
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To ensure the ehmin:uaon of miscoocq>lI01\S. coocepu an be explained by usina
drllYolngs or pictures thai mAy represent the: COOCq>I. or Ihc: \'crbAl ellplAMlion of thec:<pcn must
Hi\'C a clar dcscriplion 10 ensure tMl lhe learner \\111 comprehend Ihc mwUna. Wickclsren
(1977) points 001thAI )'ounslcAmcrs often coornbure different meaninas to a concept thAI Adulu
1n.1)' M\'C TIllS mishl influence the Adulls coocept of the Iwnc:rs abilily to concqltUAlise.
COOCCJlIS. or words IMt represent concepts. are fomlCd through the rranina ItlAChcd 10 these
words and lhe indl\'idU4I'. mentAl construct of Ibc infonMtion \\hich hAs been clAssified and
constructed (Osser, 1975:and du Toit, 19(1) This mentAl AClivil)' fAciliuates undcrstAndins of
the Allributes Si\'(O to the perceptible or non percepuble, which is Also coloured with Isocic:tAble
n\C:anins of r~hly, Concept fomution is achieved when the ai\'Cn informAtion CAll be
processed. defined IUld correctly used. To Accomplish this acnuine understAndins is
essentl:". During conceplle.1mins it is often nc:cCSSlll)' to ASsociate eumples to A gi\'Cn concept
representative and to ncg:atc similar non c:<Amples (KIAusmcier. 1992. WickelglCn, 1977 and
Ouer, 197.s) Thiswillalso contribute to better undcrsWlding of the concept
Wsull8C pl.:a~l lU1 important role during conceptualisation, since concepts must be
clearly explained. A field study, mentioned b)' Jlc:MingAnd Van loggercnbers (1992) shows that
L2 speakers can not survive pedagogically if lhe)' lack CALP. The lI~ic l~min8
environment dcm3nds a etruin level of 13Ilauagc proficic:nc)' from the ICllmcr for cfTceti\'C
aClldcmic COI\vcrs.ttlon, r=iing and writins. Thc)' also mention tNt !he LI should be used
Alongside ESL to suppon concepl~1 oo'Clopmcnt lUld the con\'C)"3I1CC of its SCf1W11ic value.
Fonn:allc:lmins opportunities .hould be designed to cnh:ancc l:Lnguage lUld concepc Iclmins in
undcm. Learners \\ho must depend on hmited infortn31 experiences and insufficienl fomW
eduClltion IN)' experience dlffic:uh)' in formins conetpts (Klausmcier, 1992 and Wickclgrcn.
1977) \\hich Arc presenled in mosl fo~1 curricula. Opportunities 10 encounter lhc:sc concepts
arclimited In the cue ofeduClllion.tlly and soc:i.1l1y,dcpri\'Cd PRESET students. Thc:sc studcnu
oRen n:nuin dc:pmdcnt on fOf1Mlllamuh And suppon
To pin indepelldence in conccpc 1Qmll\g. the bmcn must reeeve ample oppomuutlC:l
\\here!hey Af'C permllted to think then W2)·lhtough 10 Sn:::atc:f undmundll\' (Rosen, 1975 and
Dotha,I992) Of 10 pllC1lCC rqubrl)' And to uke rcsporulblhl)' in ampkmcnhng k.tmana
Itfllqics (KlAusmact, 1992) To Atd che 'amen an pining independence inconc:cpc amana.
meucosnlta\'C 11r1tqJlCS should be included (KbuJrnClCf, 1992 and SI.1\-aat. 1991)
The follOWing Q&mP1c \\111 aIIul.nate thIS point
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Zeitown (1987) ASsessed pre-service biology teachers competencies an idcnti~in8
students misconceptions about A topic or concepts. The study's findings were thAt PRESET
institutions should develop training prognammes that would increase pre-service teachers
competencies in diagnosing And correcting misconceptions. This t)"pc of prognunmc would
include the inculculation of Ametacognitive Altitude inwhich self-aWAreness would be prirruuy.
PRESET students' LEP and hick of CALP need to be Addressed in order to Address the
issue of limited conceptual learning,
4.5 LANGUAGE AND LEARNING IN PRESET CONTEXT: A SUMMARY
In this section reference will be I1\3de to a number of sludies related to learning for
teachers. The emphasis is on the way in which education students IQm. the IlSsumption being
that they will teach inbndem with their 0\\11 learning style.
To be able to guide the young learners in their school learning experiences and learn and
to think independently. Griswold (1989) explains that it is important for the pre-service student-
te:achers to understand their own learning before they can be able to undcrtWld and apply the
correct principles. Sowder (1991) maintains th:at it isalso important to obtain det:Liled knowledge
about children's thinking and problem-solving. since it may profoundly affect their knowledge of
their pupils and their lesson planning.
That the students don't alwnys realise that the)' experience difficulty in c08Jl1tl\"C
acti\ities are reflected inthe disturbing f3ilure rate :amongst first )'Qr teni:t~· students. The high
failure rate is an indication of the gap that exists between schools. where le:aming of content is
cmplwiscd. and the college or university where it is expected from students to fC\'C31
independent critieal thinking when constructing and llppl)inS their knowledge. AcccpWK:C of
responsibility of theirown Iamins 1M)' help the le:amcrs to become ll.inted with and secure
in IQmins on their 0\\11 and to provide sufficient bridging from school to ICnWy institution.
(Feerie, 1991 and Fcrreina and Dnxkmc)T, 1993).
Woolfolk (1918) SUles Wt it is Who'll and how pre-service Itudcnu lcam th.2t is of
imponanc:c and not ,,·hen. It N)' just help to ralise that adult Iamm pursue learning for the
sake of Icllming or to pin I specific: objcdi\"Cand thcir IClf-pcrccp1ion llJ Icllmc:n m:I)' \\1:11 beI
barrier 10thc1r k=tming (IO\'lIcchini. Hall And Hc:ngstlct. 1985).
.,
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Researchdone by Weidler (1989) suggests that pre-service teachers who have organised
knowledge structures are able to respond to instructional situations more effectively than those
who do not. Co-operative learning also provides students with theopportunity to learn (Taylor,
1991).
Although Nattiv, Winitzky and Drickey(1991) might find difficulty in their believe that
pre-service students do not need extrinsic reward since they maintain that students are motivated
to learn, their research on the use of co-operative learning amongst pre-service students has
highlighted aspects which could be of importance to education. Their study shows that this
method encourages student participation, individual accountability, and theassuming of greater
responsibility for their own learning. Students also tend to learn the material more effectively and
therefore retain it longer. If lecturers want the future teachers to learn the strategies of co-
operative learning, they must demonstrate its use in their classrooms (Bauer and Sapena, 1991
and Winitzky and Arends, 1991).
Curiosity as motivation for learning could be kept alive if students can experience
learning as exiting. Siebogcr and Kenyon (1992) maintain it is possible to attain this l)'PC of
motivation through critical reflection on practice teaching. By being positive learning role models
they may instil in their students the realisation that they are responsible and accountable for their
own learning actions and to construct meaningful concepts. However, these PRESET teachers
need to articulate and reflect upon their conceptions of learning in order to experience
discquilibuim about it. McCullough and Mintz (1992) refer to learners who, after a number of
successful years of schooling, bring with them into the pre-service experience their own
conceptions of learning which will still influencetheir learning.
Manv of these learners arrive at a PRESET institution with limitations in background
- .
and conceptual knowledge (Mawasha, 1991, Webb, 1986 and Young, 1986). When entering
college pre-service student-teachers ought to take a constructivist epistemological position
(Rowell, Pope and Shennan, 1992). They must for instance not only learn about learning
theories but thesetheories can have practical value as well, if they learn to think with the theory
rather than about it (Henning 1993), This might well help them tointernalise the concepts.
Practical examples and implementation of conceptual pedagogic content knowledge \..ill support
the transformation to procedural knowledge which lU argued by Strauss (1993) has a different
epistemological base.
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Studies concerned with concept learning abound. Friedter and others (1985) believe the
difficulties learners experience in understanding certain concepts they encounter in the different
subject domains may well be among the reasons for difficulties in understanding more abstract
concepts nod their relationships. The basic concepts are often internalized as misconceptions.
Students are in addition also inclined to use textbook definitions without fully understanding the
concepts. Other studies (Jurgwirth, 1986 and Parker, 1987) on concept learning from a
constructivist viewpoint, focus on language as mediatory component ofunderstanding.
Studies on the difficulty in understanding mathematical concepts (Simon and Blume,
1992 and Peck and Connell, 1991) showed that linguistic abstraction inhibits understanding.
Suggestions were made for the development of mathematization throughout the mathematic
curriculum, and that pre-service students ought tohave clear conceptions of what mathematics
is. The study of Smith and Smith (1991) reveal the interesting fact that it is not concrete visuals
but abstract visuals that tend toincrease retention. PRESET students seem tohave to master the
language and the concepts of both pedagogy and subject domains and in addition learn
effectively how to learn. The rural black studentclearly needs substantial support.
4.6 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AGAINST THE BACKGROUND OF TIlE
REVIEW OFrnEORY
From the literature review specific concepts of language and learning were illuminated.
These arc summarised asfinal component of thetheory framework.
4.6.1 CONCEPTS OF LANGUAGE
Language is perceived bymost ofthc re5c:1rchers as:
innate
II component ofcognitive style;
learning or extending the rangeof meaning potential;
lleting and intmcting;
to socialise;
to communicate and share experiences;
to convey or transmit: •
4,6.2 CONCEPTS OF LEARNING
Learning is perceived ns: '
a cognitive ability,
a learned activity,
an own activity,
an own responsibility.
4.6.3 THEORYAND PRACTICE
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information or knowledge,
emotions
culture
meanings or concepts.
This' investigation shows that most recent studies MVC indicated that there is a
relationship between language and learning. The exact character of this relationship is not
known. The Damasio and D3I1l3Sio (1992) study in which the semantic negotiating and
mediating role of language isdescribed is regarded asprofound knowledge for teacher educators.
Studieshave shown that where learners must make use of a L2 asmedium of instruction
and learning, learning may be experienced as difficult, and learners tend to depend on the
expertise of the teacher for their learning success.
Language is considered necessary not only for negotiating but also for vcrbalising a
concept. The labelling ofa concept is a linguisticcognitve activity. Concepts arc often mislabled
not only becauseof lack ofprior knowledge butalso because of poor language.
Very little I'CSC3rch has been done on language and learning of education students in
ruralan::J.S. Research ollen refers to the fact that learners in these areas rna)' experience more
learning problems because they seldom come in contact \\ith speaken of the target language or
\\ith the technology that could have contributed to the impfO\'CmCnt of their ESL. as is the case
with their counterparts in urban arcaJ. Tbe faet that blade leamers must both wpt to ESL as
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medium of learning and to academic demands, which include learning across the curriculum.
compounds the problem ofconcept formation. They may form a different concept or even a
misconception of theconcept learning, due not only to the alternative conception i1mI. but also
because of the lack ofa~ for the concept.
Studies have also shown that political unrest and the rejection of a language as
instruction medium can influence education drnm:lliC3l1y. As the PRESET institution selected for
this study is set in a rurnlarea which is highly pohtuized, and where students must make use of
ESL IlS their leaning language, the vastness of the problem in this study may be appreciated.
4.7 SUMMARY
The previous two chapters, including this chapter, conclude the literature reviewing
perspectives on the research question from various angles. Language learning proved to be
difficult when L2 becomes the medium of instruction before the LI is firmly structured and if it
is mostly applied in a f0r11l31 setting where little contact is made socially, Concept learning
mostly occurs on the first and second 1C\'Cls of consciousness and seldom develops into
abstraction and intemalisation because of LEP and a lack of CALP which results in limited
linguistic backup for conceptual development and labelling. That these aspects need redress is
crucial for the improvement offutureeducation in rural al'C3S.
These findings from the literature study validate the construct (or the fieldstudy, namely the
character of education students' conceptions of two vital concepts in education > lanRuaae and
leaminc·
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CHAPTER FIVE
INTERPRETATIVE RESEARCH IN EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT: A
FUNCTIONAL AND PRAGMATIC APPROACH TO THE DESIGN OF
TillS STUDY
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The aim of this chapter is to discuss the main tenets of the qualil4tive research
paradigm. Subsequent to that, typicaI designs will be referred to with emphasis on the case
study format. A number of methods used in qualitative research will then beexplained, focusing
on discourse analysis, participatory observation and document analysis. Procedures of data
collection, data analysis and data interpretation will also be described. Important research
notions such as validity, reliability and generalizibility will also be discussed as the)' are
exemplified within the paradigm. The role of qualitative research as problem identification
investigation strategy in educational research will be discussed in this framework. indicating the
need for scientifically grounded hypotheses.
5.2 TENETS OFQUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Researchers in the social and behavioural sciences have employed qualitative research
and presently other practitioners, especially in the educational field, make extensive use of this
I
methodology because this research can be conducted by a team or an individual in natural
setting. "Slumbering variables" or unexpected phenomena can be encountered in the research
(Yin, 1985; Henning ,1993; Strauss and Corbin ,1991; and Firestone, 1993).
The main tenents of this paradigm, which distinguishes it from quantitative research
arc:
the researcher is an instrument and declares hislhcr assumptions and presuppositions,
contcxtualization ofrcscarch activities innaturalistic settings,
focus on the emic perspective,
collection of verbal And iconicdata which arc processed qualit:lti\"CI)'
idiogr:lphicallyoriented research which implies depth and ''\-crstchcn-
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the ontology ofqualitative research docs not distinguish sharply between subject and
object
the epistemology ofqualiullivc research isbased on coostructivistic principles
the methodology ofqualitative research iseompatable with post modernism lU1d
feminism llS philosophies .
5.2.1 COMPONENTS AND PROCEDURES OF QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
The components ofqualitative research consist of:
dat~ collection which mostly comes from interviews, observation and document
studies
data analysis - coding techniques tMt arc implemented to organise and conceptualise
the dab, consisting ofdifferent analytical or interpretative procedures. AnaI)1ic
procedures also include non-statistical sampling, the writing ofmemos or diagramming
of conceptual relalionships;
data interpretatioe, a phase during which the consolidated andanalysed data arc argued
as findings
verbal or written reports presented as overviews or in-depth discussions. (Strauss and
Corbin. 1991).
The subjective experience of the researeber isalso considered llS an important source of
dab and of anal)'Sis os wdlllS interpretation (Wagner. 1993).
The aim of qualituivc research is to provide an in-depth account of the phenomenon via
dala (olJution by dh'CrJC Mlumlis1ie methods. The dal~ arc produced in MIUr:aJ language And
the detail can be Siructured in dc:ndogr:unmes or other devices (Miles and Hubcnn:an. 19'18).
The dala collected and prcsc:nled should provide: anemie view ofthc phenomenon. 1ncy SCf''C as
evidence 10 construct findings. an:lI)'SCd and interpreted against the baclcSround of the main
construct Tbe findings arc notarrivedal by stalistical procedures bUI arc induCli\'CI)'
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constructed from cmpiri~1 evidence which is genenally conl4incd in verbal and iconic
information.
Subsequent 10 ccllecuon of data. reduction is often ncccsSAf)' as a111hc gathered cblA
may be overwhelming or some even deemed irrelc\'llnl. The process of reduction is Also a
process of caCelonsacion. Wolcott (1990) mAinlAins chac ic is no( so much the collecting of
informAlion that crales a problem in qualilAtive I'CSC4rch as il is to reduce or shrink it to
manageable quantities.It isonly necessary to communicate the essence of the phenomenon being
studied because it is nOlnl\\'lI)'s possible to present all the accumulated d314 in a research study.
This process ofrcduclion ccetinues throughout analysis (Miles and Huberman, 1988). Reducing
nnd ordering ofcbla imply selection and interpretation 10 present a more detailed utilisation of
~Iily. Interpretatiem reflect various degrees of abstraction and lire nal all theoretical in
nature,
Detailed nnal)'sis and presentation of the findings in accurate descriptions nrc
conventions ofquahtative research. A "thick description" ( Geertz, 1973; HeMing. 1993(c) and
Yin, 1985 ) accommodates the emergence of patterns of qualitative tl'3dilions such as
ethnography. The epistemology of qualitative research states that there are "other ways of
knowing" (WalSOn - Gegeo, 1991) and that the emie perspective in the natural context of the
phenomenon needs to be investigated.
5.2.2 rns NATURE OF TIlE RESEARCH PROBLEM
The nature of research problems in cdu~tion often lends itself 10 qualitative research.
The methods most applicable to the nature of the rcsc:lrch llrc3 need 10 be indicated, which
implies that the rcsc:lrch musl makea selection from the methods of design (Pilout. 1991).
5.2,2.1 CombirnuiQDo(~
Sometimes thenature of the research problem dcm:ands It combin:lIion of qu:alitali\-c and
quanlillllivc methods (Henning. I993(c); Miles and tfubmTwl. 1988; Sirauss And Corbin.
1991), It is possible to usc in the s:unc research project a combin.1lion of qU.2liuli\-cly and
quanlitalivcly obuincd data where Ihc qtJ4nlitalh'C data p.2r1i:all)' ~Iicbles the qu.2litali\'C
anal)'SiJ and vicc-\'Ct1I. This combination method "ill suppl)' Ihc rescarthcr with more
comprehensive informalion and. by cross-chcding "ill ereae gfQtct scientific reliabilil)'
(tandm:an. 1992).
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5.2.22 TriaOjpJI3UOO
Triangulation of <btA from different sources and via different methods, makes it
possible to enhance the validit)' of <t.,Ul and its interpretation. CombinationAl reseArch becomes
trustworthy through triMgullttion. Landman (1992) CAlis it a multi-variAnt methodological
npprOllch whilePitout (1991) postulates that it gi\'CS the research program It triadic structure.
Research needs to be valid, and in the qualitative paradigm internal reli3bility is obtained,
MlOOg other procedures. bytriangulating,
5.2.2.3 YDIidiU:
Vnlidit)' must be checked throughout the entire research process. Henning (1993 (c) : 3)
sees it more as a "hard" than a "soft" opinion in qualitative research as it has to be scaffolded
into every qualitative research net. Most 6luthors on qualitative resC:lrch suggest W61)'S in which
toenhance validity.
The initial validity or the construct, obtained both from theoretical and pilot empirical
evidence, remains the foundation for validity of d.113 content and the argument around thc
findings. If a research project is to be based on sound scientific principles it should not only
reflect reliability and validit), but it needs to be gcnc:':3li13blc too.
5.2.2.4 Qmcrnljz.,biliU·
Findings ate considered genernlizablc if the findings, derived from one event or under It
cert3in condition, an: assumed to be applicable in anocher C\'Ctlt or under anocher condition
(Firc:stone, 1993). According to Sbke (1988) there is It possibility of £CtlCralizabiliry ACrosS
bach people And situations However, the singleease findings an be trwfcm:d mostlyto theory
or similar c:ues (FirestOl1C, 1993).
5.3 GENERATING AGROUNDED 1llEORY
Qualiuuivc research has become sine quo non \\ith grounded theory (Gl.uc:r and
StflluSS, 1967and Stnuss And Corbin. 1991). The lNinprincipleof the construction of
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grounded theory is the fact that the information isgrouped according tothesemantic categories
determined by the informalion, and not by existing conceptual fl'llJ1leworks.
5.3.1 PROCEDURES OF OPEN CODING
According to SlnlUSS and Corbin (1991) the procedures that are followed to ensure this
profound groundedness involve:
labellinl of the phenomenon or conceptualising the data;
C8teRorisinR which isthe grouping of the concepts;
namine catel0ries by borrowing existing concepts or bycreating 0\\11 concepts (the
researchers ininal main function);
developing cstegeries by moving from a horizontal level to a vertical level in:
selecting properties that will also havesubproperties. Each property will reflect :
dimensions where the property can belocatedalong a continuum.
These properties and dimensions fonn the basis for making relationships between
categories and subcategories and constitute what isalso knownas nomological networks.
Each category may consist of several general properties and each property reflects
variation over a dimensional continuum. A separate dimensional profile is created each time a
category occurs. SC\'Cral ofthcsc profiles can begrouped to form a pattern. Under a given set of
conditions, the dimauional profile represents the specifi~ properties of a phenomenon. Which
ever way open coding isapproached it should include the above procedures.
5.3.2 TIlE APPROACH TO OPEN CODING
The wa)'s of approaching open-coding canvary. Anal)'Sis mayconsist of:
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line-by-line coding where even single words may be closely examined. This analysis
is verydetailed and generative and the researcher may lose sight of contextuality and
focus on frequenee more than on meaning in the gestalt;
sentence or paragraph coding, concentrating on the main idea brought forward in the
transcription ofthe interview or document. The idea is named and the researcher then
goes back and analyses the concept in more detail, This involves codingaround
several known categories;
the entiredocument orinterview is analysed by trying to discover what it is all about
and if it differs in some way from the previous one that was coded. The researcher will
once again return tothe data for specific analysis checking similarities or differences
that showed up. After analysing the datathe findings need to be recorded.
5.3.3 THE RECORDING OF TIlE FINDINGS
The information that became illuminated in the analysis needs tobe recorded.
The recording of coded notes is very important in a qualitative study. This happens
through memosanddiagrams.
5.3.3.1 Merooing
Memos are the written records of analysis relating to theory formulation through
abstract thinking, while diagrams represent the relationships between concepts in a visual form
(Strauss and Corbin, 1991; Miles and Huberman, 1988) Both are forms ofcommunieation that
evolve.
As the research and coding progress, they grow conceptually in accuracy, clarity,
complexity and density. Memoing and diagramming continue throughout the research project
and a theoretical data base isaccumulated, grounded in empirical reality,)'Cl crQtingamll}1ical
distance between the investigator and the materials,
·~. /f
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5 3.3.2 l.inkins lbe finllinJU
During ll.xial coding (SlntUSS and Corbin. 1991) rellllionships between A category and
ils sube.ucgories Ire suggesled and verified in terms oflhe parAdigm. Linking ukes place which
will give evidence of how successful the connections were. To sort oulthe various rel:llionships
il may be useful 10 de\'tlop initial logic diagrams, while integrative dillgrams may be used in
Il.xial coding 10 uncover potenlinl rclarionships between the C:llegor,\' and its subcategories.
These
findings need 10 be clearly formulated and explained 10 ensure understanding when validity and
gC03riliZ01bilily nrc checked, Miles and Huberman (1988) propose 11 variel)' of procedures for
linking.
Selective coding (Slrauss nod Corbin, 1991) denotes final annl)'sis, The ebu thnl were
collected, analysed and visually presented in a diagram need 10 be refined and formulated into II
concise nod precise written theory. The researcher is conscious of logic and order (Johnson,
1990) in the study up until now, bUI a final sorting is necessary 10 finnlise the integration of
evidence (SIr:lUSS and Corbin, 1991). The soning cn:lbles the investigator 10 know which
information needs further clarification and 10 write about the research question in deuil as well
IlS about the integrated whole.
The research findings may be verbally presented during 11 congrc:5S 10 listeners bUI Also
published for the benefil of others and therefore lhe :m:a1)1ic malcrillis need 10 be c1earl)' And
ctTCClh'Cly translated with 11 specific audience in mind (SIr:lUSS nod Corbin. 1991; Wolcon.
1990 and Slake, 1988),
The gencnaling of lheor)' in\'OI\'CS a clear ~plnn:llion of rQli~' and the prcniding of I
framework for Icrion by Ihc inlcrpn:1cd da~, To inlcrprd cb~ ~liuli\'Cly, differenl fypes of
qualiulh'C research formalS C:&n be SCICC1cd of which ethnognaph)', Ihc phcnomcnoIogial
appl'03ch and lhe grounded lheory' approoch are some, Inlc:rprculion is once more, like construcr
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INTERPRETATIVE RESEARCH IN EDUCATIONAL CO~TEXT: A
FUNCTIONAL AND PRAGI\IATIC APPROACH TO TilE DESIGN OF
TillS STUDY
SI INTRODUCTION
The aim of this chapter is to discuss the main tenets of the qualitative research
paradigm. Subsequent to that, typica! designs will be referred to with emphasis on the case
study formal A number ofmethods used in qualitauve research will then be explained. focusing
on discourse :lnalysis, participatory observation and document analysis. Procedures of data
collection, data analysis and data interpretation will also be described. Important research
notions such as validity, reliability and gcneralizibility will also be discussed 3S they are
exemplified within the paradigm The role of qualitative research 3S problem identification
investigation stratcgy in educational research will be discussed in this framework, indicating the
need for scientifically grounded hypotheses.
S.2 TENETS OF QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Researchers in the social and behavioural sciences have employed qualitative research
and presently otherpractitioners, especially in the educational field. make extensive usc of this
methodology because this research can be conducted by a team or an individual in natural
setting. "Slumbering variables" or unexpected phenomena can beencountered in the research
(Yin. 1985; Henning ,1993; Str:lUSS and Corbin ,1991; and Firestone, 1993)
The main tenents of this paradigm. which distinguishes it from quantitative research
an: :
the researcher isaninstrument and declares hislhcrassumptions and presuppositions.
contexruahzauon ofresearch acnvines in naturahsnc settings,
focus on theenuc perspective.
collectionof verbal :lnd ICOIlIC ~t:l which arcprocessedqualuauvely
idiographic.'lll)' oriented research which Implies depth and "ventcben"
".
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the ontology ofqualuative research docs not distinguishsharply between subject and
object
the epistemology ofqualitative research is basedon construetivisuc principles
the methodology ofqualitative research IS comparable with post modernism and
feminism as philosophies
S.2.1 COMPONENTS AND PROCEDURES OFQUALITATIVE RESEARCH
The components ofqualitative research consist of:
data collection which mostly comes from interviews. observation and document
studies
data iUl31ysis • coding techniques that arc implemented to organise and conceptualise
the data, consisting of different nnal}1iQI or interpretativeprocedures. Analytic
procedures also include non-statistical sampling, the writing ofmemos or diagramming
ofconceptual relationships;
data interpretation, a phase during which the consolidated and analysed data arc argued
as findings
verbal or written reports presented as overviews or in-depth discussions. (Str:lUSS and
Corbin, 1991).
The subjective experience of tJ1C: researcher is also considered 3S an important source of
dnta andof lln4llysis 3S \\'CUllS interpretation (Wagner, 1993).
The aim of qualitative research is to provide an in-depth nccount of the phcnomc:non \in
dall collection by dm:rse n:lluf3lis!lc methods The dat4l arc produced in aatural bn~gc and
the detail can be structured in dcndogr.unmc:s or other devices (Miles lUld Huberman, 198K)
The dnla collected and presented should provide 311 ernic view ofthc phenomenon. 1'hc)' scm: as
evidence to construct findlllgs, analysed and interprelcd a8ninst the badground of the nuin
construct. The findings arenot arrived at by st:uisticnl procedures butnre induC1i\-cly
constructed (rom empmcal evidence which IS generally conuined In verbal and ICOOIC
mformauon
Subsequent 10 collection of data, reducticn IS often ncce:ssIU)' IU 311 the gathered data
lTl:ly be o\'cf\\hc:1nung or some even deemed urelevant The process of reducuon IS also A
process of Cllt:orisalion. Wolcott (19')0) n~lIIl:uns dl.,t it IS nOI so much the collecting of
informauon lhal creates 11 problem to qU:lIll11ltVC research 3S II is 10 reduce: or shrank II to
manageable quannnes II IS only necessary10 commumcatc theessence of the phenomenon beang
studied because It is not :llw:lys possible to prescn: all the accumulated dJI3 In 3 research mldy
Thuprocess of rcducuon conunues throughoutanaly SIS (M.Ies andllubcrman. 191< K) Reducing
and ordenng of d.11:llmply selection and mtcrprctanon to present a morc detailed unhsation of
reality Interpretatiens reflect various degrees of abstraction and are not all theorcncal in
n3ture.
Detailed lln3lysis and presentation of the findmgs In accurate descriptions arc
conventions of qualitative research A "thickdescription" ( Gecrtz. 1973. Henning. 1993(c):lJ1d
Yin, 1985 ) accommodates the emergence of patterns of quahtative traditions such as
ethnography The epistemology of qualitative research states tlul there are "other \\3YS of
knowing" (Watson- Gegeo, 1991) and that the COlic perspective in the natural context of the
phenomenon needs 10 be: investigated
522 TIlE NATURE OF rna RESEARCH PROBLEM
The: natureof research problems an cduca,tlon often lends itself 10qualuauve research
The methods most apphcable to the: nature of lhc research :arc.1 need 10 be: mdicated. \\hlch
implies Wt the research must nwe a selecnon froo\ lhe methods ofdesign (PIIOUI. 1991)
Somctunc, the n;llUrC of the ~rch problem demands 3 combinanon of qU:aItUh\c :md
qu.tnlll:ltm: mc1hodt (tfcnnan8. 1993(c), M,I" llnd lIubcmun. 1988. SIr3uu ~ Corbin.
1991) It is posSIble: to usc In the s:unc ~rch proJCC1 :a combln:lllon of qtJ.1ht.:atl\'Cl~ :and
~ntil:lti\'CI)' obl:l.ncd chtll wbere the qu:an1l13tl\'C cUt.:a J'OInaaUy \'3hd.1lC1 the qu.:ahl:lll\c
an:a1)"1'J And \1CC'\'CfS:l ThIS combln:allon method \\111 Suppl)' the fcsarchcr \\lth more
comprchcnsl\"C informat,on And. by cros,-ehcckan8 \\111 crc=atc 1rt.1ICf SC'CtUlti, rcll.lbllity
(lAndrtwt. 1992)
.;.
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52.2.2 T[;aOSlllaliQll
Triangulation of datil from different sources and via different methods. makes it
possible to enhance the validity of datil and its interpretation. Combinational research becomes
trustworthy through triangulation. Landman (1992) calls it n multi-variant methodological
approach while Pitout (199 I) postulates that itgives the: research program 1I triadic structure
Research needs to be valid. and in the qualitative paradigm internal rehabi1Jt)' is obtained,
among other procedures. by triangulating.
5.2.2.3 Ynliwn:
Vnlidlty must bechecked throughout the entire research process. Henmng (1993 (e) : 3)
sees it more as a "hard" than a "soft" opinion in qualitative research as it has to be scaffolded
into every qualitative research act. Most authors on qualitative research suggest ways in which
toenhance validity.
The initialvalidity of the construct. obtained both from theorencal and pilot empirical
evidence, remains the foundation for validity of data content and the argument around the
findings. If 11 research project is to be based on sound scientific principles it should not only
reflect reliability and validity but it needs to begeneralizable too.
5.2.2.4 GcnernliZtlbiliu'
Findings areconsidered generalizable if the findings. derived from one event or under n
certain condition, are assumed to be applicable in another event or under another condition
(Firestone. 1993). According to Stake (1988) there is a posSibility of 8cneI'3Hzabili~' across
both people nod sitUiltions. However, the single case findmgs canbetransferred mostly to theory
orsimil3r C3SCS(Firestone. 1993).
5.3 GENERATING AGROUNDED THEORY
Qu3Hbti\"C research has become sine quo non wnh grounded thco~· (GI3SCf nod
Strauss, 1967 nod Strauss :lIId Corbin, 1991) The mam principle of the ConstructIon of
..
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grounded theory is the fact that the information IS grouped according to the semantic categories
determined by theinformation, and not by existing conceptual frameworks
53.1 PROCEDURES OF OPEN CODING
According toStrauss and Corbin (1991) the procedures tllJt are followed to ensure this
profound groundedness involve:
labellin2 ofthe: phenomenon or conccptualising the: data;
cattaorisin& which is the grouping of the: concepts;
naming Clteaories by borrowing existing concepts or bycreating own concepts (the
researchers initial main function);
developing categories by moving from a horizontal level toa vertical level in:
selectina properties that will also have subpropcrtics. Each property will reflect :
dimensions where the property can be locatedalong a continuum.
These properties and dimensions form the basis for making relationships between
categories and subcategories and constitute what isalso known as nomological networks
Each C:ltegory may consist of several general properties and each property reflects
variation over a dimensional continuum. A separate dimensional profile is created each lime a
category occurs. Se"eral ofthcsc profiles canbe grouped to form a pattern Under3 given setof
conditions, the dimensional profile represents the specific properties of :1 phenomenon Wluch
ever way open codlllg isapproached it should include the above procedures,
5,32 mE APPROACH TO OPEN CODING
The W:l)'S ofapproaching opcn-eodlOg can \~f)'. I\n;llysis may consist of :
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line-by-line codmg whereeven single: words may be: closely examined This analySIS
is VCI)' detailed and generative and the researcher nuy lose sight ofcontextuality and
focus on frequence more: than on meaning in the: gestalt:
sentence or paragraph coding. concentrating on the main idea brought forward in the
transcription of the: interview or document The idea is named and the researcher then
goes back and analyses the concept III more detail. This involves coding around
several known categories:
the entire document or interview is analysed by trying to discover what it is all about
nod if itdiffers insome W:lY from the previous one that W3S coded. The researcher will
once again return to the data for specific analysis checking simil:uitlcs or differences
that showed up. After analysing thedata the findings need tobe recorded.
5.3.3 THE RECORDING OF THE FINDINGS
The information that became illuminated in theanalysis needs to be recorded.
The recording of coded notes is very important in a qualitative study. This happens
through memos and diagrams.
5.3.3.1 Mcmojog
Memos are the written records of all3lysis relating to theory formulation through
abstract thinking. while diagrams represent the relationships between concepts in :l visual fonn
(Strauss and Corbin, 1991; Mlles:and Huberman. 1988) Both arc forms of'communicanon that
evolve.
As the research lUld codang progress, thcy grow conceptually in accuracy. c1anty.
complexity and density. Mcmoing and dlagrnmming continue throughout the research proJcct
and:l tbeoretical dau b3SCisaccumulated, grounded in empirical rC3hty, )tt c:rC:ltmg analyllC.11
dist3llcc between the um:stlgator and the m3tc:ri3Is
".
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5.3 J 2 ldnkjng thefindlnSI
During 3.xlal codmg (Strauss and Corbin. 1991) relationships between n category nod
its subcategories arc suggested and verified in terms of the paradigm. Linking takes place which
will give evidence ofhow successful the connections were. To sortout the: various relationships
it may be useful to develop iniual logic diagrams. while integrative dl:1gr3l1ls may be: used in
llxi:11 coding to uncover potential relationships between the C:1I1:g0r)' and its subcategories.
These findings need to be clearly formulated and explained to ensure understanding when
validity and genarilizability are checked. Miles and Huberman (1988) propose a variety of
procedures for linking.
5.3.3.3 EornlUlilting the iloilimlsJil1;)
Selective coding (Strauss and Corbin, 1991) denotes final :1ru1lysis. The data that were
collected. analysed and visually presented in a diagram need to be refined and formulated into :1
concise and precise written theory. The researcher is conscious of logic and order (Johnson,
1990) in the study up until now, but a final sorting is necessary to finalise the integration of
evidence (Strauss and Corbin, 1991). The sorting enables the investigator to know which
information needs further clarification and to write about the research question in detail as well
as about the integrated whole.
The research findings may be verbally presented during a congress to listeners but also
published for the benefit of others and therefore the 3n31~1ic materials need to be clearly and
effectively translated with a specific audience in mind. (Strauss and Corbin, 1991 ~ Wolcott,
1990 and Slake, 1988).
5.3.3.4 The 8~[iUioll9(lb~n'
The generating of thool')' involves a clear explanation of realit)' :lIld the pro\'idmg of a
framework for action b>' the interpreted d3~ To interpret data qU:"I~Ii\'Clr, different types of
quall~th'C research formats can be selected of which ethnography, the phenomenologieal
approach :u1d thegrounded tbeoryapproach are some Interpretation isonce more. hke construct
wlutuion, based on both thooretl~1 3I1d cmplnc:ll evidence and the: lagla! argument around
such evidence. 'Buildlng:a theory that is grounded isan inductive :aeti\llY.
A grounded thcor)' iswell constructed when it reveals the rcaltt>' of the: investigated :&fC3
abstractl), and mc:cts the: criteria of gcncrnlit), (Strauss and Corbin. 1991) Data need to be
1().I
comprehensive mterpretanons that are conceptual, broad and II should include flexlbllaty with
sufficient \'a03110n to llppl)' to " varietv of related contexts The reJhty under observation and
mvesugation, which gl\'($ the research a naturahsuc nature, must be: thc:oretlcally formulated as
well
The grounded theory approach, bneflv referred to in chapter one. IS A sciennflc
qualitative research method where A systeoutic set of procedures Arc used to develop an
inductively derived grounded theory About II specific phenomenon in Aresearch snategy, AS in II
nngle case study
54 DESIGNING ACASE STUDY AS RESEARCH FORMAT
There arc dlffcrent research formats, rumely surveys. experiments, histories. archivals.
ethnographies and CllSC studies among others, Each of these formats involves different and
similar ways of collecting andanalysing data but for the purposeof this study auention is only
given to the case study llS format in an exploratory and descriptive dcngn (which an tum IS
placed in the paradigm of functional. contcxtuahscd pragmauc research)
Amongthedifferent formats then: may be large areas of overlap Each of these formats
can reflect exploratory. descriptive and I or explanatory charactenstics lnvestigation should
stllrt with 3 general an:11)1ic strategy in pro\idlOg priorities for what to :lIla1)se and why, Within
each format three domin:lnt data analysis techniques could :1150 be used. namely. pattern
rn:ttching. exptanation-buildmg and time-series :lIl:llysis Any othertechnique ought to be used in
conjunction \\lID these techniques The dominant data collection methods are, as in I'IlO't
quaht3ti\'C research, observation, mterviews lUld documents
In qualuanve rC$C:lrch where the rcseJrcher has hnle or no control over evenu and
focuses on :l contcmponl')' phenomenon wuhm real-hfe context (Shulm:tn. 19U 3Ild Yan. 19H~)
A C:lSC stud)' e:tn be: Implemented If the study IS C·<tCflSI\"'C , 8mng :a thld.: dacnpuon of A
culture. the: studywould be In dhnogr:aphlc fomut
541 ANALYSIS OF rns CONCEPT ·CASE STUDY·
There Arcdlffermt rc1Qrch formats a.. Indle:ttc:d under ~ .. of which the: C:lJ( stud~' IS one Smcc
this n::sclI'ch stud>' in\'OI\'tt II lingle QJC stud~' it IS dccmc:d rdC\":lIlt to :lll.'ll~se thas research
format in more dcull
lOS
A case study C:1n be defined as investigation of a "bounded system" (Stake, 1988),
indicating boundaries which emphasise the unit)' or totality of the system. This unity depends
partly on what the investigator considers as relevant to the research problem at A given time
(Stake, 19811, Shulman, 1988). It is also the choice of topic which distinguishes n case study
from an ethnography. A case study as a non-laboratory social science methodology (Campbell,
referred to by Yin, 1911S) is anaturalisnc study of a specific phenomenon in one setting. A
contemporary phenomenon is often investigated as it is revealed inreality with no clearly evident
boundaries between the phenomenon and context. ntis investigation then becomes an empirical
inquiry in which multiple sources of evidenceare used to understand the research problem.
To ensure that the evidence collected will address the research problem. consideration
"should be given to wh3t questions to study; what data to consider as relevant to collect; and
how to analyse theresults of the data (Yin. 1985).
5.4.1.1 The Question in Ihtli\sc snldr
Concerning the questions, it is the researcher's main task toclarify precisely the nature
of the research question. The construct should be depicted clearly. Though the substance of the
questions may \'ilf)', the form of question. namely. what. why, where. or how. will provide an
important clue regarding the most relevant research format to be used. It may become clear to
the investigator if a single- or multiple-case study isappropriate to rese:uch a problem. Multiple
we studies are generally conducted when comparisons are anticipated. The validity of the
construct in the: question is established by sufficient theoretical evidence as well as a-priori
empirically argued evidence from pilot invcstigatio'ns or experience.
The: difercnt proceduf'CS for selecting data WIll be discussed under 5....3 Dunng the
ph3sc of collection of the data It is IlCC4:Ssar)' to concentrate on propositIons (Str:lUSS and
Corbin. 1991300 MIles llIld Huberman. 1988).
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5.. 12 I PIQPQ,Ul!Qflj
Proposmoes \\111 provide informanon for identification and IUrro\\lOg down of relevant
lUI3 to be collected (Strauss and Corbin. 1991) This \\III ensure IhJt the stud~' Sbr bounded
Propositions are therefore Also regarded as loglcAlllrgumcnrs.
Propositions draw auenuon to a phenomenon tll:lt should be: examined \\ ullin the: scope:
ofthe: study Import;ml dl«)rc:tlc:lllssucs are re/lecled on and illuminated where relevant cbt~
can be found II (Ny happen t1l:lt the: research question IS the subject ofexploration when the
siudy nl.1Y not have 3ny propositions However, every exploration should stili have some
purpose
H.I.2,2 Unit of Anal.uu
When data is collected the unit of :uulysis is also important to consider. An indl\idu:lI
person m3Y be thewe ofstudyand therefore the primary unit of :lIl3lysis. \\ben II single-case
study is piloted or investigated informanon 300u1 other mdl\idu31s orC3SC:S \\111 not be collected
as In 11 multiple-case study. A single case CAn also be some CVCIlt. enllt)' or :1 small group of
people clearly defined :u 3 unit of analysis, to be: drstinguished from those who f~1I outside the
bound3f)' (Stake, 1988; Strauss and Corbin, 1991; Miles and Huberman. 1988; and Yin, 1985).
54,1.2.3 S(tJIDK Boundana
As it is not possible to dol with the whole of n:3J1~·. case studlcs dc3J \\1th the unity of
II ease for \\ hich OOund:mcs muse be set (Strauss llfld Corbin, 1991) Different researcbers often
perceive 11 problem IlI'Cll from dlfTen:nt llOglcs. COOCCPfUllhse the problem dlffcn:ntly, sec
cftffe:rent bound3ncs for the QSC Ilnd m:a~' usc dlffcrent mc:thods to undc:rsund IU compl~I~'.
Tberefore f'CSQI'chc:n na:d to depict their ptnonal and scit'tltifk profile clearly (Sec
Ch.2ptc:r I)
Tbe bounded S)ltCl1l an create bouncbnc:s (or An Indl\1du.\1 or A spec,fic ,roup or
C\"Cnt, as ,ndlaucd llOO\-c In s)mboltc tnfcrxtlOOlsm, a qtWlL1U\'C rcsarch t~11On. t.hc: focul
f.1111 spccl.2l1)' on a aroup th3f holds a Jlmll.u potltlon m 1lO JlUlltutlOO \\hlch (xcs lmubr
circurnsuncc:s (Jxcb. 1987) ThlJ type o( fC.SQrch Ic:nds IlJClf to we 1tUd)' racrch Wlut II
llCCCpCcd Inside lhc:sc bound.1rics dcpc::nds on "hilt the: In\'CStlglltor consdm rdC\'Uf fO rmet OUI,
bul pfO\iJion must be: pfO\idcd (or unc:-cpcctcd Infonn.:ahon (slumbc:nng \'llNblci). rcblcd fO the
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relevant data, 10 emerge over nme Allhough the format of tlus l~pc of study IS bounded lhe:
('mtrain: data art in noway bounded.
TImeboundaries are :1150 needed 10 define lhe begmmng And rodo(lhe case And thereby
10determine thelimits of'the data collection and llllJlyses The length of lime depends enurelyon
the nature oflhe research question
During analysis. orprocessing of thedata two components need 10be: considered.
54.1.3 .1 fr2nQSitiPlU
The <bl.1 mar be: linked 10 the propositions (Strauss and Corbin. 1991). By using the
pattern-making techmque (Stake, 1988 and YIO, 19115) several pieces ofwu from the same case
m3y be relatedandlinked 10 some theoretical proposition. This IS. however. not rmpcranve: data
m3)' merge in a truly surpnsing fashion as grounded informauon which arc not hnked to eXI:Slang
theory . The technique ofconcept mapping as proposition generating mechanism is suggested by
Henning(1992)
5.4.1.3.2 fi)(Jcms o(mQ1linB
A case study also searches for regularity and consistency for ~ltems of me:lning There
are for instance pallems ofbclu\100r and patterns ofe\'COts (Slake. 19K8)
Dunng 11 c.ue stud~' the researcher :appeals 10 more than one epistemology because
understandang II not onl)' required b)' the mode (I( scicnnfic 8enc:~h~llon By dr:mma on O\\n
opcrimcc:s and lhrough \':&flOUl cogmuve c:-<pencnccs the: 1O\'CSI/811led phcnomc:n.:a become
knO\\n cmoclonally :as well Thu cplstcmologlCllI phcnonlalOO IS :also knO\\n :u ·subJuBlllcd
knO\\Ic:dSC· (Kanehdoc :and SlelObcrs. 1993). (or lhe rcsc:archcr can noc be dlst.mccd from lhe
problem under 1O\'CSllpllon and the rc.1ders h.1\'C 10 make thar own Judgement of
aencnahz:ablhl)" (Swc. 19KX)
10K
A case study is II complex research Iormat where certain procedures need to be taken
for conducting the study s)'stenmtically.
The invtstieator should reflect desired skills in the choice ofmcthods (Swe, 1988). An
experienced investigator ought to have an inquiring mind (Straussand Corbin. 1991) and reflect
the ability to take advantage of unexpectedopportunnies arising during the: data collection rather
than being trapped by them. Flexibility ought to be maintained and sufficient care should to be
exercised against potentially biased procedures (Strauss and Corbin. 199 L and Miles and
Huberman, 1988). Sensitivity and the ability tolisten with nil the senses are also of importance,
The pilot case study helps investigators to refine the content of the data and the procedures to
be followed during data collection.
A protocol for the investigation should 10be developed to increase the reliability of the
case study. It should include sections like C3Se study questions with the potential sources of
information for answering the questions; field procedures. including access to the fieldwork site.
orproviding for unanticipated events where interviewees may become unavailable; and a guide
for the case study report that will facilitate the collection of relevant ~u and reduce the
necessity to return to the case study site. Procedures for data :malysis arc included in the
protocol as well.
5,4.1.3.4 Inrewrctiuion
The data C3Il be interpreted in terms ofcomparing at least two centrasung propositions
or by 1I)'in8 to link all empirical evidence to :a conceptual whole. A C~ study an be
succcssfull)' conducted llS research forma] to in\'cstlgnte an cmpiriC31 C3tegory by following a
set of pre-specified procedures or by allowing the emerging informatIon to p:1\'C the: \\'3~'.
lnterpretauon also iO\'Olvcs arguing from existang theory.
Though the C3SC being examined ought to present some population of QSCS and
although case stUdlcs nrc gcncraliz:lble to theoretical propositions. the: fact must noc be
disregarded th3t then: ,,111 surface unique cascs when: the cases \\,11 not depend on the nocion of
gcncr:alising to I populahon of QSCS.
lOt)
During the invesugauon of a case study the nouon of n\hdllY ensures that the:
researchers \\111 not only rely on their own mterpretauons TI,CY tf)' toconftrm theIrobservations
directly or indirectly As \':llldlty depends on purposes and poIOIS ofview, the researcher \\1I1tr)'
to8m: an accurate and useful representauonofthe bounded sysh:m toensure a vahd case study
As mentioned before. the usc of trianaulation (Henning. I()Q3 (b) and Hennmg. IQ93(c»
Incre:3SCS \'"lIduy And WIll also .,lCrease the \'llhdlty of Aease study 8y nuking usc of :U lc:~lSt
three independent approaches to llrrive At the: same rne::1Oin8. the researcher strengthens the: case
study (Henning. 199) (b)) Triangulation may include observation. discourse :malysis.
interVIews and documents orother additional sources to approach the problem area
To summanse. II case study in educational context can be described 3S II study which
focuses attention on II case in order to portray an educanonally complex problem, where the
investigator works on n conceptual structure. building on an undcrst:lOdlng of the: case in its
idlosyncr:uy and complexity by collecting d:ll:l through carefully planned observauons in a
natural setting. nuking usc: of interviews. documentation. and general participant observation
When deciding on:1case study as research format, it is necessary tonote 3S to \\ hether
the research problc:m demands a single- or multiple-case study before: the: researcher can decide
on the: designof the: study.
5.4.2 SELECTING AND DESIGN OF TIlE APPROPRIATE FORMAT
A research design IS an acnon plan to create a logrcal model of proof (Johnson. 1990.
Sinuss and Corbin, 1991; MIles and Huberman, '19KK and Yin, 198~) through the process of
collecting. :uWY'SlOg W Interpreung the wu \\hlch n\:lke It possable for the ~c:archcr to draw
infc:rcnccs concerning wu:al rel3tlMS :among the: \'Unables under 1n\"CSusallon (Yan. 1985) It
Abo dc:fmcs the: dom1lO ofscncraltZ3baht)'
C:uc nudle:t pnmanly' dutmguash between IlOgle- And multlplc<.UC Itudad. When
1C\'Cr.l1 c:a.scs are In\"CStI82Icd at as consadcn:d A nlultaple-casc stud)' \\hlle: II sangle-e.uc study
c:onc:cntr:UC:S onlY' onin\'CStlphng a lingle ease
AccordIng toV,n (1985) the nltlONle (or lingle ease dc:1lgnJ m3)' W\~ at majOr raJOfI
for conductIng a lingle: c:uc-stud)·. It Includes the: foll0\\1ng c.ucs
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an extreme orunique case. where 3 single case might be soumque Ih.1t it IS WOM
documenting 30d an:llystng.
11 critical case, where 11 well-formulated theory m3Y be: tested :lg3in through n single
C:lSC;
n revelatory case occurs when an opportunity arises to observe 30d analyse :1
phenomenon prcviously unacceptabletoscientific investigation, though the problem
reflected be common across the country.
This study concentrates on :1 single case study with its own embedded design; artention
will therefore be given tothe designs for single C:lSC studies only.
5.4,2.1 A holistic design
A holistic design (Yin, 1985) is where the single C:lSC study CX3mlOCS only the global
nature of the C3Se conducted on an abstract level without llOy clear indication of measures or
dau. Unbeknown to the researcher the evidence collected mny begin to address diffcT'Cnt
questions during the course of study 3S the entire natureof the study mny shift. A single C3SC
study may also be designed to investigate more than oneaspect or 3sub-unit of reality.
An embedded case stud)' design (yin. 1985) mvolves more th3n one unit of 3I131ysis :and
attention is gl\'l:n to a sub-unu or -units These sets of sub-units can serve 3S lU1 lrnporunt
device for focusinS a ease stud)' inquiT)'. Sub-units of :lI1:l1>'Sis may be incorpontcd within II
single case studytodc\-clop II more complex design Thc:)' also lldd signlfiant opportunitlcs for
enensive 3I131)1is. cnh30cing the ioslghts IOtO a single case Attention should be 81\"Cn to the
larger hohstic aspects of the: ease. else It \\111 ch3ngc its n:ature
Tbe incorporution of the pnnclplcs of multiple sources of a,dcncc. :a ease study' base,
And I chain of evidence which hnks the: questions :ukcd \\ith the ebu collected And the dn\\1ng
ofthe: conclusion, irerease the: CllJC stud)"s qU3lit)' of \ilhdlt)' and rcli:lbiht)' SUbst:u1I111lly.
-~~~~--- -------------------------------------
III
II 15 considered Ilkgltmutc to shift the theoretical concerns or objective of A study 10
suit the case WI was found Grounded research, with its conventions of open coding. is
accepted as a valtd mode
After thesingle casestudy design is selected it IS necessary for the investigator to decide
on the methods 10 be used for the collection of the data II is deemed necessary for each
investigatcr to beversed in Q vanery of d.1U collection techniques.
5.4.3 DATA COLLECTED TECHNIQUES USED TO CONDUCTrnE SINGLE
CASE STUDY
Therenrc six main sources by which evidence can be gathered for C3Se studies. Not :\11
of these techniques will be discussed in detail, but attention ,,;11 mostly fall on participant-
observation, discourse analysis and dccumem analysis.
• Archival records, often in computerised form, can beused inconjunction with other
informanon sources in producing 3 case study. They include service records. indiC3ting
services rendered over a given period oftime; maps andcharts, providing the outlayof 3
geographical area: survey data, such 3S census records; and personal records which
include dimes or calendars, to mention but some. Theaccuracy and conditions under
which these records were produced must becarefully investigated. because most
archival records were produced for 3 specific purposeand might not be deemed relevant
for the we study. The degree of their usefulness varies from case study to case study
(Yin, 1985).
• Physicalarteflcts are considered3S :\ final source of evidence inthe 0\'Cr311 case
They include concrete objects such3S 11 technical device, aninstrument or A work of 3n
which canbedm:ctl~' observed to 3SCcnllin the natureof its llClU31 usc. II provides the
U1\'CStig:llor with 11 broader perspeeuve concernmg the phenomenon of Interest (YIn.
1985)
• Observation is uscful for ecologlC31 And chronologlC31 \'31ldll)'. The wits of
obSCI'\'3tlorl C3I1, amongst others. be IUcccssfull)' Implemented dUM8 the t:akana of field
notcs, theusc ofvidc:o-recording. field dl:lgr.ams and sketches. The obscmllion
techniques, rwnc:1)'. structurally inspired obscn-ation; e:thnographiC31 obsen-:abon. and
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micro-observation an: considered as principles of observation This method especially
has contextuahzing value in the paradigm (Henning, 1993 (b» ofqualitative research.
If the phenomenon of mterest is assumed to be not purdy historical, then observation of
the phenomenon In its natural setting becomes necessary for better comprehension.
Direct observation n\.1Y provide useful and often important addiuonal
information about the COlSC being studied. When resources permit. multiple observers
may be allowed toobserve the phenomenon being studied, to increase the reliability of
observational evidences collected by the singleobserver(Yin, 1985).
- Participant-observation, on the other hand, expects from the investigator to
participate in the event being studied The investigator might participate and observe
the patterns by playing a functional role; serving as :1 staff member in the areaor even
living in the setting being studied. The investigator docs not observe the case study. This
type of situation might provide unusual opportunities to collect the dau needed for the case
study. As the researcher takes personal interest in the case (Jacob, 1987). it might also
contribute to sensitivity for the emergence of evidence which would have been overlooked
bysomeone who is not involved with the reality under study. Full participant research generates
aspecific type and quality of knowledge (Wagner, 1993)
The credibility of the case study C3Il be threatened if manipulation of events occur - n
possibility in this technique. Dab may be collected for the purpose at producing potential
biases. Observation during the study ought tobe recorded in detail and as concrete 3S possible
tokeep inferences 3t il low level.
- Inteniewl are very important verba] reports from which inform3tion can be
quahbtively gathered to faeihtate the case study. The aim of an Inteniew in quahtanve
research is to :ttuin new insIght into the problem bcmg investigated Without usmg :l pre-
structured theoretical framework, :l thCOl)' may be generated \\hen grounded thcol)', :as :..
qealuauve research method, is used an interviewing (Poggenpoe], 1993) Jacob (1987) IdentIfies
SC\'Crnl forms in which this method C3Il be applied an fic:ldwork, She sures th:u informal
interviC\\ing can \'al')' from C:lSu:t1 dIscussion while p3nicip3tlOg in 30 llcti\it)', (0 opcn-endc:d
intcrviC\\"S, to in-depth discussions with indl\idu:tls SdCC1cd al random or for :l cC1Uin
purpose. During lin open-ended interview the in\'CStig:ttor obl,'lins the ideas, opinion. 30d
feelings of the
".
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respondents concerning certain events or occurrences (Yin. 19K5) By making usc of 3
repertoire of question-asking strategies, during II more focused interview, the invesngator can
probe further into the problem being studied Several interviews can take pl3CC before data
becomes saturated (Poggenpoel, 19(3). TIll: investigator, as research instrument, must f3cIIJUte
3 relaxed atmosphere for the interview by reflecting empathy and sinCl:fity (Poggenpocl, 1993)
and allowing the respondents to express themselves or311y without interference This Ny
provide the investigator with fresh commentary (Yin, 19K5). T3PC recorders m3y also be used
to record the interview, although it provides an accurate rendition of the verbal interview, it
should not create distraction or be used llS substitution for careful listening throughout the:
interview. The validity of the interview is achieved by completing pilot studies, by cross-
checking and triangulation.
To ensure the research stays bounded, the questions ought to be clearly formulated,
concentrating on II specific concept to be explained.
• Documents arc: used to thoroughly review documentary evidence from \\hich
inferences can bemade. They are USt."<! to corroborate and augment evidence from other sources
Evidence gathered from such sources needs to be critically interpreted. The investigator must
avoid over reliance onevidence from documents fordata collection.
• Document analysis is a technique where the information or messages in n document
are systematically coded into categories, thus allowing quantitative analysis. according to
Chadwich, Bahrand Albrecht (cited in Gravett, i993). Document llOlll~sls is inclined to take
place deductively instead of inductively. It therefore does not determine categories beforehand.
In order to apply these techniques the toulity of content to be analysed must first be
defined. It becomes pnonused These priorities are then significantl>' divided into c:.1tcgories
related to the 111m of the research or to the hrpothesis to be tested. Words nod thc:mcs of the
content nrc considered wl>'5ins-unil$ to be categcriscd. Byunderlining the words or phr:lSCS or
bymnking use ofthc "f3inbo\.., technique" c:ltegorislng occurs Counting the number of umes 3
certain themeoccurs ina category nIlO\\'5 qU3ntlfiention to become: P3rt of the in\'CStlg:uion :and
renc:et.l cl~rly which categories nunifcst thestrongC'St (Gf'3\'ctt. 1993) This. bowever. docs no(
impl)' thnt these p:utems nrc the most mcllIIingful, because deepl>' cont~tu3hscd ~lIC
llnlll)'sis nu~' eontf3dlet it (Henning_ 1993 (c»
11-1
After the selection of the case study design and dlla IUCcollected by t1ppl~ ang ;\ \';\f1C1y
ofdata collection techniques, data must beanalysed
The technique which IS applied most often in processing \'crb:d data, be they from
transcripts or documents, is the techniqueofdendogramnung (Miles and Huberman, 19H1l), The
llJl31~'1t draws tree dugrams, starting with small units of data and branching in towards main
branches The process IS refined and thedat3 arecategorised two or three times TI,e "trunk" of
the "tree" is the filUl validation device Do-the researcher's labels of categories assemble
comfortably in the whole concept of the" trunk 'I"
The analytical strategy for the purpose of this study' is bounded in grounded theory.
Miles and Huberman (l9KH) suggest the creanng and revising ofcodes to structure 3 code last,
followed by thedefining and naming of codes and double cod109 data. ending with setting up :I
storage or retrieva] system, When this coding process IS compared with the grounded theory of
Str:lUSS and Corbin (1991). 35 W35 explained in paragraph 52, l, slmil3ntleS arc eminent Mllcs
and Huberman (19811) suggest dut any study should start \\lth one of 1\\0 general analytic
strategieswhich can bebriefly explained 35 comprising of:
the reliance ontheoretical proposmons where attention an be focused on data which
are relevant and thediscarding of other data; the organising of:mentire case study. and
the defhung ofahernanve explanations tobe examined; or
dC\ocloping a case description Thedescnpuve framework pro\ldc1 structure and It
organises the case study anal)"ls This approach also contributes to idcntlf~ln8 the
appropnate C3U531 links to be lln3ly,cd
Dunng cbla :wly-sis one: of the m:un problems IS copIng with And Presentln8 the often
large quantities of cbu Dab redueuoe lU \\~ cxplauk'd under ~r~f2ph 52 ch3r:aC1cnscs
quahtatl\'C ~IY111 (Miles and Huberman. 19KK and Rudcsum :and NC\\ton. 1992) lIuge:
llmOUnt. of cbu often need to be ..ned :and rcslfted mto II coherent ~llcm Preliminary' d.1u
manipulation techniques. wch as pnttcm·nutchm8. c:-<pl~llon·bulld,"g :and tlme'scn"
lU1.11)'sis (MIles lIfld HubctnWl 1988). if arcfully" handled to 1l\'01d bWC'. an be useful I,)
amngc the d.1u in some order prior to IIctu31 ~ly'Sis to nW:c scnI4 ofttlc data.
liS
Quahtanve research is clearly distinguished from quantitative research during data
analyses as data arc mostly presented and analysed in natural l:mguage as opposed to
quantitative numbering
The procedures and techniques of the coding system are not rigid but should beapplied
flexibly as the :uulysis isapt to be modified both during and allerdata collection (Strauss nod
Corbin, 1991) or should make provision for the unpn..xhctable turns tMt may occur during the
inductive or "bottom-up" inquiry (Henning (b) 1993; Rudestam and Newton, 1992),
Rudestam nod NC\\10n (1992) quote Lincoln and Guba (1985) who explain that during
a research project, whether it is done quantitatively or qualitatively, data must make sense and
lead to a notion ofvcrstchcn' or understanding of the phenomenon being studied.
The process of analysis of data is therefore very important since it must explain the
findings for clear comprehension of the study's validity.
5.4.5 Writingthe jlnill\lic rcpon
Wolcott (1990:21) maintains that writing up research is a form ofscientific thinking. To
be able to writethe findings of the evidence 3S analysed, demands logical and clear thinking To
transmit this information to a certain rending audience: in detailed written sequence nod in an
understandable fashion is essential. The investigator should therefore become part of the study
and fC\'C3l the findings bv wrinng a descriptive account thereofinthe first person if acceptable
.. .
ina specific research community.
Writing should start with a statement of purpose (\Vodcot. I9QO). 11lC invesugator
ought to indicate the reason for invcstigatinga certain phc:nomcnon being studied and to describe
itns 11 substansive focus. This invesllgation becomes signific:lnt tothe~r if the invcstig:uor
cnn describe how this spesific QSC being studied can be linked to I.uger theorctic:lJ construeu
The written research report should reflect methodological rclC\'3nCC and llccounublbty
as well as a scientific approach [Poggenpocl, 1993) A detailed wntten sequence of the ordcrl~'
progression of thequahtati\'C methods arc nc:cCSS3f)', Tbe process ofaml)1ing the cbL:1 must he
indicated when findings arc discussed or cxpl3incd. drawing upon the bter-nun: as needed In :l
selective and appropriate \\'3)'.
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The written report should also clearly inform the reading audience about the nature and
extent of the study's data base, when the fieldwork was conducted and how long the period of
observation was; how extensive the investigator's involvement was; what strategies were used to
gather data and if trianglll:ltion can be claimed, the circumstances under which cross-checking
look place and todisclose nny possible areas which were recognised as limitations of the study.
The researcher should reflect, through the report. hisJher convergence with qU3lat:UI\'C:
research str:llegies and the implementation thereof The researcher ought to ensure th3t the
readers receive enough information to enable them to decide for themselves if these: findings are
reliable enough and if they are generalizable. Wolcott (1990) also suggests that the description
nod interpretation of the findings should be separated from one another 3S intrusive :1fl:llysis may
distract a reader expecting to find a descriptive account.
It is often feasible to give a detailed descriptive report of the facts which were
investigated, When the report is provided ina first-person narrative, the individuals or settings
C30 be introduced as first encountered. The phenomenon being studied can be related in n
chrononolgical manner. according to the events as they occurred, oras the investigator observed
nod recorded them (Wolcott. 1990). Every step from preparing for the research, the setting of
boundaries, selection of what gets recorded, nod which units are included in the final account,
pave the way to a "thick" description. (Henning, 1993(c) and Wolcott, 1990)
An l\n3ly1ieal report should not be considered complete before the investigator has
clearly indicated the value of the study. Notonly is the expansion of knowledge important but
also its value 30d adaptability to the wider population.
5.5 SUMMARY
The main tenets of the: research paradigm in which thIS 1O\'CStlgalion IS conducted were
discussed. iIIumin3ting methods of data collection and :uulysis The we study 3S resc:lrch
fornut also featured an this chapter which \\'3S constructed with the aim of contcxtuahsing the
methods and techniques used in the field stud)'
".
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CHAPTER SIX
TilE DATA OF TillS STUDY SNAPSHOTS OF TilE "CHAIN OF
EVIDENCE"
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The aimof this chapter is. to report on how the procedures enfolded during a single
case study in which the aim was to explore the link between conceptions of language and of
learning. The subjects are eighty rural student-teachers who expressed their conceptions in
personal written sketches and who were observed for several weeks. Data collection
procedures will be described briefly and thereafter analysis procedures will be described with
examples ofdataprocessing. The consolidated data will be presented with some examples
of the main categories. Both the catcgorizational processes and final categories will be
displayed visually, using dendogmmmes and a causal diagram to reflect the relationships
between concepts in the main patterns. Adjustments which had to be made to the research
programme inorder toaccomodate the occurence of an unexpected event will also be indicated.
This chapter will end \\ith:1 final summary of the field investigation.
6.2 PREPARATION
The interest in an investigation such as this research was conceived long before the
first researchquestion was formulated. While lecturing at a teachers' training college in a rural
area for the past ten years I found that the LEP of the students seemed to result in difficulty in
expressing themselves during the writing of e..xaminations. Thisdifficulty,l assumed, could not
only be because ofan LEP, but may also be because' of limited CALP ora lack of conceptual
development resulting in certain conceptions of learning and also of language. I started to
observe them more closely, concentrating on their language proficiency and all the signs that
may reflect their conceptions of learning.
I realised that this issue needed more clarification, as a range of important teaching
implications may be dcri\td from an understanding of language and its link with constructing
conceptions of learning. Idecided in the begiMing of this year, 1993, toconduct a scientific
research investigation, based on extensive participant observation. The pilOl in\"CStigalion had
indeed been the"non-scientific" empirical d3t3 which had been gathered over len )"Can.
------_._--------
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One of the first objectives \\'35 to set certainboundaries for the field of investigation, I decided
to focus onlyon !his college with rural student-teachers whoarc in their first )'C3f of
study because very few of them have learned about language and learning theories.
Knowledge concerning these theories might influence or change their conceptions of language
and learning. To ensure I certain amount ofgenemliubility it was decided to focus on both
the senior primary dum to ensure a larger, yet managable research group. In addition these
classes represent males and females. The setting of these boundaries led to the design of a
single C41se study, where the whole group fonns the single case.
As I am a member of staf]' in the college where the investigation took place and
because I participated in the event, I assumed lh3t participant-observation would probably bea
functional technique to usc in the methodology. This description was subsequently changed to
that of "full particpant" as described by Wagner (1993),
The focus of my study is very distinct, which determined the choice of an additional
method to collect data, namely document an:llysis. Two questions were asked to investigate the
problem at theoutset:
"What is learning 1"and
"What is language 1"
The students would be invited to write personal sketches in which the)' would explore
these conceptions. Initially I assumed that interviews with students, selected :11 random, would
constitute the third methodological possibility to explore the data C\'Cn further. However, I
could not conduct the interviews because of political activity onthec:unpus.
As this single case study investigates people in a natural scning, where I, the observer,
can not control thevariables, the scientific investig:llion required I qualitative research design.
bounded in grounded theory to discover the relationships or links between the categories and
properties which may arise from the annl)'Sis ofthe data collected.
6.3 COLLEcnNOTIlE DATA
The collection of data stancd with the IlUdcnc.' personal wrinen sketches of their
conceptions of language and of learning. u well aswith field notes.
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6.3.1. TI-fE PERSONAL WRllTEN SKETCHES
The first question was asked shonly after the formal c:J3Sses at eollege had started al
the beginning oflhe yeAr. There was still no inclination to wrue tcsu although it was explained
that their answers would noC beevaluated as correct or wrong. They were asked only to write
down their conceptions of learning. To ensure chac the studenu would not be guided
unconsciously Co a certain kind of answer, noother explanations were given. They had fifteen
minutes Co formulate their conceptions.
The evidence of their spontaneous sketches were filed and arc available on record as
raw data. After receiving thesechunks of narritive written evidence, it was quickly scanned to
check if the content reflected the question as posed and to decide if the second question could
be formulated in Ihe same manner.
A week lapsed before students were again requested to formulate their conceptions of
lanaulee. This lime, however. I wondered if I should not provide them with the necessary
writing material in order to enhance the neatness of the research project. I decided
against it. panly because they might interpretthe question as formal testing, and partly because
I became quite proud of my natural "Africa data".
This natural way of providing dab for research may even contribute to the research
dab'S validity. It is also considered comparatable when dab is collected amongst the same
group of participants, answering the same questions. (Strauss andCorbin, 1991).
6.3.2 TIlE RESEARCHER AS FULL PARTICIPANT: BOUNDARIES ARE
BROADENED
As lecturer of the research group data could be gathered by naturalistic obscrv:uion
and the takingof field notes. Observation scnned duringthe two w«ks oforientation since the
researcher was convenor of che orientncion programmes and camc into cbily conbet \'tith the
students. Observations were documented during or soonafter class conbet.
It was no( the intenlion of the lecturer 10create sicualions for collecting data but the
nalural class discussions And lecturing createdthe conditions for the exposure ofdata. Ie was
origill3l1y intended to take field noccs for at Iwt six months. Field notes"'Cre, howau, onl)'
gathered for c\\'o months when an unforscxn situ3tion oecured.
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Students demanded my withdrawal from the college because lhc)' were "tired". They
claimed that I was the only head of department who moderated the previous year's eXAmination
scripts, handed in by the lecturers and that gave me the opportunity "to make them to fail",
They did not, however, seem to take into account the many class bo),COlts from both students
and lecturers during the previous )'C4rand that there were only eleven weeks of classes before
they sat for e;wninations. The education department suggested that I should SUl)' At home for
security reasons,
After the data collection carne to A rapid end, A thorough analysis W3S made of the
existing data. The documents would be analysed And triangulated by the IArgcr events as
data, The easestudy would therefore broaden its boundaries.
This event unexpectedly provided new data concerning political aspects, which were
not considered before, but proved to be relevant during data analysis. Two sampling
techniques also combined since data was purposefully collected and now new data emerged
quite unexpectedly. It also resulted in a search for another research methodology in the place
ofinterviewing as itwas no longer feasible to visit the site for interviews.
Analysis of the field notes seemed viable enough to reveal evidence needed for the
study. It furthermore gave me an opportunity, early in my experience with research, to acquire
an openness to explore a variety of forms of inquiry (Johnson and Saville-Troike, 1992). As
this event has placed me even more within the case, I needed to develop more sensitivity, tf)ing
toensure that nobiases were allowed.
This event can therefore not be considered as unfortunate for the I'CSQrch as it has led
tounexpected dataand more detailed anal)'Sis of the data from the sketches had to be done. as
thescd3ta now became the main focus. I realised at the outset, that I would SC3rch for political
meaning in the e.'~istin8 data and I took care not to"h)'PCrt)'Pify· (Erickson,1991)or spread the
"analyst's gloss· (Miles and Huberman, 1988).
6.4 PROCEDURES OF ANALYSfNG
IU triangulation facilitatcs validity and is accomplished by incorporating different
modes of either data collection or data anal)1is, I decided to \\QVC all possible lriAngulatol')'
devices into thestudy.
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Field notes were kept during the two months during which the research group was
observed. These notes could be analysed by searching for relevant issues. AMlysis really
started in all earnest when all the data were read through, jotting dO\m on the documents
themselves, certain ideas or relevant aspects that came to mind while scanning through the
evidence. Though it is considered as poor practice to write notes on documents, it is,
however, allowed in the earliest phases of open coding (Strauss llJld Corbin, 1991).
Data were once more read through, piece by piece, deciding on, or selecting the main
concept or phrase ofeach sentence. Thesewere then written down ona memo sheet. The data
was still unstructured and an "undifferentiated mass" (Strauss and Corbin, 1991) of evidence.
This immediately lent itself to a quantitativeanalytical method, l1lC3Iling in effect that it was
analyaed frcquenti:lIly at first. The semantic wholeness was, however, still contextually
paramount.
Each time a concept appeared that was assumed the same or similar to an already
selected concept, it was ticked ofT next to the concept it resembles. The number of times one
concept occured through the analysis was counted and written d0\\11 next to the concept.
Though qualitative research is not a mathematical procedure, counting isoften essential (Miles
and Huberman, 1988). Counting is, however, dependent on semantics.
As this investigation naturally demands both quantitative llIld qualitative research
procedures the results were first processed according to quantitative methods. The data
findings received via calculation, were then restructured in numerical order from the highest
score ofappearance to the lowest.
The traditi0l131 route W3S first taken, panly because of the ineennve to find out which
concepts were considered as most relevant though not knm\ing why they have cmerscd, and
partly because I still felt unsure in using qualitative coding procedures. Frcquential coding
(quantitativc-cum-qualitativc meaning making) WlLS therefore ICOlllS asccurc and rn:t.nagC3ble
way to start the coding process. Tbe sum of this frequenc)' counting proccdcncc is presented in
the follO\\ing section. Although counting was the technique used todcri\'C mc:an.ing from the
data, the coding was not limited to single lexical items, but WlLS focused on meaningful
JCI11lU1tic units, usually contained in II phrase.
".
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6.4.1 TIiE CONSOLIDATED CATEGORIZED DATA FROM rnsFREQUENTIAL
ANALYSIS
The first category:
The first IT\3in category which wasderived from the analysis process WllS thai students
regarded learning as an activily leading to various experiences. "Activity" reflects two
dimensions : An activity upon which the lcamer reacts Actively, and an Activity where the
learner is passively receiving from others. Active learning consists mainly of praclising that
which was taught to the learners or by doing what they were told by other people. Only eight
percent of the students indicated th~t they need to Apply the knowledge that they have
encountered. Only twenty five percent of tile students gave an indication that learning may be
considered as an own activity. Ten percent of the students maintained that both the learner and
the adults (parents l1Ildlor teacher) arc involved during the learning act. It would have been
interesting to investigate how much of the lcaming responsibility was contributed to each of
these participants ifthe learner had been identified as a PRESETstudent.
Learning as passive activity reflects results which indicate that information is mainly
received from others or given by others. There is hardly any indication that learners have to
search independently for information to acquire knowledge. For many students learning means
that they are taught that which they need to know. (How the knowledge became pan of their
cognitive structure after they were taught wasnot considered.) The data showed thai le.minK
isperceived mainly asa passive activity, where information is "received" from and knowledet
is"taught" byothers.
The second category :
LMgu:sge isconsidered as a communication medium or 1001 used for verba! or spoken
communication and IKln-\'trbal communication, which includes writtrn communicadon.
communication with other people is very important, therefore bn~ is Ii basis for
socialis:ation. Oral communication reflects II higher score than the wriurn
communication. It comprises of speech or talking. Wriuen communiation consisu mainly
ofwritinl (to friends). RradinlllS p:an of linguistic communic:ation reflects A \"C:t)' low score.
)'tt it reflectsa much higher score under the alcgoryIe.minl.
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The main findings that were highlighted At this stage of !he lWI)'sis can be visually
represented in the following framework, indicaling the relationship between the concepts.
Figure 6.1
"eu/, , ,
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During the coding process the researcher realised thatcertain unexpected findings were
revealed and new concepts had to be devised to label them later on. Subsequent to the
frequential Analysis the llOalysis ofobservational data commenced.
6.4.2 ANALYSIS OF n IE NATURALISTIC OBSERVATION (Field notes)
The data, gathered from natural observation for two months were recorded by taking
filed notes. Thedata were described and analysed by identifying issues and by searching for
the emergence of'pattcms amongst conceptions oflearnine and OfllnaUlat.
Field notes were read through holistically and the categories that were reflected from
the data were written down, These sub-categories were divided under the two main categories,
namely lanaulat and lumina:.
The issues that were identified include:
howthe research groupview language and learning;
howthey appr03ch the learning taskand their usc of the L2.
The research group revealed the following about lanauale :
• Spoken Iiniulae
When students are in or outside the classroom they COn\'Cr5C \\ith one another in the
LI. The L2 is used during formal discourse lind mainly with the lecturer. They try to evade
the eyes of the the lecturer when a question isasked, probably \..ith the hope wt they ....ill not
be noticed. When a question is directed at them personally 11 few will look llI'OUnd and JQreh
for help from the studenu closest to them. Others \\i11 lower their \'0C31 \'Olumc so that nobody
can hear them. while others \..i11 only silend)' look at the lecturer. Only. few arc \\illing to
talce the risk to use the L2, C\'Cn \'tilling to rt13kc mistaJces and accept the bughterthat they Ny
cause. It is interesting to nocice that l1WIy can identify gnunmar mistakes. )'Ct. thc). are
um\illing to venture into the field of L2 usage. Even if 11 "'Ord is spelled incom:ctly on the
chalkboard they are quick to indic:atc the mistalce. Some students find it difficult to answCl'
12S
\\'h:ll was asked, often not knowing what the difference is between the words 'how' And 'what'.
Students had to explain. for instance, what a child can learn at home. One student's answer
was : "the child can learn III home by obeying his parents". This answer also reveals the fact
that questions are probably repeated to "fill in" the answer. Other answen are incomplete and
quite often two or three extra questions had 10 be phrased in order 10 reach the completed
answer, Some ofthe students who ore prepared to participate in a class discussion experience
difficulty in expressing their thoughts in the L2. One explained why she wanted to become 11
teacher in thisnunner :
"I very much like to be teacher for I like towrite with a chalk and Miss Mabusa, my
teacher, he did not give me a chalk"
The teacher is a female teacher who actually always gave her the opportunity to write
on the board. It \\'35 noticed that many students find it difficult to distinguish between a male
and a female andthree quarters of the c:I3Ss talk about "a chalk". One student explained the usc
of the phrase 3S follows: Chalk is a verb and before a verb you always put "a" or "the".
No one indicated that they may improve their L2 b)' listening to programmes on the
radio or while watching television. The learning of the L2 is not connected with their
relaxation.
• Reldine:
The one set ofassignments that could be marked before the researcher had to ICll\'C the
research field, indicated that some of the students do noc comprehend what thc>' read. Under
the didactical principle of totality, Durnin)', Dreyer and StC)l1 (1990:22) explain for instlnc:c
that totality ensures that iftCllchcrs work in ·units" then the distinction between subjects
will diSllppcar almost completely. After they have read the whole section and C\'Cn after
explaining what the didaetical principle of toc~a1it), embraces, some students could still noc
understand that senCence. After some in\'CStig:uion it was discovertd th3t there was 11
misconception And misinterpretation of the \\ords "distinction" And ·units", while other students
found it difficult to concentrate for IonS on • topic and othcn have disregarded the word
-almost". The Ianer sroup could noc understand why subjeeu had tobe completely intcgr:ucd
"What was then the usc oflC4ming diffen:nt subjects?"
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The dau also revealed certain concepticns the studenu have about reading. The
evidence gathered revealed that students donot maintain that it isimporuntlMt youngsters.
not yet at school, need 10 come in contact "ilh many books, because .~. "ill only tear the
p3ges or cut it with (a pair 00 scissors". Others mAinl:lin tMt books don't mean much for a
young childbecause they cannot read.
Books tothem mean studying, because library books are used tohelp them with more
inform:ltion inassignmenls and textbooks are!here to study from. Only a few students indicate
thAt they read during Iheir leisure time. M:any male students indicaled that they read tbe
newspapers to learn more about politics andother people.
Students seldom had to read out loud during the Education classes, but it was found
that some write slowly when copying notes from the board because they only read a word or
two and then \\Tile it down. Afterwards they need to search for !he place where they had been
previousI)'.
• Writine:
It has already been indicated that the observation data revealed th:u some students
write slowly, because of their limited reading ability, Others "Tile slowly because of poor
eyesight. Thesestudents tend to move forward closer towards the board when they must take
notes. It was also noticed that other students do not copy the noles because they can not
concentrate on listening and taking notes at the same time. Certain periods arc only allocared
for the writing down of notes, though timedoes not allow for that to happen often.
Another aspect that reflects the in:lbiJity of comprehending and writing is the faet that
students often write sentences from the text \\ilhout ensuring a logic:d argument. One student
copied the foIlO\\;ng sections from the textbook:
"Environment means that place, i.e, farm orvillage, forchildren gfO\\ing up in A ci~'
in which they fccl safe"
This example pfO\idcs possible evidence ofthe student's inabilil)' 10 access English. to
express thought logically and to fonnulate the information in her o\\'n words. to combine
relevant information in a logical whole, and to understand whatWII read. II funhcm10fC
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shows that the student did nOC reread the assignment to make selfo(()rrettions. If time was
spent on theASsignmcntto read it through the contradiction might have been discovered. Ifthc
assignment WAS read through (which she assured me shc did) and the discrepancy WAS not
noticed then it once morc confirms LEP. Many students copied the assignments from other
students, often \\ith exactly the same mistakes as well.
The above findings do not only reflect students' inability to usc the L2, but also how
they approach the lC:lming wk. Many showed that they are un"illing toparticipate actively in
the learning taskand tolake n risk to construct meaning.
The research group's conceptions of learnina :
The students' conceptions of language reveal that the L2 is m:tinl)' seen as a language
used in a formal setting where learning takes place but that the LI is applied during social
interaction. Although they experience LEP they have learned language structures and the
vocabulary. Students' reluctance to answer questions and to participate in class discussion
provides evidence that they are ignorant of the important role these two methods pia)' in
learning.
The students conceptions concerning reading provide evidence that there are different
opinions and goals for learning and for theuse ofthe written word.
Reading is not applied for learning the L2 during leisure time as such but the textbooks
are read during slUd)ing ofthc different subjects. Analysis ofthc field notes provided evidence
that the students showed reluctance to ..isit the library to make use of additional reading
material in ordertocollect more informationon their 0\..11. They, bowever, expected from the
lecturer to provide the necessary informationduring class questioning.
The reading of a newspaper is no( connected \\ith le:uning a language nor with
learning as such. Newspapers provide information about other people and the politiQI
situation.
Anal)'Sis of field noca furthermore showed that writing is noc rqardcd u a form of
learning in which they could structure their own thoughts. Students do not lean to read with
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insight and understanding. The information read cannot be restructured and rewritten in their
own words. They rather make use of the textbook languageand ofthcir friends' work. Writing
seems to be regarded AS an instrument of transfer and not as expression of thoughts and
feelings.
The writing of An ASsignment is not considered AS II method through which they may
collect more informAtion on their own. Library facilities are, therefore, not adequately utilised.
Assignments arecopied from others because learning is not considered M own activity. During
the writing of ASsignments students revealed a dependance upon both the textbook and others to
further their learning. The fact that students have proposedthat Itl3rks should only be allocated
to'help' them to pass once more provides evidence that they do not consider learning as an 0\\11
activity where the)' must provide the most input. They only have spent a weekend or an
evening on an assignment without consulting other references or have copied the work from
others, yet theyexpect to achieve good results or that the lecturer must 'be kind' to them and
only give marks. The assumption is th:lt they think that by "receiving" a mark they have
learned.
The dab from the field notes were possibly analysed inductively during the process of
notetaking. The full participant status of the researcher clearly had a strong infereneing
influence on thecollection and analysis of these data.
6.4.3 TI-fEMAnC ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Frequential data were categorised first and then the obscMtional data, collected by
taking field notes. were analysed. To faciliute triangulation thematic wlysis of data from
both sources wasdecided upon.
After the first sC3Ming. followed by the jotting do\\n of rele\'ant ideu dunng the
second rc:ading. open coding really started by reading sentenceby sentence In contut. All the
sentences. sc:ctions of sentences or words were labelled during the third =ding of the <bu.
The I~bels were categorized from the raw dau (although some infcn:nc:ing Met clearl)' taken
place). E4ch main C3tegOry WAS highlighted \\ith a different colour tc:<t1incr or was underlined
"'ith a different colour Itl3rking pen. The units, propositions and dimensions tNt sccmcd to
belong in a c:ert3in category wen: marked with the s:ame colour liner orpen
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A list was drawn up to indicate the colour chosen for each category. A form of
"rainbow DJ\3lysis· was created whereby colours were associated with semantic categories or
themes.
To keep all these "colourful" units ofd31:l together, the sheets of paper on which the
data appears> serving as evidenceof origil13l raw d.'lln • were collected in file form to keepthe
raw marked cbl3 on record for the "chain of evidence", (Miles and Huberman, 1988) which
would be linked in the interpretation phase.
Categories were written down on a memo sheet. Next toeach category the concepts or
units which categorise the specific category or its sub-categories were written. The properties
and dimensions were also indicated if identified. To be able 10 compile this list. a certain
amount of axial coding look place ns relationships were identified. This networking process
(Bliss, Monk and Ogborn, 1983) also strengthened the validation process, because a category
which survives networking without being deconstructed can be regarded a.s a valid category.
The foltcwing example serves as an illustration of analysis of raw data by means of
open codingandofhow tbe chunks of information were put intocategories:
"Language is the way in which people communicate with other people
the way we talkand write."
and mtions,
Core category
SuboQtcgories
Labels!units
Propositiom
language
communication
oral communication
written communication
talk, II unit under ond communicalion
write, II unit under wrinen communiauon
panicipants
degree
manner
Dimensions
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others> self
->Olhers
universal > national> IOCJI
-> 113tions
-> way
A Qtegory is dense if it has many properties th:u arc dimensionalizcd. in other words,
ifa categoryis constructed via a dendogram (which is the opposite ofthe above example) and
then deconstructed into meaningful but still conceptually holistic parts, it is a "thick" (dense)
category.
Both the core categories, their categories and an indication of propositions and
dimensions can be briefly indicated in diagram form.
"
Figure 6.2 Audit trail of lanaulae l1S main category
LANGUAGE
CATEGORIES
socializing
types ofcommunication
acquiring language
expressIon
liberation
understanding
culrural bUilding
coonltlve actlvily
In'ormadon
knowledge
MAIN CATEGORY
~
language I
~
-
PROPOSITION
manner
Intensity
depth
partJdpants
DIMENSION
active>
passive
high> low
others>
self>
both
Figure 6.3
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Audit trail of leaminlllS main category
LEARNING
CATEGORIES MAIN CATEGORY PROPOSITION DIMENSION
literacy
liberation
morality
oral communication
experience
receive knowledge
gain knowledge
understanding
. cognition .
use ofsenses
roo-
J learning II
'--
participants others>
self >
Intensity high> low
manner active>
passive
After all the categories had been analysed in this m:lJU1Cr. definite similarities and
differences or possible conflicting findings were selected during lL'<i31 coding.
When the c:uegory luminK was amlyscd. written communication was perceived IS I
leaming device. Labels such as nadine. wririne and tut or practical work which Also
involves re:lding And \\Tiring. were classified under wriUtn communication. or liltrlC)'.
Liberalion was the carcgory selected for all those ccoeepu rh:lr in\'OI\'C upliftment and the need
for developing world views, (The process w:as discussed \\ith an inrer-coder who assisted in
appl)ing this proeecl which is an adapted \'enion of the Srrauss and Corbin (1990) model of
IUI:lI)'sis).
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Tbe findings in the categories reflected rhAr language is an imporunc faeror in
socializarion, and in both oral AS well as wriUtn communication. The two main caregories
highlighred under the category learnina arewriUtn communication and liberation.
Thecategories Ilnauaae And leamina can bedisplayed visually in dcndograms.
Figure 6.4 Overview dendogram of lanaulae AS mainconcept in
consolicbtcd and categorized <bra
I h hwt ot erl j-general loclallzlng
universal
- ~ language
- oral ~
-
f-- types 01
com munlcal/on
-
written ~
-
wrlllng
act/onl
reading
talk
Ipeech
Figure 6.5 Overview dcndogr:un oflumina as main oonccpt in
consolicbrcd and CAtegorized <bra
r.adlng
wrlllng
text/pract/cal
upllhment
world viewl
-
written communication ~
-
~ IlIrnlng
-
~ liberation !-
-
In
Though I \\IS AWAre of lhe srrons pohucal influences on rhc people in lhis arta and
IhAr rhe high le\'(1 of polirical aw~rmcss pla)ed AlilPlifiCAllr role in eduC4rion I was surprised
ar tbe force rhis C4rCS0f)' had ACross mosc IlCIworking procedures. (Comparing this ouccome
wirh che Iiremcure review ic was Argued rhar colonised AfricAn people consider !Anauqc u a
pollrical issue, Those \\00 weresuppressed also realised Ih4c Iarmey, and rhcrcfore lC4mina.
1M>' contribute 10 rheir Iibemcion, These findings tberefore should not have been 10
uoexpected). This issue will be taken up inch3prer 1C\'Cn
These few ·sn3pshors· of lhe audit If:lil or tbe procedural links in che ehain of evidence
give some ind'aliono(lhc route which raw d.1b followed from colleccion to Il:Ucmcnl of fin31
categories. More examples of these processes arc included inaddenda DandC.
6.4.4 TIlE LINK DElWEEN TIlE MAIN CATEGORIES: LANGUAGE AND
LEARNING
The link between the categories began after the SUb-alesoncs, cacegorics and rhcir
proposirions anddimensions were ~-jSU4J1)' represented. This ensured A clar indlation of rhc
possible link bcrwccn bngu3ge And laming LinkJ Arc rcs3rdcd u \;1.\1 for the conceprual
who~nn. oflhe findmgs
The link an be rtflecrcd in II d~8r.un,
,~.,.
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LInk between the two categories
loclallullon I
~
communlcallon I
I
written orll
communication communlcallon
~
*acquisition knowledge moral
of language of cullures Itandards
Itructures and language
I
•
lItency understandlng
of cullures
and language
use of expression I!
unles of views I . cognlllon I
~
experience ",. own cullure
of Ikllls building
liberation
"13S
The findings ofthe above dingram can be explained llS follows:
Under Ihe m:lin categories lanaulac and learnina, the anaJysis via triangulation
revealed that communication is considered as important, especially for socialization \\ith
others. Communication links with nil the other categories in one way or another, in order to
form a conceptual whole.
Oral communication is used for the construction of knowledge about cultures and
languages, Language is Acquired by learning language structures during oral ns well as written
communication. Triangulation provides the evidence that the written word is not
conceptualised :lS important for academic learning. Knowledge isconstructed through listening
and self-rending (activities that show limitations amongst the research group). Language
acquisition is maintained through practice and via the senses. Through Ihe use of the senses a
certain amount ofskilled experience is developed. These skills lead to literacy. Literacy and
knowledge of other cultures and languages enables people to understand those cultures and
their languages. These abilities enable human beings to express their own ..-iews with greater
comprehension. These developing skills and the ability to express their own views, knowledge
and understanding of the diversity ofcultures and their different languages will possibly enable
the student learners tobecome liberated, or sothe dab reveals.
The dataalso re\Qls that morality is learned by ponra)ing examples and not through
oral communicatioe.
The diagram in Figure 6.4(: 133) provides a clear indication \\hy especially written
communication in the I~rning process, (a process during which rural black students experience
LEP) is considered llS important though obscmuional dnta proved th:lI it is not utilized to the
benefit of the students aeademic lenrning. Language and learning is linked to pr0p382te
liberation. Triangulation provided n limited link between Inngu3ge and the lenming of
academic: knowledge.
6.5 SUMMARY
By making usc of observational data (field noccs) frcquenti.11 anal)'Sis and ~Iic
data (content), tri.1ngul:lIion was possible in order to facilitate wlidity of annl)"sd. Ten
categories were identified under the main category IlnRuaae. The main category leamina aho
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reflected ten categories. Both, however, iluminated the different types of communication and
liberation as meaning structuring categories.
The interpret:ltion of the analysed dab will be provided in chapter seven together with
the final conclusion drawing and verification ofthis singlecase study.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the eonsolidated data will be incerpretcd and subsequently the
interpreted data and conclusions will be verified. Finally the repon will be rounded ofT with
recommendations,
7.2 INTERPRETATION OF TIlE CONSOLIDATED DATA
In order10 interpret the findings both quantitively and qualitatively the document data
were analysed frcquCrttially, making usc of semantic units in Iimilect conlext as the identifying
factor, as well as themalically where the broader context ofunereeees pla)tda more prominent
role. The field noce datawere also analysed thematically,
7.2.1 LANGUAGE AS MODE OF MEANINGFUL COMMUNICATION
From the frequential and contutual data from the documents (sketches), as well as
from the observational data the following crystallised patterns emerged under the selection
mode of .tnRU-ac "ithout prior identification ofcategories :
SOCIALISAnON:
Fl"flJumliaJ data reflects that ninety seven percent of thestudents perceive language as
a means for socialising or to 'Ullk' to other people. Only seven students rcfered to the faet th:at
language canbe used toconverse with people universally. The lhem_tlc analysis correlates
"ith these findings and indicates that Jangu28C is used for speaking to others in general or
universally. The obsenation dara also provides evidence that students nWcc usc of lAnSUI8C
for socialising purposes, but mainly in the LI. As panicipant observer itWlaS discovcn:d th:at
socialising is considered u an enjoyable activity facilitated by language cmpowennc:nt and in
which students can panicipate by anicu141ing quile loudly. One Iludcnl described lAnguqe
like this:
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"Language is the sound which we pronounce by our mouths in order to communicatc with each
other."
They make use of the L2 in the classroom setting, though not with the wnc
enthusiasm, butwhen they converse with one another in and outofthe classroom they revert to
the LI. This clearly indicates that allhough students view language IS asocial mechAnism the
L2 is mainly used for academic purposes. Their lack of confidence inalso using the L2 for
socialising purposes may not only reflect their LEP but may well contribute to LEP. Since it is
through communication that people arc able to socialise it is not surprising to note the
emergence of communication as the next most prominent pattern.
TYPES OF COMMUNICATION
The frequential as well as the contextual thematic data from both sources indicate a
definite distinction between oral and written communication.
ORAL COMMUNICATION
The observation data link up with the frequential data and show th3t students in class
have become passive communicators. Lecturers often complain about students not Laking part
in the lesson discussion. The passivity is partly imputed to LEP and the inability to express
themselves in ESL notonly on a social level but mainly academically. Since subject content is
discussed orally inclass the lesson is often "pushed forward" and the insight of the students is
evaluated via questioning. The contextual data and observation proved th3t students. though
they are prospective teachers. still do not realise the importance ofasking questions. During
observation and class discourse it was experienced that the an of asking questions was not
practised, panly because of their LEP and proOObly because it was l1C\'Cr productively applied
in their schooling. Questions they ask during their practical lessons only concentrate on
contextual knowledge and very linle on inductive thinking. They arc inclined to test the pupils
knowledge of the content Ytilhout any encouragement for ereetive or abstract thinking. This
could reflect their own dcpcndance on the textbook and the faet th3t thecommunication of the
learning content has not )"Cl resulted in knowledge and insight for themsch'CS. (Perkins. 1991;
Joubert, 1991; Webb, 1986).
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One of their most common questions that they put to the class is: -00 you understand,
class?" This question isdirected to the whole class, often to fifty or sixty pupils and without
ensuring that even some of themdo understand.
The fact that frcquential data showed that communication is mostly applied by other
people indicates the passivity of the students who weretraditionally expected to be listeners and
not participants in the lesson. Observational data of class discourse provide evidence of this
phenomenon lU1d indicate that students find itdifficult to accept the opportunity to participate,
partly because it isdifficult to change theold habits and partly because this has left them with
an LEP.
WRITTEN COMMUNICATION
According to both the frequential and contextual analysis the data reveal that actions,
reading and writing arcconsidered AS modes ofcommunication. In the frcquential analysis it
was found that more students considered actions asa fonn of communication and that only five
students referred to reading as a mode of communication. Thematic data as well as
observation data provided evidence that reading is not considered as an important
communication device. Reading, especiallyin an ESL rural environment, is not considered asa
form of communication or enjoyment. As was mentioned in chapter one and under the
observation <bta in chapter six students seldom visit the library. During observation and class
discousrse reflection it was also noted that students seldom read during their leisure time. They
arc probably unfamiliar with the fact that reading enables the reader to communicate with a
wider spectrum of reality. These findings arc corroborated in the literature review (Perkins,
1991; Webb, 1986; Young, 1986; Evans, 1992 and Ubahakwa, 1977).
Anal)'Sis indicates a limited emphasis upon the practice ofwrinen communication as
well. Writing, however, is more frequently considered as a mode ofcommunication, probabl)'
because they view the ability to write as being literate. One student expressed her view of
langungc in this m:mncr :
-It (language) can mean literacy or especially in recent times."
11lough writing appears to be of higher value than reading. most writing COIlCCrns the
writing of letters to friends (once more a social issue) and noc really a device for aadcnuc
application. One student even professed that language is -an administrative tool and scldom
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written". This comment reflects both the: students' inability to comprehend meaningfully lhe
value and vastness of written communication and her unfamiliarity with the: inside of A library.
The fact that one student referred to animal conununication (though not considered
relevant to this study) once more reflects the idea that lAnguA8e is considered as An important
social issue in a culture where oral transfer is panof the historical background,
ACQUIRING LANGUAGE
The findings from the frequential data provide evidence that morc than half of the
students assume that languagc is acquired through learning language structures by training via
repetition or rotc learning. Comparing these findings with both the observational data And the
contextual data it was found that language structures need to be taught and that language is
acquired through practice, imitation, listening and learning, Both experience and literature
studies confirm that students have learned in their rural schooling languagc via the .aneu1ee
structures methods and the rules method. It is therefore not surprising to find the following
formulations of their conceptions of language :
"Language is the collection of vowels andthe semivowelsthataregrouped together to make the
word or words th3t can fonn thc language,"
"Language isa sentence construction and embodies tenses"
When students have to present a lesson during :1language lesson practice the following phrases
arcoften heard :
"CI35s, this isa window. This is a window. Wh3t is this, class?" "That is a window", ..Ag:lin
wh3t is this?"
One student, bewever, referred to languageIS 1\heritage. Nobody Iw conceptualised bnguJgC
IS a cognitive ability nor as innatc.
EXPRESSION
Quantil1tivc data .howed that fifty ninc pac.cnt of the students perceive IAnswasc IJ a
mode of expression. Only three students explored this issue more cxtcnsh,-cly and felt th.ll
language ought tobe applied for self-expression. Another three students connected Iangu:agc
,r
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with the expression ofknowledge. During the thematic analysis. evidence was found that most
students use language toexpress their views, feelings and thoughts. Comparing these fmdings
with the observation data there is evidence that language is not linked with the academic world
of the students. This might well be the reason why many students donotperceive their LEPas
a problem intheir education, though their lecturers may (Webb, 1986; Ubahakwa, 1977). The
fact that more students referred to the expression of views thantothe expression of feelings or
needs may well be because the ability to express your views may provide freedom of speech- a
factor that plays an important role, in the pro-transitional period in South Africa (Bray, 1992
and Joevananthan, 1993). This mode of language conception automatically illuminated the
next language category.
LIBERATION
The findings from the frequential data showed that asmany as forty five percent of the
students conceptualise language as a mechanism that "ill provide liberation. The categories
that have arisen from the discourse analysis arc the aspiration toknow different languages, to
be able to communicate universally and the ability to understand other cultures (Rensburg,
1991). Bilingualism, orthe ability to converse in more than one language provides a sense of
empowerment and may possibly enable them "not to live on an island" (as one student tried to
explain why it is important to usc an L2 as medium of education and not the LI). Literamre
studies also elucidated the black students' preference of English as medium of instruction (as
was discussed in chapter two). Only onestudent viewed fluency in language as a prerequisite
to achieve "upliftment". The fact th3t the majority of 'students disregarded language
proficiency may provide evidence as to why they do not consider LEP asan academic barrier.
That more people arcofthe same opinion about the unimportance of language proficiency for
academic achievement can be traced in the liternture'study when a qu:ui·language is proposed
inCordtck, (1992) or where restricted codes that arecontext bound arc used (M\\'DJnwcnda and
Mwamwenda, 1992). Another student revealed the same opinion in his statement that -it does
not matter whether the language is poor, as long llS you understand the main theme-, This
conception of language may possibly be why so many students Stly p:usive language leamen
(asreflected in the findings of the frcquCI1tiaJ data).
UNDERSTANDING
According to both the data interpretation techniques that were impJcmcnted co rc\'t'~1
the findings, itwas found that students conccptualisc languageas I facilitator of undc:ntanding
.,
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The fact that the link between language And understanding is absent from the observzuion data
in the field noces. except where studenu have referred to the inability of small children to
understand the written word, provides indirect evidence that languAge is not considered AS a
device for the understanding of academic material. This may well be considered as
contradictory to both the frequentia! Md the contextual data. After deeper scrutinising it was
found that understanding as revealed in the data embraces mAinly the understAnding of other
people (Prodromou, 1992). Only (ave percent of the group maintained that languagc provides
the human being with the ability to understand other languagcs. ThAt only one percent referred
to the understanding of their own language could probably be because they accepted the
understanding of their 0\\11 language as self-evident. Only three students maintained that
language facilitates the ability to understand in general. Though these students arc potential
teachers who have chosen a vocation within a teaching-learning environment, they do not
conceptualise language as facilit:llor of academic understanding. The notion of different
epistemologies for different types of knowledge - and the inability to transfer between them
once more comes tomind (Strauss, 1993).
CULTURE-BUILDING
Literature isunanimous that language isan indisputable panof culture (NECC, 1992;
Mawasha, 1992; Beckmann, 1991 and Calitz, 1993). Though there is net strong evidence that
language is conceptualised as culture building this category, ncvenheless, appeared. It
indicates that some students still consider the protection of a cultural identity. It would have
been interesting to have investigated this issue further to find out if this feeling of cultur:ll
identity protection was paramount amongst the male or female srudcnlJ. The contextual data
also reflected considcr:ltion for the transfer ofherit:lge via language. once more a facilitator for
culture-building. The need for culture-building may reflect the srudents apprehension th:lt their
LI might be submerged into the more dominant L2 (Prodromou, 1992). Othcr issues were tNt
language could be used to tc:ach nonns and religion to the individuals. (Rensburg. 1991).
COGNmVE ACTlVI1Y
Though nobody referred to the Acquisition of lAn~ U Acognitive abilil)' U
indicated Above, cross chcclcing between frequcntial and contextual data revealed findings
which indieate thai Afcw students have, n<:\'C1thclcss, considered Wgu.18C u a cognith-e
Activity. These few students have realised that CALP "ill enable: them tostud)'. conccpcuah~(,
help in structuring meaning and co undcntand instruction. The field notes on the Itudmu
wignmcnts provide evidence ofdata which reflect thesame aspect, since Afew students were
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able to comprehend the meaning of concepts and could structure the content of the work in a
logical sequence.
INFORMATION AND KNOWLEDGE
The cress-checking between frequential data and contextual datA once marc revealed
that studentsarepassively "receiving infonnlltion" via language from others who arc conVC)ing
the information (Henning, 1992). The knowledge that is 'received' is mainly of cultures,
languages and religion. The absence of academic knowledge once more highlights the fact that
language, and therefore lack of English proficiency, is not considered as an issue for the
difficulty thestudents experience in the academic milieu.
7.2.2 LEARNING AS RESPONSIBLE ACTIVITY
Once more without prior selection of categories the frequcntial data and conceptual
data of the concept leaminl was analysed to provide opportunity for patterns to emerge in a
"bottom-up" manner. The validity of these patterns was cross-checked against the naturalistic
observation (fieldnoted data) to ensure a more holistic and reliable view of students'
conceptions of learning. The patterns thatemerged arc as follows :
WRITTEN COMMUNICAnON
Both reading and writing arc considered as important learning activities. Reading
could probably be considered as an important mode of learning, not so much because it
provides a gate to more academic knowledge but rather because it is used as a source of
reference or in the classroom for students to follow as the lecturer isreading.
FrequentiaJ datA proved that learning is an activity provided by the teacher to the
learner, The contextual data also providedevidence that communication as a learning activit)'
is mostly conducted byothers, namely parents and teachers. The learners receive the learning
content via the matcrial being rend to them. This might be the I"C3SOI1 "fly reading as written
mode of communication is considered as a vcr)' important aspect in learning. During
observation it was found that students tend to sit in class \\ithout tl)ing to panicipatc C\'Cn
when the opportunity is created for panicipation. This has often caused the lecturer who is
also burdened \\ith an LEP to resort to oralism or to the textbook as lecturing method
Contextual data also revealed that students refcrred to the text and practical work, both issues
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that can be categorised under written communiCAtion. 'The mentioning of these aspeeu
confirms the findings in the quantitative analysis IlS well as the data that was collected during
observation. Observational data provided evidence that the rural college students depend
greatly on the Iccturing notes for tests and on copying sentences straight from the textbook
when they must do ASsignments. Re:ufing, however, WIlS no( implemented to further their
knowledge ina more spontaneous manner.
Writing AS a eategory under written communiation also leads to links with learning.
Reading and writing arc therefore both seen AS modes of learning. These findings seem to I~
automatically tothe next pattern that emerged from the data.
LIBERATION
The ability tobe literate may provide the students the opportunity to become liberated.
More than fifty percent of the students provided evidence that learning would enhance their
lives and that it will lead to upliftmcnl. The contextual dala also referred to knowledge of
world views, an issue related to the concept of liberation. The frequential data, however,
indicates that learning is mainly a passive activity, yet, many students have indicated that the
active side of learning concerns practice and doing. If theyare able to practise what is taught,
they will be able to do things for themselves and hence will become liberated. Data were
fie1dnoted also providing evidence of the same issue. The fact th:lt both students and black
lecturers went on strike or arranged class boycotts confinn the above findings. 1bcy have
indicated their aim of freedom being to do what thc). think is ror the best. Students indicated
that they realise edueation may well lead to liberati~, therefore they boyconed classes to force
the governing body toaccept the students who ha\'e failed the previous )'Car and to enrol those
students (more than eight hundred of them) who still wanted to register u studc:nt-te=achen but
who were not accepted because of their poor rn3triculation rcsullJ. (The other fDct that the
college can only eater for a certain number of students should neither be a considenation if
students wantto be edueated), Learning for Iibenuion therefore scans toimply being accepted
and certificated, rcg:ardlcss ofthc quality orquantity oflcaming.
MORALITY
Moral standards and religion are caught to these studcnlJ and it fc=atun:s in thclt
conceptions of learning.
.,.
14S
"Sometimes inchurch the preacher in the church can give )'00 10 more knowledge in the way
you learning something about the religious"
Both frequential dAra and contextual data showed thAI most students perceive morals
as something thai must be livedout sincethey should be reflected in good behAviour.
"Learning helps us tobehave well"
Theobservation data reflects a certain IlmOUnt ofcontradictory evidence on this issue, Though
most students do behave well, the e161SS boycotts and the copying of assignments indicate thai
somestudents still encounter difficulty in understanding theconcept ofmoraJ standards. This
issue may elicit many different views therefore it may suffice 10 say that many students did
consider the learning of morals as important This may well be concluded with one of the
student'scomments taken from the discourse llI\3lysis :
"But, it docs not matter whether what you have learned is wright or wrong, only to know the
wrongs and thewrights."
ORAL COMMUNICATION
Joubert (1991:203) maintains that "effective communieation is the single most
important prerequisite to effective learning". II might. therefore. seem contradictory if oral
communication is not considered as important as written coinmuniealion. Comparing this
finding with the findings under frequenti:lI data il becomes apparent thai the strengthening of
oral communication, which mostly consists of teacher communication in schools, is being
rejected here. Students have realised thai although oral communicalion is important in
learning, it oughl not tobeseen as parnmountto learning. ObseMli0n31 d:tUl however, proved
to reveal the opposile. Students still find it difficult to rid themselves of the habit of being
listeners, though listening nocd no( be seen as I passive activity. Though they have uttered
their grievances on lecturers who rcson to oralism, they still cxpericnc:c difficulty in
contributing orally 10. clus discussion, probably because of LEP And limited CALP. Once
more the findings ofthe pattem iIIumin:llc the emcrgenec of the nexlpattCtn.
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RECEIVrNG OF KNOWLEDGE
The fact that students refleet a lack of "languaging" (Pcrkins, 1991 :231) reveals their
dependency on "others" for information. Most students have indiCAted in the contextUAl data
that knowledge for learning is received when taught by the lClIChcr. Comparing this finding
with the findings from the frequential data which reflect that most learning activities arc
considered as passive aeuvites and noting the fact that observational data showed that students
depend on both the lecturer and other students for complcting their assignments. then all the
dab confirms that most students have not yet realised that they need to take personal
responsibility for their learning task. Learning ought therefore be considered as an activity of
self-conduct (Hollandcr, 1991 and Botha,1992).
GAINING OF KNOWLEDGE
Both the frequential data and contextual dab indicated that there are a small number of
students who have realised that knowledge can be "gained" through learning in a more activc
way. Contextual data, however, showed that the knowledge gained in this manner is not
connected with the students academic milieu, but experiential knowledge in general. Onlyfive
students. (sixpercent) have connected research and studying as modes oflcaming. It is
therefore, not surprising to have observed during the field study that students do not knowhow
tostudy. They are too unsure to venture into the academic world oflearning without a "scope"
from the lecturer.
UNDERSTANDING
It is interesting to notice that all the cbta reveal that only 11 few students consider
understanding asan component of l~ming. Another aspect that is important for the lecturm
ofa PRESETinstitution is to notice th:ltilithough some students have referted to undcrst:u1ding
it concerns theunderstanding of other cultures, languages and other people. FrequentiaJ data
proved that onl)' three percent of the students linked undersulnding to their academic milieu.
The observational cbUl also showed that although students know the lesson content must be:
undcrs100d, they do noc know how to search for understanding. They arc happy to accept I
chorus of ")'CI. Miss" when they ask : "00 )'00 undcn1and clusr The fxt that they have no(
learned howto search for understandingmight well have: contributed to their lade of CAlP. aJ
language: assisu in understanding (accommodation of newlywimilared kncnvledgc in Piageti:tn
terms),
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COGNITION
The appearance of this pattern so low down the hienchy of lemUng eategories once
more confirms that learning is mainly considered an activity of passive listening and
memorising. The findings of both sets of data stressed that learning is not considered as an
own mental activity. Their limited desire to read and to make usc of the library, which
facilitates active participation in their 0\\11 learning confirms the interprcwion that they do not
connect langUAge adequacy to cognition or metllcognition. Concentration u pan of cognition
was only mentioned by II minority of students. One studentexplained that learning may result
inself-realisation :
"Learning helps us to be what we want to be".
The word "help"stresscs the f:let tJut learning has not yet become pan of the learner,
but it can be called into apply when needed with help. During both document anaJysis and
participant observation itwas noticed th:lt students often depended on"help" in their learning.
USE OF SENSES
The mere fact tJut this pattern has arisen proves that there arca few students who have
realised that the learner ought to be involved in the learning act in toulit)' and that sensory
perception pla)1 a vital pan.
In conclusion the interpretation of students' conceptions of IQrning indicates Wt
learning can be interpreted as a passive activity (fifty six percent ofthe students) received from
others rather than accepting it asnil 0\\1\ activity (thiny eight percent) \\here the learners must
accept responsibility (elC\'Cn percent of the students). Others indieated that learning is I dual
effort (twenty percent) where the responsibility lies with both the teacher lUld the learners
(twelve percent). Though there was a strong realisation of the importance of IQming. findings
have brought 10 lighl lhat the knowledge learned was mostlyof eultuDl and linguistic n:alUrc
and noc academic in the nllrTO\\'Cf sense of the word.
Tbe interpretation of the patterns of students' conceptions ofW1~ and the mode of
learning hasclearly indicated what the runtlstudents' conceptions of 1Angu. and of JQrnlllf,
are. In order to elucidate the link between these two sets of patterns more 'fOSJ-n:fCrc:nCIr.~
nc:cds to bedone.
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7.2.3 INTERPRETING TIiE CHAIN OF EVIDENCE IN ACONTEXTUAL WHOLE
That there is a link between the panems of conceptiON about language and learning is
evident. The above interpretAtions of the evidence have elucidated that the link is no( at an
academic level but rather It A socio-politicallevcl of IanSUllSc use and thinking.
The importAnCe of An understanding of the students' conceptions of lanaulee and
lelmina is that both these phenOmcn:l provide the opponunity for interaction AmOng people
which facilitates socialisation ( the word is used in the sense of social context And not in its
ps)'chologieal coMOtation), Socinlis.uion involves communication, (oral as well AS written) In
the data of this study oral communication includes mainly the expression of world views and
feelings while written communicntion involves the writing of letters to friends rather than
academic activities. Communication during learning activity is practised to convey the moral
standards of the society in which the learners find themselves, It is furthermore used for
constructing knowledge, not so much at theacademic niveau, but to understand other cultures
and languages. This ensures greater acceptance of the individ~ls in the society. During
interaction at academic level the learners do not actively take part in the communication but
become recipients of the knowledge conveyed to them. The importance contributed to learning
ofother languages emphasises the need to be accepted at a sociallcvcl. By cross-checking this
finding with findings pertaining to oral and wrinen communication it was found that personal
reading scans toalienate them from this social intemction with others. This might well be a
reason why the findings revealed limited participation in reading. Tobecome literate, however,
demands A certain proficiency level of reading and of writing. .
AnaI)'Sing the data semantically provided findings thnt indicate passive learning since the
pattern that emerged from anaJ)'Sing the data on their conceptions of reading focus on the
reading of the tc.~tbook and noc on the extensive teaching for academic knowledge construction.
The faet that so much emphasis was put on literlC)' in the 1W1)'Si£ of -IearninS-
reflects the desire not 10 much for academic achievement but for social upliftment and
libenation. As \\'IS indicated students relied greatly upon the to;tbook And the writing ~11 of
notes to help them to learn academic content not by way of undctstAnding but by mcmorisina
the fadJ. Linkins the pattern of literacy \\ith the pattern of undentMding in the ArW)'1is of
conceptions of arnina provides cvicblce thAt much more consideration is liven 10 the
understanding of other eulrun:s And languages than to the undemanding ofacademic
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information and principles. These findings create a clear conceptual chain of evidence: To
know another lan&u1ae ensure. better communication, fesultinaln freer socialisation and
creatinathe understandina or world knowledae which laain may promote liberation. This
furthermore indi~tes that the link between lAnguage and learning is seen as a socio-political
issueand not an academic one.
Cross-checking these findings by linking modes of expressions and of understanding
with the mode of liberation, both. the contextual data And obscrvational dAta illuminate the
valuethe students ascribe to liberation. Observationnl dAta gave evidence that students want to
be free to express their world views especially political views, confinning the emergence of the
pattern of "liberation". For that reason the lC3ming of language is important. Some studenu'
contextual ebb highlighted conceptions of language and of learning inthis way :
"Language is the medium through which people can be in a position of saying what they W:lIlt
tosay",
"Learning is the upliftmcnt of ones knowledge....\\"C get some skills...the only way to the
future".
"It (learning) nuke a communication between people. It gives a knowledge of people in tenns
ofseekinga job. About learning people have tosucceed on their lives".
Skills and experience may also be considered as impotunt for they could just as well
contribute to the achievement of liberation. When the two l11llin groups of data, namel)'
Iinaulle and lumin,. arc linked togetherboth languagc and learning seem to be perceived as
important. noc for the broadening of the studenu academic knowledge, but mthcr for becoming
liberared in a socio-political way.
A discrepancy is revealed when: the panem of morality emerges And is linked "ith
language and \\ith learning. Thnt language must express nonns or provide knowledge about
religion is noc rtflected strongly· no( in the frtqUCrttial data nor in the obsen'Dtional cbta • but
it came clearly forward in the contcxtually wl)1ed dalA. Another interesting aspcd that was
found in this panem is the fact th:at the construction or moralsis not dependent on language but
that momls can be taught by scning an cx4n1plc. 11M: findings also maled that only one
student referred to discipline. On renCdion after Mving been a participAnt obscn-cr. the
schools and college inthe rural area provided evidence that maintencncc ofdiscipline is
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considered ZlS a problem. That the pattern of morality emerged under learning can also be
attributed to a speech on AIDS that was delivered to them during their orientation programme.
This 11\4)' well be linked with students' growing aspirations to be able to express their own
views and theconflict this creates in the reali~tion that nonns arc sometimes discarded in the
process. Thedisregard for discipline may be because limited value is put on the understanding
of self-discipline during learning. The frcquentiaJ data mainly indicates It passivity towlrds
learning while the observational data gave evidence that students do not apply self-discipline
when they are expected to learn. Few students usc the free time during class boycotts to learn
for the tests that are awaiting them. when they return to class,
The document analysis also provided evidence of metaphorical expressions. The oral
history of the black nations is characterised b)' these metaphorical utterances. AnaI)'Sing the
semantics of concepts used in the contextual data brought interesting findings into prominence.
To be able to create indirect comparisons,a coMcction between a concrete or real concept and
a fictitious oneismade. Metaphors in language usually confinn a high level of thought. These
students, however, come from a background where metaphors are often used in their speech.
That is probably why exagerated phrases are used if certain aspects are really considered as
important. "language is something \..ithout which no understanding between people ofdifferent
races \..ill befacilitated" or "Language iseverything, because\'without it nothing can exist".
In analysing phrases like : "language is a tooll instrument! or vehicle for
communication", it confirms that language is exerted to achieve a certain goal. A vehicle is
used for COO\'C)'3llCC, transportation or as a means by which thought, feelings and ideas can be
conveyed, Language therefore transports the speaker perhaps toan edueational situation, or
closerto the learning goal. Theusc of the phrase that learning as "the key to knowledSC- is not
so much to unlock the unknown reality nor the scientific and mathematical knowledge but
rather to open the way to cultural and Iinguistical understanding. Using these mctlphors
indicates the value students attach to language and to learning in an indirect And stylistiaJl)'
more challenging way. Metaphorical consistency, instead of contributing to conceptual
undcntanding, ma)' create restriction which may hamper learning (Buckmann and Flodcn,
1992).
In conclusion it isstaled that although the study JW1ed offwith a questionon the rural
students' conceptions of language and of learning. various ocher interesting findings h.nc
emerged. Yetallconfirm that the LEP of students do influence rhc: \\'1)' they conc:cpcuali~
".
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learning. This research has further proved that it is not only their LEP, but Also specifically
their lack in CALP that created Aconcept on passiviry in leArning. They have not tAken
responsibility for their 0\\11 learning since learning to them is something tlUlt ostensibly
"happens" to them, even at college level.
7.3 DRAWING AND VERIFYING OF CONCLUSIONS
The findings ofthis study indicate that these students:
have probably not been exposedtocontemporary cognitive theory and linguistic
theory,
that their 0\\11 learning experiences and opportunities for language usage are probably
notconducive tounderstanding learning as pro-active construction of knowledge
change and oflanguage as partner in cognition (Henning, 1993(3) and Henning,
I993(b»),
have no reading experiences thatmay contribute to L2proficienc)' and motivation
to learn,
reflect an understanding of IibcrationllS a possiblefreedom from instead ofa freedom
foracademic learning and
conception of learning does not involve the acceptance ofresponsibility for their
own learning.
These conclusions are verified, first ofall by arguing from thcof)' AS was done in the
interprcution plwc under 7.2. Furthermore, stcps were Ween toaccount for the conclusions.
The model of Miles and Huberm3n (1988)was used for thisvalidity checJcing exercise.
7.3.1 CHECKING rna RELJABILI1Y
It is necessary to detcnnjnc if the conclusions, dra\\ll from the findings are
conceptually relatable. This is an important verification device bcauscthe conclusions have to
becomplimentary and should not be in conflicr. This step WIS c:<C(Utcd in chapter sbc.
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7.3.2 CHECKING FOR RESEARCH INFERENCES
The presence of the researcher on the site may atrect the data and influence the
analysis. The panicipants may also try to mislead the researcher or withhold evidence. The
researcher, on the other hand, nl:l)' try to interpret the findings according to biu nocions.
Evidence needs to be weighted regularly and the roleof the researcher as full panicipant tw to
bedescribed.
According to Wagner (1993:3) the "- structural fe:tturcs of panicipnnt research
encourage individuals to construct knowledge about schools in which research. practice and
theory are interdependent." The researcher explores the ernie view of research participanu
from an emically embeddcd perspective. Traditionally this"subjective" view is regarded as less
valid than an "objective" view. However, in contemporary educarion the role of the full
participant as researcher is becomingmore vital, especially in action researeh, The researcher
has to practise certain procedures for validation. Henning (1992) refers to Erickson (1991)and
Miles and Huberman (1988) who suggest techniques to clarify observers' perceptions.
In this study precautionary measures were taken during the collection of the frcquentinl
<l3ta consisting ofthe students personal written sketches as was explained in chapter 6.2. The
first data were collected at a time when there were no indic:ltions)'Ct of tests to be written. It
was during a c1us discussion where the concept education wu explained as introductory to
the principles ofeducation. The next set ofdata were gathered in similar conditions. butat a
laterdate. The raw data can provide evidence of their natural 'origin. Since the data were the
students' own efforts, except where a few m:Idc usc of one another's idc3s, the researcher
believes thatthe dat.:l reveal their real conceptions ofl:mguage and oflcaming. During thetime
ofobtaining observatiOll3I data an unforseen situation occured where the third ~'Car students (of
whom many were accepted during a period when thecollege was forced by political pressure to
enrol more studenlS) demanded the removal ofthe rese:lrchcr. Although it m3Yseem as if this
situation could result in research becoming bi.ued, the researcher realised that it was caused
both by students who did not know the researcher and because of the political atmosphere in
which our countf)' finds itself At present. Most of the students were not in\"OIvcd but had to
abide by the decisions ofthe SRC. This situation also provided the researcher the opponunil)'
toconcentrate mainl)' on the research project for the rest of the: )'Qr. The av:aibblc ncwd:ata
were used (oranal)1is and interpretation. The research site could howau nee be visited 383Jn
for the duration ofthe study. By being \..ithdra"n from the site, the researcher had the:
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opportunity towithdraw and perceive the evidence from different angles (Miles and Huberman,
1988~ Landman, 1992).
7.3.3 CHECKING rnROUGH TRIANGULATION
A well known modus operandi is applied when the testing of the fCSC3fCh findings is
conducted through trianeulation. The findings of the collected data are deuble-checked Md
strengthened by triangulation (Henning, I993(e) and Landman, 1992) meaning that the same
issue is researched by means of different methods or by different types of analyses of data
within the same method.
The frcquential dab on learnine revealed that students mainly depend on other people
during le:lming. This finding is checked with the findings that emerged during the document
analysis of the thematic data on learnina. Thc fact that students depended on both the
textbook and the teacher for information and help during a le:1ming activity supported the
findings. It was furthermore double-checked by correlating it with the observational data
which supportthe data since they often expected from the lecturer to provide a clear indication
ofwhat must be learned for a test. At the end an inter-coder was asked tocheck once more the
findings of the data to ensure validity. The reliability was seventy one on the Kendall
coordinator coefficient in which the strength of'pattcrns in hieraehical order were assessed.
7.3.4 DETERMINING THE RELEVANCE OF DATA
After the selection and reduction of the dab the evidence ought to display valid
patterns which are eventually given II certain amount of weight during the conclusion dnming.
The validity of the data, the circumstances during which data areobtained and the researcher's
efforts to ensure validation all contribute to the quality of thedatathat iscollected.
From the discussions above it becomes evident that diffcrcnt nasun:ma1U were taken
to ensure the validity of the data. The findings indicate that the data selected for the
investigation of the rcscarch question were relevant to provide the emergence of valid patterns
to indicate the studcnU conceptions of language and of learning.
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7.3.S NOTICING CONTRASTS AND MAKING COMPARJSONS
To enhance the validity of the study and to ensure correct interpretAtion and
verification, the researcher needs to be sensitive (Strauss And Corbin, 1991) to the appearance
ofcontradicting evidence.
The findings in this study provided data that appeared to be contradictory. By
comparing the findings of the pettern written communication in the analysis of dAta about
conceptions of l:mguage with that of learning, it seems as if the emergence of the pattern
rndine may contradict the evidence. It WM found tbnt reading is not consideredas lUI
important communication device in the lanauaee data. Yet in the data of le.mina it is
important. The frequentia! data provided evidence that students are mainly passive learners
who want to "receive" knowledge. The contextual data provided evidence that students view
communication as a mode of socinlising, but that reading distances the individual from
socialising and is therefore not considered as a communicntion device. When this finding is
linked with reading in the Inmine data, the findings reveal a more durable explanation.
Students as passive "receivers" of knowledge depend on the textbook or on the lecturer who
reads from the textbook in order to get more information. They areunsure to try to learn on
their own probably because of LEP. This conclusion is facilitated bythe observation data and
by various researchers on this aspect (Joubert, 1991~ Webb, 1986; Young. 1986~ Perkins,
199land Botha, 1991).
7.3.6. DETERMINING TIlE MEANING OF EXCEPTIONS
E~ccptions or outliers (Miles and Huberman, 1988: ) need ROC weaken the cue study
but couldbe appropriated to strengthen the findings lUld to dctpen tentati\"C conclusions.
The contexMI data revealed the evidence that one student explained that even animals
communicnte. Anil1l3l communication is ROC under discussion in this rcse=arch INdy )"Ct this
finding provided more evidence that students perceive communication u f:aciliuuor of social
interaction. This could link the pattern ofcommunic::ation \\ith the plncmofsocialising.
7.3.7 CONSCIOUS OF UNAUTHENTIC RELATIONS
To ensure valid conclusion dra\\ing lUId verification. it is imponAnt 10 rule: out false
relations. This isachieved by considering whether A third factor is ROC underl)ing Of
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influencing the relation that occured between the two main variables an the conceptual
statement of the pattern or category.
This relation might well have oceured in this study. During the studenu' orientation
programme ofwhich the researcher was the convenor, thestudents were addressed by VlriouS
speakers amongst whom was a doctor who discussed AIDS. The fact thAt the)' have considered.
morality llS an important component of learning might well have ICAd to the emergence of this
pattern because they were influenced bythis discussion.
7.3.8 REPEATING OF OR REPLICATING A FINDfNG
This verification device also faciliutes the strengthening of validity, Miles and
Huberman (1988) maintain that replication during the final lU1:lI>'sis ofthcresearch data is
difficultand less credible. It W3S, however, inevitable during this stage, sincethe same findings
reappeared during the an:llysis of dam aboutlangu:lge and learning.
The reappearance of the students' "passive" participation in both the learning of a
language and in general learning enhanced the findings. Validity was thus cross-checked and
facilitated by triangulation.
7.3.9 SEEKING FOR DISCONFIRMING EVIDENCE
This \trification device is closely related to checking the me:ming of outliners and the
search for rival expl3J13tions which can be employed f~r checking bia.ses too.
Byconducting a literature review and by referring to theory during the interpretAtion of
the data the researeber tried to keep an open mind and chccked for rival explanations. The fact
that the students rcvt:lled LEP and thOlt Maw3sh:l (1992) maintained th:u the aspination for
IW1dards are discmpowering were both considered during the interpretation. Tbe JUl88Cring
evidence of other literature studies (lanham, 1986; Webb, 1986; Young. 1986; MacDonald,
1990; Peiser, 1991; Dcckm3nn, 1991; Joubcn, 1991 And Perkins, 1991) provide enough
information 10 eonelude thOlt the stAndards Ih:al ought to be set for the impfO\"CmCnl of the
students Ian~ proficiency an only beto their benefit. These studies could be used 10 lett
the re:scarehcr's biases 100.
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7.3.10 PARTICIPANTS PROVIDE FEEDBACK
Though Miles and Huberman (1988) consider litis tactic an importAnt verificalion
device it could nOI be used in this study because of the ciraunJlAnceS at the research college.
However, feedback WllS received from anoIher lecturer slill prcsenlll!he college. She revealed
tMI the college lecturers find it difficull to create I learning culture, due to ongoing
political
activity. This feedback facilitated the findings of the .Iudy. Further feedback CAn beprovided
by presenling the findings of the dalA 10the reader who mayconsider and evaluate the evidence
and interpretation with the final conclusion drawing nnd determine !heir validity. reliabilily And
generalisabihty.
To accommodate this possibility il isnecessary 10clearly describe the audit trail along
which "rnw"dala moved from collection 10 Antllysis and coding.
7.4 AUDIT TRAIL
According 10 Milesand Huberman (1988) an "audit trail" is necessary to determine the
dependability orconfinnability ofa procedure in order 10verify the aCCUr3C)' and legilimacy of
the research findings. In order to draw conclusions the audit trail ensures that the researcher
will perceive the dala in totality and coherence. The reader refers to!he examples of the route
which rawdala followed from collection 10 inlerpretation. The audit trail of the cbtn route was
provided inchapter six.
Though the theoretical study provided evidence tNl language is learned to enhance
both social language proficiencyand cognilivc-academic lC3ming profici~' (Henning and\-an
Loggcrenberg. 1991; Wood. 1990 and Hofl1lC)T and Buckland, 1992) this stud)' reflects WI
accordingto the students the rn3in focus oflangUAge docs not fall on language for lC3ming bul
on languasc for social interrelationships which facililate liberation and socialisation. Thit
aspect encapsulales all the other pattcmJ WI cmc:rscd.
7.5 RECOMMENDAnONS
This study has certain limitations, such as the fact WI the findings arenot sulisticall)'
gcncralisablc. Howcver. the implications for n:sc:arch and practice can be argued on tile basi.
ofqualitative research practice. Schofteld (1990:207) cites Guba and Lincoln (198 I ) 10 81\1:
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the: vieo.... of most qualitative researchers. The aim of naturalistic inquiry is to develop an
idiographic body of knowledge. Gencrnliulions are impossible since phenomenA arc neither
time nor context free (Schofield. 1990). Transfer of meaning to other aues is done b)' the
disseminee.
• Research implications
Thecollege ofeducation in a rural area reflects a vital need for funher research in the
role of students' conceptions. not only about language and leaming, but also about tenching.
management and professionnlizntion.
The researcher is of the opinion lhat the language and learning problems these rural
student-teachers encounter will not beaddressed by merely including a four year teaching
diploma unless LAC is implemented and the L2 proficiency of both lecturers and students
admitted to the college are seriously considered. Investigative studies in these areas need tobe
done inorder to help especially the first YC3r students to lldapt toan l2 and academic-learning
milieu.
Research should also be conducted on the ability of lecturers to work in groups and
how best to implement LAC. It is suggested that the heads of the various Departments
(HOD's) ought to provide the lecturers with the nCCCSS3ry assistance and identify the weaker
lecturers by spending some time in the different classes. This method of assistance has until
this date been a very sensitive issue among the black lecturers who arc not used to evaluation of
their teaching abilities after the completion of their studies. This aspect m:l~' also need further
research.
• Curriculum desiln
Curriculum designers and policy m:lkers need to address thepresent college curriculum
and language polit), seriously in order toensure wt LAC is included incurriculum design and
practice.
• Practice orthe reHarch colltle
In order to be able to provide the necessAry usilWlCC 10 the fim )12r sl\l,knU the
college being researched should acknowledge the studentspre-conccptions of bngu.'lftC and or
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learning. Since it is suggested that LAC ought to be practicafly included in the curriculum, it
ought to be implemented AS soon as possible inthis PRESET institution.
Lecturers should only be employed in subjects for which the)' Arc ac:adcmically,
linguistieall)' and professionally equipped.
Since most of the subject. th.u students encounter at PRESET level arc presented in
the L2, it isofutmost importance, thatthe students langUAge proficiency be At a minimum level
of competence which will assist theminlearning.
Assignments and tests should be designed in such a l1\AMer AS to fncilit:lte learning and
not memorisation, copying or rotc learning.
Although no model for diagnosing student-reachers' qualitative anic:ulAtion of
conceptions of language and of learning was aimed at or constructed during this research, the
signs of an emerging model arc evident There are a number of concepts which crystallised
during thedata analysis, the most salient being quality or espression which the naive sketches
elicited. Students seem to be able to write "elaborate" versions of their conceptions,
articulating clearly within the limitations of "restricted" linguistic ability. Within the
par:unc:ter of this embryonic model ofa diagnostic device in which conceptions of IanaUlae
and of lumina arc articulated, the students alsoexhibit, to a degree, their literary proficiency
in thediscourse domain of Inngunge pcdagOS)',
7.6 SUMMARY
In this dissertation the researcher Iw attempted to search for understanding of the
nntureof rural students-tc:lchcn' articulation ofconeq,tionsoflanaulat andof lumina. This
Jut chapter CO\-ered the interpretation and valid:uion of findings as well as conclusions and
rec:onuncncbtions. The visionofa model for di3gnOStic purposes was also suted bricn)"
The report is c:onc:ludcd with a citation from the written cbta in which I student
reminds hereducators thAt :
-Laaming is the process whereby the professional moulds the unskilled to achiC\'C moundl'"
suc:ccss ,-
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ADDENDUM A
EXAMPI.ES OF FIEtD NOTES
I. EXTRACTS FROM UNSTRUCTURED FIELD NOTES
ORIENTATION PERIOD
DAY ONE
students show excitement :
ilis n new year andn new experience to bealcollege
10 start with their different subjects
DAY TWO
orientation programme starts :
some students did not arrive
the students in theh311 seem to listen intensh'Cly
DAYS THREE to FIVE
black lecturers arc on strike:
the crientation progr:munc mustbe ndjuSled
some students look lost because ch:u1gcs nrc made tothe programme
DAYS SIX to TEN
During the last week some of the senior prim3r')' students did no( arnve for all
the orientation discussions
the nbscntccs weremosd)' males
(Ihe negative Attitude ofsome: lecturers may ha\'C cbmpencd the studcnU
excitement of lhe fillitwo«bys)
the students who were present sccmcd to cnjO)' all the new infonn:ation and
discussions, some (\'Crl c:amc to tell meth:at they cnjo)'Cd it
students with whom I twtintcMcw1 the pmious )Qr c:unc 10 th:anJc me (Of
choosingthcm AI student-teachers. (It Will indiatcd to them thaI il Will more
their own aniludc towards us And the manner inwhich the, answcn:d the
A2
questions during !he interviews AS well AStheir mAtricuhuion results !hAt
ensured their entrance tothe college).
WEEK THREE
CI:lues start,
students are nil present and listen tcotivcl)'
the male students tend to take part inthe discussions
it isdifficult to involve most in the classdiscussions
students lire reluctant to participate orally
some lire inclined to look forhelp from their friends when aquestion is directed at
them personally
some resort to lowering their vocal volume (as if they donot want the other students or
myself toheartheir comments)
others try toevadeeye contact (possibly in thehope that they 11l3)' be overlooked)
quite a few studentsalready know that the concept education entails both formal and
informal education. (There isa student who maintains that he \\015 the principal ofa
primary school),
most ofthcm only perceive edueation as the formal education theyhave experienced
at school.
many students write very slowly, therefore dictation~ difficult.
students SUrt to talk amongone another while notes Iwt tobe written down:
they were unfamiliarwith aconcept
they did not understand what \\015 S3id or wrincn on the dulkbo.1rd
they could not sec c1earl)' onthe board or transparency (notes were
clear; some studentsstruggle with poor C)'CSight)
thc:). quickly indicate whena spelling mistakeapPQn onthe board:
fint assignment is explained:
some students look unsure
they had the opportunit)'to ask qucstions
one: student indiaued t~t he does nee know "~t WII expcdcd from him
although the wholewignmcnt wu struetun:d onthe boArd; INlIb allocated to
the difTercntsub·h=tingswen: indic:&tcd; additi0n2110urccs were ",rinen
00\\11 and the maanins ofc:onccpu were expbincd.
A3
he couldhowever not indicatc wherehis problem by
cbss wusASked if the assignment, written 00\\11 onthe board under the
different sub-headings was understood. Quite Anumber indicated that the)'
were at a loss. The instructions wereexplained once more.
students were instructed torend the relevnnt section intheir textbooks \\iththe
question in mind. If there Are My queries then we may discuss itllg:ain.
WEEK FOUR
A group ofthe staff once again decided thnt the)' Arc not happy llbout certain decisions
of the Dcp:utment and stopped attending classes, Students st:ut to ro:un around and Afew first
year students donot arrive for their clASses.
Those \\00do attend classes seem tobe exhausted b)' twelve o'clock in the afternoon.
From twelve o'clock it becomes difficult to keep thestudents' Attention.
(A possible reason for these two observations could be thntthc students nrc not used to pa)ing
attention to lessons for so long)
Ask students to reflect on the notcs they have taken the previous day. It appears that the
students:
wrote notes dO\\11 \\ithout understanding them
did not do revision the previous <by
• Students are asked to write down their conceptions oflenming
Students must write noces from the board :
itisstill slow
Afew questions arc ASked concerning some concepts still unfamilw to them
most students arc writing the notes OO\\n \\ithout An)' quCf)' about thernc4l\ing
ofthe scntc:nccs
I few students \\UC ASked toexplain the mc:aning ofsomeof the: scntcnca
And they could not
understanding sc:cms tobe I problemAnd thc). donoc w:ant to ind.aate their
difficulty in comprehending
Students can not conc:cntrlte on listening and wing nocc:s It the !L."UTle ume.
,A4
Students are boycotting classes to indicate their grievances apinst the l«lurcrs \\110
are not Allending classes and because not all the textbooks have arrived.
they need the books tostudy from
the notes arc not enough
some lecturers dictate IlIld the)' arc not sure Ilbout these notes
they \\':1I1t all their lecturers to attend the classes IlJld not onl)' D few
one student indicated that most students are SCAred toattend some lecturers'
classes if the other lecturers are on strike
Students convert to L I when spc:lking to one another in and outof class.
WEEK FIVE
Students and lecturers arc back in class
Stories and the reading of books came underdiscussion
fairy tales are completely unfamiliar to them
few students possess books to read at home
even fewer have recollections of theirparents reading or reading to them
three students nrcproud to be the owners ofhome libraries with npproxinutcly
ten to twenty books on the shelves
these students arc parents, yet they admit chat they do not allow their children
to use thesebooks
two other students mentioned that they doallow their smallchildren topage
through the books or nuguines that theybuy
they \\':1I1t their children togetused Co literature (but not to touch books 1)
When asked if they think it is important to allow )'oung children to handle books, they
gave the follo\\;n8 answers :
books are too expensive
thc). seldom buy books
thc). borrow books and muse give them b3ck
)'oung children will only tear the p:lgcs
)oongsters cannoc tad)-ct
children only look It pidUrtS and nre nee rally interested in the wrinen,,001
Then: are, bowever, II few who m:aintain :
books arc impofW1t for them to learn from
b)' reading II book)'OU learn about other people and other oluntrics
AS
(It seems AS if literature ismostly for learning And noc for rcla.ution or
enjoymcnt)
When asked if they think IItC)'Illllylearnanything from watching tele..ision they replied
few havetelevision sets Dt home IUld they do witch some prognunmcs
they named certain prognunmes that they enjoy watchins
Question had to be rephrased because the origiaal question wu not answered
the)' learn about wild life
they see how people should behave in restaurants
school subjects nrcexplained
they see how people become rich by winning money during certain
programmes
television shows )'00 what S03p products are good
one student remarked th:lt it teaches )'OU about violence
you see other countries
(the learning of theL2 was notconsidered; the rcphrnsinS of the question
reflects that they may experience problems in sta)ing ....ith a topic, or
perhaps because ofLEPthe question was not understood.)
When questions are put forward students tend to :
divert from the topic
the). repeat the whole question in the,ir answer And often do flO( come toa
logical answering of the question
the). 53)' theydo flOC know
give incomplete llRS\\"Crs
Thc)' seem to find it strange or C\'Cn fUMy when thc). ha..'C Si..'Cn An llRS\\'Cf Wl
nnother and C\"CIl more in-depth question can result from theanswer,
Students arc asked to write00\\11 their conceptions ofbnsu2ge
WEEK SIX
Time for the presentation ofthe usignmcnU arc ccminS eloser, Srudcnu arc
reminded thal the wignmcnts must be handed in the follO\\;ng Moncb)'. ()nl~' a few students
told meWlthe)· have already started. Some came to ICC me atthe office to~ Advice on
A6
how togoAbout And if they ArC expected toformulate lhc: senlenccs intheir own words.
They were reminded that lUI ASsignment should be lhcir own elTon because lhc
assignment WOlS given to help themto learn about And to understAnd the subject.
Once again I experienced difficulty to involve students in clus discussion.
Onlya few Arc always willing to p3rlicipate. Someof lhcm sU)' passive (hopefully listenins I).
It sometimes feeh as if I cannot reach one or two for lhc:y do not respond when I ask them
questions orinvite them to participate in giving their 0\\11 views nor do they indiC4te if they
understand ornol. Other lecturers, black and white,c:onuncnled on the I4J1lC aspect).
Yet there nrc days, like today, when the clASs WOlS livety and responsive. II is
as if students arcmotivated to learn and the c1:lSs was most cnjo)llble.
On Friday the students allocated a represeeunve to ask about the assignment
they maintain theydo not understand what is expected from them
they C3Mot indicate "h.,t their problems are
they want me to provide them with the different answers under each sub-
heading. They ask questions in such a way that it scans as if lhey want me to formulate lhc
sentences that must be provided under each heading. After some inquiry it bcc::unc clear that
only a few have started with the assignment and that the others have not even read lhc: chapter
through on "hich the assignment W1\5 based. neither have they read any of the additional
sources reserved for them in the library
some evenadmitted th:ll they havenot )'Cl bought their textbook.
One student came to sec me today to ask permission to hand in his assignment lhc
following week since he only arrived on Wcdncsd3~'. After this was discussed with lhc
rcgistmr we realised that there arc a few "students" who became students in the hope wt thc)'
willbe accepted aslate enrolments. (What I sad QSC!)
WEEK SEVEN
The first test is discussed.
Students immediately ask for I'SC:OPC' (noc sorncthinS new because this is I
request we became quite familiar with.
Scopes, however, are for sale in the shopsand noc in elw I)
A7
Students want to know ifthe)' must only (not ~inly') coneentrate onrheir
notes.
Assignments arc marked. It isnot surprising to find the follo\\;ng :
only a few students nwIe use of the additonal sources in the library
these students also reflect acertain proficiency inhandling the L2
And are able to express themselves clearly and often logic:t1I)'
only those who used the textbook copied sttllight from the literature
quite a few students copied theassignment from their friends. There were fh'C
students who provided me with exactlythe SllmC assignment, spelling
mistakes and all. (The !bra from the naive skerches also indiC4tes cop);ng
amongst the students)
some students did not provide the relevant infotn13tion
others have deviated from the topic or have stopped before the>' coulddiscuss
the moserelevant aspects under that sub·hc3ding
difficulty in understandmg "why" and "how" and the difference between
explain, discuss andevaluate
often sentences were selected from thetextbook that are contradictoryto
what they might have just written in theprevious sentence
students do not reread their IlSsignments to make self-corrections
assignments were not structured to provide Illogical follow up of ideas
some students altogether ignored the structure as was given
work was overall unneat
some chose the wrong concepts to explain anaspect and contribute a
complete different meaning to the sentence
difficulty was experienced toexpress the information in their own words
sentence structures areoften incorrect
some sentences are incomprchcndnble
That most students only started on the assignment over the weekend w:as quite dcat.
Littleeffort was put into the ASsignment orthe prcsenLltion thereof.
Commcnu were put to the studcnu. Thc)' justified the poor prcsen~tion as
follows:
most could not get hold ofthe additionaltOlu, bcaUIC the ocher audcnu"ttC
busy using them (they had more than I month in which to finish the :U11r,nmcnt; there "~ 1\
wcek of noclasses because of the bo)'COCu; the sources could noc bertmO\ro from the library
AS
and were Available 10 all; and nlOSl oflhcm admittedon the Friday IhAt the).hadno( ).(t sUrted)
When realising thai Ihcir rruarks Arc low !he following proposAls were pul
forward:
re'\\Tiling of the llSsignmcnl (Ahhough the due dale ofnc~t ASsignment is in
IWO weeks time)
changing of the rruarks tMI theymayp3SS. rllllVC pityon us")
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